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Chapter Nine 
Adult Education Policy in Post-I952 Egypt 
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Identification of Post-I952 Adult Education Policy Trends 
Egypt is one example of an underdeveloped country that 
has not, as yet, got a clearly formulated national policy 
for adult education. Associated with this is, in the first 
place, the inferior rank given to that sector amidst the 
Egyptian system of education. Harginality of adult. education 
in many countries of the world, to which Coombs (I967)(I) 
refers, is applicable to Egypt. Aims of adult education 
activities, until present, 'are often ill-defined and their 
clienteles unclear, and re~ponsibility of their management 
and funding is scattered across dozens of public and private 
agencies. They spring up simultaneously, come and go, and 
at times succeed brilliantly but just as often die unnoticed 
and unmourned.' (2) In so far as adult education is concerne~. 
Egypt still suffers from absence of clear policy aims 
formulated by the state for such a sector and h&nce,it has 
become difficult for any of the national bodies concerned 
to make a comprehensive survey of adult education activities. 
Accordingly, providers of adult education are mostly 
committed to fragmental policies in which the interests 
and potentialities of other providers in the field are not 
regarded. With the exception of the 'Adult Illiteracy 
Eradication Sector', every other type of adult education 
in Egypt has its own poli~y and sphere of power, or in other 
words 'an independent world' in which contact with other 
worlds ~ almost dissevered. 
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From its start as a systematic activity recogniz,ed by 
the state in 1944, and until 1970, only very few official 
reports and studies cared to deal with its aims and problems, 
meanwhile volumes and volumes were written about the primary, 
secondary and higher education. Throughout twenty six years, 
the state was content with the regulations included in the 
110 Act of 1944 which remained without change until the issue 
of the 76 Act of 1970. Only since the early 1970's,Egypt has 
become aware or the necessity of having a comprehensive 
clearly-defined adult education policy. The last years 
have witnessed the birth of the'Supreme Council for Adult 
• Education and Illiteracy Eradication by the Presidential 
, , 
Decree no. 311 of 1971. Three years later, the National 
I Council for Education, Scientific Research and Technology 
(N.C.E.S.R.T.) was formed acc~rding to Presidential Decree 
no. 828 of 1974. 
Studies so far made by the above mentioned national' 
councils have not succeeded to crystalliZe trends for 
a national comprehensive policy for adult education. On 
the one hand, the~upreme Council for Adult Education and 
, 
Illiteracy Eradication has, since its establishment (1974), locked 
itself within the circle of 'illiteracy eradication' on 
the national level and hence, a comprehensive adult education 
policy other than in the sense ot illiteracy eradication, 
has remained outside the realm of its interest. As for 
the N.C.E.S.R.T., which is the highest body for planning 
matters of education, it was content in its first session 
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(June-September 1974) as well as its second session ( October 
I974-July 1975) with the statement of such absence without strong 
step further. The report of its first session admits 
the absence of a clear national policy for adult education 
and calls tor. better etforts to oeducate the adul~ population ot whom 
(3) 
two thirds are illiterate o. In the report of its second sessien, 
stress was once more laid on the need for a clear policy for 
adult education, its means and methods.(4J Adult 11literacy 
eradication was the dominant core of the Council's discussions 
without an attempt to break the boundaries of the narrow 
circle in which it has locked itself. (5) Only in the report 
ot its third session (October I975-July 1976) that some change 
was to OCcur. The report condemned the defected outlook at 
adult education in Egypt as a 'remedial' service for those 
who have not got the chance of formal education. It recommended 
a broader and more comprehensive outlook that binds adult 
education with the national goals directed for the reali~ation 
of the democracy ot education, and the cultural development 
of citizens within an integrated educational pOlicy.(6) It 
recommended as well the urgency of putting a 'comprehensive 
policy for adult education' to be linked on the one hand, with 
manpower policy and, on the other, with the educational 
movement of the society and with economic, social and 
cultural develrypment. ~he work of each adult education providing 
agency should be co-ordinated with that undertaken by others 
through permanent communication channels.(7) The most important 
recommendation in the works ot the Third Session of the N.C.E.S.R.T 
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in so tar as the national policy for adult education is concerned, 
is related with the establishment of a 'National Agency for 
Cultural Develoment' which is assumed to co-ordinate between 
various agencies working in the tield at adult education. It 
is assumed to undertake the promotion at the cultural standard 
of all Egyptians whatever may be their cultural standard, from 
the newly literate to the university graduate.(8) 
It has to be pointed out that such rosy dreams brietly stated 
by the Council may only be counted as jump into the unknown, 
unless accompanied by detailed intensive studies on the 
proposed agency and how it will function within the tramework 
of a clearly defined national policy tor adult education. 
Besides the absence of a clear concept of the term 'adult education' 
~f 
and, accordinglY'Athe goals that various agencies have to be 
committed to, no organisational tramework has been attempted 
to combine all these into one. As will be elaborated throughout the 
present chapter, the foundation on which the N.C.E.S.R.T. or 
any other policy-making agency builds its assumed reforms 
ot the adult education policy, is still lacking in Egypt. A survey 
ot the agencies working in the tield, their capacities and their 
schemes have not yet been attempted. This defect accounts 
even for the inability, until present time to crystalli~e 
a national policy for the field notwithstanding the beliet 
at the N.C.E.S.R.T. ot the urgency ot having such a clearly 
defined policy. 
Adult Illiteracy Eradication as the Major Goal of Adult Education 
Policy 
Amidst the absence ot a comprehensive policy for adult edUcation 
tram which to deduce the salient trends in the field since 1952, 
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the resort to legislations may reveal policy trends. Only 
two acts were issued about adult education i~Egypt~in 
1944 and 1970. 
Act no.IIO of 1944 had its core clear in its title 
'Illiteracy Eradication and Dissemination of Popular Culture'. 
In the twenty articles that formed the act, no mention is 
given to 'adult Education' other than in the sense of 
illiteracy eradication. Articles, I and 2 explain the scope of 
its concern as givin3' the illiterates between the ages of 
I2 and 45 'who can neither read nor write' an obligatory 
chance to learn reading, writing, general principles of 
religion ,arithm~tic, measurements and current Egyptian 
coins as well as some general culture.(9) Being the first act 
to regualte adult education in Egypt's modern history, it 
laid the foundation for practices and trends in the field 
for over twenty six years until 1970. Four trends could be 
deduced from the act: 
Firstly, that adult education is' a remedial or compensatory 
service conceived in the form of a second chance provided 
by the state for those who, for one reason or other, could 
not get primary education. 
Secondl~, that the chance is provided for individuals 
between 12 and 45 years of age. 45, according to the act, 
represented the maximum age at which an adult could benefit~ 
the learning chances provided. 
Thirdly, that males and females are not equal before the 
act. Whereas the chance was compulsory for males, females 
could only get the chance if they wished. However, . 
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it was possible that the Minister would apply the act 
to girls between 12-15 provided that they are taueht by 
female teachers. 
Fourthly, that no link between 'adult education' and 
'formal education' was recognized. Channels of communication 
that would allow the individual to move from one to the other 
were notenvisaged. 
Some amendments to the act were made. In I94b, the 
responsibility for executing the 1944 Act was shifted from 
the Ministry of Social Affairs to the Ministry of Education 
which r.as thought to be more capable of undertaking the task. CIO) 
Also, there was some change in 1955. lhe 'Illiteracy Eradic -
ation Administration' was renamed 'General Administration 
For Basic Education and Illiteracy Eradication', a change that 
followed the establishment of the 'International Centre For 
Basic Education in The Arab World' with the aid of UNESCO 
at Sirs el-Layyan in January 1953. New goals were introduced 
beside illiteracy eradication including raising the degree 
of individuals' awareness of their conditions, potentialities 
whether social, economic, cultural or health for their own 
benefit and the benefit of the community at large5 II ) 
The substitution of the 1944 Act by Act no. 67 of 1970 
has been a big s~p forward, though it is also a detective 
one, as will later be elaborated. On the one hand, the 1970 
Act has adopted an 'equaliterian' and 'comprehensive' 
view at the adult clientele covered by its articles. It 
recogni~ed the adult education service for both sexes on 
(12) 
equal terms. Moreover, as its title indicates, it is 
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concerned with both 'Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication.' Thus,_ a distinction was made for the first 
time between both as the title suggests. 
Examination of the act shows that such a distinction 
was only a matter of phraseology. While the first article 
states that 'Adult education and illiteracy eradication 
are a national political responsibility', all its fifteen 
articles are confined to illiteracy eradication which 
meant the continuation of the narrow outlook at the scope 
of adult education. The individuals covered by the act are 
classified under three dimensions: 
(a) The age dimension: those between 8-~5 years of age. 
(b) The educational dimension: those who are not enrolled 
in any school. 
(c) The achievement dimension: those who have not reached 
(I3) 
the fourth grade in the primary school. 
No special curriculum is provided for the adults and hence, 
young children who fail to join the primary school (the 
admission for which is between 6-8),are treated as the adults 
in so far as the curriculum is concerned. In addition, 
taking the age of 45 as the maximum limit for the benefit 
from the service provided is far inadequate at a time ma.ny 
official reports have adopted the principle of lifelong 
education. (14) 
If the legislations issued for adult education are left aside, 
plans of Ministry Education, th~upreme Council for Adult 
Education and Illiteracy Eradication, and the N.C.E.S.R.T. 
·throw some light on the policy trends. 
I. Ministry of Education's Plan (1972-1982) 
In 1971, the Ministry of Education put a ten-year plan 
that aims at eradicating the illiteracy of 3.750.000 
of the mass sector ( farmers, craftsmen and housewives) 
throughout the years 1972/73 to 198r/82. The plan was 
built on five considerations: 
i. That prevalence of illiteracy hinders the Egyptian society 
from joining advanced ones due to the inability of its 
individuals to share actively in the stride for progress. 
ii. That to solve the 'difficult equation' (al-moadala aI-Saba) 
represented in the meagre potentialities in the face of 
great requirements, it is essential to follow 5cientifically-
based planning that helps in getting the utmost out of 
available potentialities. 
iii. That combating illiteracy need not be taken with 
irrational sentimentality nor with temporary enthusiasm 
that fades away with time. 
iv. That the educational process, at whatever level,is an 
investment with its returns to economic and social development.(I5) 
According to the plan, illiterates are individuals 10+ 
who are not enrolled in any school and who have not reached 
the functional level in reading and writing in Arabic as 
may be indicated by: 
a. The ability to read a paragraph in a daily paper with 
underst~nding and fluency. 
b. Ability to epxress one or more ideas clearly in writing. 
c. Ability to write correctly what is dictated. 
d. Ability to read and write numbers and solve simple sums 
required in everyday life. (I6) 
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One advantegae of the above definition is that it avoids the 
vagueness of other definitions that often take the matter 
~erely as the ability to read and write some lines. It, hence, draws 
nearer to what Schuman, Inkles and Smith put in 1967 for 
(17) 
the differentiation between illiterate and literate adults. . 
However, the Ministry's definition raises a big difficulty 
as it differs from the principles of enumeration followed in 
the censuses of 1960, 1966 and 1976 in which are enumerated as 
illiterate those who admit their inability to read and write.(I8) 
In accordance with the 1960 and 1966 census figures of 
12.481.772 illiterates 10+ and 13.324.879 respectively, the 
Ministry estimated that the figure is about 14.000.000 in 
1970. The annual increase was estaimated at 1.1% to which is 
added 1.750.000 unabsorbed by primary education throughout 
the years 1963/64 to 1970/71. Besides, further addition of 
1.250.000 as drop-outs throughout the same period made the 
(19) 
total estaimate about 17 million illiterates. 
Taking 1971/72 as the bas@ year on which to build the plan, 
requirment far 2699 classes each encompassing 36 learners, 
the total number of enrolees was estaimated at 97.164. 
633 more classes were assigned as the responsibility of 
'other agencies' to enrol 18.499 learners in this base year.ItislSsumed 
~~ . 
thut one million illiterates and more are accepted every year. 
The total number for the whole plan was estaimated at 10 millions 
chosen from among the productive age agroup 15-45 years.(20) 
In so far as the division of responsibilities is concerned, 
execution was envisaged as impossble without the active 
contribution of other Ministries and association$. Of the assumed 
total figure of ten million illiterates, their share is as high~s 
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6.250.000 illiterates throughout the ten years. The share of 
the Ministry of Education is 3.750.000. The distribution of 
learners, classes and costs over the ten years of the Hinistry 
. 
of Education's share is indicated in table 9~1 
Table 9.1 
Distribution of learners, classes, and costs over the plan years(21) 
Year I Classes Learners Financial requirements 
, (in £E) I 
197IJ.72 
I 
I 2699 100.000 269.900 
1972/73 4167 150.000 416.700 
1973/74 5578 200.000 557.800 
1974/75 I 6978 250.000 687.800 1975/76 8378 300.000 837.800 I 
1976/77 I 9778 350.000 977.800 
1977/78 I 11178 400.000 1.117.800 j 
1978/79 ! 12978 450~000 1.257.800 1979/80 I I2978 500.000 1.297.800 
I980/8I I4378 550.000 1.437.800 
1981/82 15778 600.000 1.577.800 
Total 3.850.000 10.446.800 
Sources of finance of the plan were specified as follows: 
I. The allocated budget from the Hinistry of Educatio: .. 
2. Allocations by companies and associations for the purpose 
of educating their workers. 
3. Allocation of a certain proportion from advertisment taxes. 
4. Donations, grants and other forms of aid from local and 
international agenCies.(22) 
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2.Tbe Supreme Council's National Plan (I973-I980) 
The 'Supreme Council for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication~ has taken upon itself to draw long-term and short-
term plans beside the co-ordination of the work between various 
agencies involved in illiteracy eradication.(23) Act 67 of 1970 
gave certain characteristics to the work of the Council: 
I. That illiteracy-eradication has to go within the framework 
of a specific national policy according to which the national 
and educational goals of illiteracy eradication plans are to be 
defined. 
2. That the implementation of illiteracy-eradication plans is, 
according to article I, a shared responsibility between a great 
many governmental and non-governmental agencies with a special 
position for the Ministry of Education. 
3. That success of the policies drawn by the Supreme Council 
is conceived possible through co-ordination between central 
planning bodies at the national level and those at the local 
level in the way that allows elasticity. 
4. That reliable statistics are an important base for the 
achievement of both short-term and long-term goals through 
precise estaimation of material and human potentialities 
avaUable.(24) 
Work in the Supreme Council is undertaken through. meetings 
which are to be held normally every two months. (25) Besides, 
there are 'technical committees' as follows: 
i. Committee for enumeration. 
ii. Committee for incentives and financial costs. 
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iii. Committee for definition of the role of each of the 
agencies involved in the illiteracy eradication plan. 
iv. Committee for putting plans, curricula and looking after 
the availability of books. 
v. Committee for information and propaganda.(26) 
Throughout the twenty six meetings until 1975, the Council 
was devoted to the discussion of the reports sub9itted to it 
from the five committees, and the preparation of the overall 
framework of national plans for illiteracy eradication. Three 
, , 
broad objectives were put for the Council's National Plan: 
Firstly, to facilitate the real1~ation of the economic and 
social goals of the state through enabling illiterates to 
acquire the ability of understanding, feeling of belongingness 
and promote their skills to undertake their roles 1n the society. 
Acquisition of communication Skills, especially writing, is 
seen as highly relevant for the building up of civilisations. 
Secondly, that illiteracy eradication is an important step 
toward learning throughout life. Hence, the plan asserts that 
the acquisition of communicative skills as reading, writing and 
arithmetics is not an end in itself, but rather means to enable 
citizens to master tools of knowledge and reach self-developmed. (27) 
Thirdly, that in addition to the attention given to acquisition 
of the skills of reading and writing, seminars should be 
k.,w . (28) held for the discussion of problems and/they could be solved. . 
In: putting its national plan, the Supreme Council studied 
comp .. th~nsive 
two styles of work. The 'traditional' style in which/campaigns 
are to be undertaken by enlightened individuals as was the case 
with Cuba and the Soviet Union. 
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The second was the 'selective' style according to which 
certain sectors in the society are chosen as a first-place 
priority according to certain considerations, followed by 
other sectors until illiteracy amonG the whole porulation 
is eradicated. The Supreme Council, in the light of the 
inadequacy of potentialities for 'comprehensive' campaigns 
in the present conditions of Egypt, and also because of the 
urgency of reaching certain sectors whose illiteracy impedes 
development schemes, the second style was favoured though the 
first was not altogether discarded. The second style was seen 
fitting for reaching the illiterates in various productive 
positions in Government as w~ll as Public Sector units, 
meanwhile the first would make it easy to reach the 'masses' I 
(29) 
farmers, craftsmen, housewives, ••• etc. Thus, the national 
plan was made into two: 
I. An immediate plan which is after the eradication of illiteracy 
among workers in the Government bodies and various Public Sector 
units. Their numbers were found to be much less (than in the case 
of the 'mass' sector) and their relevance to the development plans 
was evident. 
2. A long-term plan which needs more studies and better 
arrangements. It is after the eradication of illiteracy among 
the adult population at large, what the Council called the 
'mass sector,.(30) 
The Government Sector Plan 
The total number that the plan intends to reach is about 
(31) 
225.000 distributed over various provinces according to the 
following table: 
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Table 9.2 
(32) 
Numbers of Supreme Council's National Plan Distributed over Provinces 
No. of Illiterates No. of Illiterates 
Province in Govt. in Public Province in Govt. in Public 
Offices Sector Offices Sector 
Cairo .20.000 30.000 Giza 6536 3226 
Alexandria. 6596 50.272 Beni Suef 1000 4000 
Port Said 941 828 Fayoum 1791 4522 
Ismailia 616 
---
Minia 8673 4388 
Suez 1234 6261 As suit 1969 1084 
Qualubia 1575 6000 Sohag 3819 1017 
Sharkia 3453 1369 Qena 2594 547 
Kafr el- New 
Sheikh 6073 2553 Valley 200 1000 
Dakahlia 575 1000 Aswan 1480 2729 
Damietta 1279 4041 Red Sea 200 1000 
Monufia 2393 4000 Behaira 1946 5000 
Gharbia 2596 10834 Matrouh 571 928 
Grand Total (approximate) 75.000 150.000 
The executive plan that the Supreme Council put for the Government 
Sector build~on a three-type classification of units covered in 
accordance with the number of illiterates in each unit as follows: 
i. Units with less than 20 illiterates (i.e. less than the number 
specified by the Council as minimum for opening a class) have 
their illiterates added to those from other units on condition that 
the total number does not exceed 40 and is not less than 20. 
ii. Units with numbers of illiterates enough to open one, two' or 
three classes (about 120 illiterates) have to get them into litercy 
within one school year under the guidance of the Hinistry orO the 
department to which the unit is affiliated. 
iii. Units with numbers more than indicated in (ii) have to put 
stage-plans in. the consultation with Provincial Councils. Two 
rules have to be regarded in such plans: 
(a) that all illiterates have to be turned into literates within 
the limit specified by the 1970 Act, i.eo. before February 1976. 
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(b) that an orce~ of priorities has to be made that takes 
into account both the nature of work and the conditions 
of workers involved~33) 
In'whatever case, various governmental bodies have to bear 
all costs starting from the enumeration process, to the 
holding of final exams as well the award of certificates 
and the payment for incentives.(34) 
The Mass Sector Plan 
Building on the figures provided by the C.A.P.M.S., and 
in line with the adopted 'selective poliCY', the Council's 
plan tends to focus on the illiterates from the age group 
14-34, illiteracy among whom is shown in the following table. 
Table 9.3 
Size of Illiteracy in the Population 14-34 Years(35) 
Sex 1973 I974 1975 
Males 2.040.100 2.038.900 I 2.035.000 I 
Females 3.364.400 3.377.800 I 3.361.800 
I 
I 
Total 5.404.500 5.416.700 5.426.800 
When the numbers of illiterates in the Government Sector 
are deduced from the above figures, together with the 
expected decline in the rate of increase in illiteracy, 
the following figures were reached by the Supreme Council 
for the size of illiteracy in the mass sector: 
Table 9.4 
Size of Illiteracy in the 'Mass Sector' in age-group 14-34(36) 
Ye?r 
1973 
1974 
1975 
Number of Il11terates 
• • 
5.239.267 
5.249.367 
Increase 
12.200 
10.100 
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The Council's National Plan intended to eradicate 
the illiteracy of 6 million citizens over a period of 
seven years from 1973/74 to 1979/80. It was planned to open 
classes to encompas+n increasing number of enrolees starting 
with 220.000 in 1973/74 to 750.000 in 1974/75 then amounting 
to 1.000.000 in each of the remaining years, as indicated 
in the following table. 
Table 9.5 
Classes and Learners in the Mass Sector plan Distributed 
over the Seven years (37) 
School Tear No. of Learners No. of Classes I 
, 
1973/74 220.000 5480 ! 
1974/75 750.000 18.750 
1975/76 1.000.000 25.000 
I976/77 1.000.000 25.000 
I977/78 1.000.000 25.000 
I978/79 1.000.000 25.000 
1979/80 1.000.000 25.000 
u As for the human reqlrements of the 'Xass Sector' plan 
in so far as teachers and inspe,...·ctors are concerned, they 
are shown in the following table. 
Table 9.6 
Teachers and Inspectors Required for Classes of the Mass sector(38) 
Human Requirements 
School Year N. of Classes Teachers Inspectors 
1973/74 5.480 I 5.480 137 
I 974/75 18.750 
, 
18.750 470 , I I975/76 25.000 I 25.000 625 1976/77 ·25.000 I 25.000 625 
1977/78 25.000 25.000 625 
1978/79 25.000 25.000 625 
1979/80 25.000 25.000 625 
Total 149.330 149.330 3732 
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As the Supreme Council's Nationa~ P~an was to be undertaken 
at a time the l1inistry of Education's Plan (1972-1982) is 
being executed,the Counci~ tends to co-ordinate its efforts 
with those of the Ministry. It looks at its own plan as one 
with four phases: 
I. Preparation (1971-1973) during which the Council was under 
formation, and stUdies by its technical committees were still 
in the making. 
2. Experimentation (1973/74) which started with the execution 
of the 'Mass Sector' plan. 
3. Execution, which marks the expansion in classes and learners 
starting from 1975/76. 
4. Liquidation, which follows the end of the third stage above 
and is likely to take one more year after the end of the seven 
years (1980/81) in which the remaining pockets are dealt with.(39) 
The National Plan undertaken by the Supreme Council raises 
a question about the validity of concentration on the age-group 
14-34. Even if the rationale of 'selective' style is favoured 
more than the 'comprehensiv~ one due to the difficulties of 
the availability of material and human requirements, the age 
34 is hardly acc~ptable as a maximum limit. Rather than takin~ 
it as a maximum limit, it is even plausible to regard the age 
34 as tha 'prime' of an adult's physical and menta~ maturity. 
It is admitted that the age of entry into work in Egypt is 
small, being a characteristic of a traditionally agricultural 
society in which children are involved in work, both paid and 
unpaid very ear~y in their life, yet the age group 35-55 
is, to the writer's w~y of thinking, highly significant. 
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The N.C.E.S.R.T.'s 'National Comprehensive Plan' for 1llit~cy 
Eradication and Adult Education (1975-1980) 
In July 1975, the Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication 
Section of the N.C.E.S.R.T. presented its conception of the 
'National Comprehensive Plan~ After discussion, the Council 
accepted it as a 'suggested National Plan for Illiteracy 
Eradication,.(40 ) The suggested plan was based on three cores: 
Firstly, that an adequate minimum of educational service 
should be provided for young children who could not catch 
up with the . train of education for one reason or other. 
Secondly, that follow-u~ should be made of the education 
of young youth who have not got an adequate portion of 
education, and who are still below the age of work, in ord~ 
to prevent their relapse to illiteracy. 
is Thirdly, that it~of importance to look after the ecucation 
of the illiterate adults who have their influence on 
production, work and family structure.(4I) 
In line with the three broad cores, the plan of the 
N.C.E.S.R.T. is divided into three divisions: 
I. A plan is drawn for children and young youth for whom 
the following recommendations are raised to 'block the 
sources of illiteracy' : 
i. Achievement of. full absorption capacity of primary 
education to comprise all children under obligation. 
This category ot unabsorbed is estimated at 250.000 
annually. (42) 
~. Dealing with the problem of drop-outs among children 
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8-12 years old and whose number amounts to 100.000 yearly. 
iii. Providing education for children who have not got 
adequate education. The total of all categories included 
in this croup is estimated at 526.000 yearly. 
2. A plan for individuals who have reached working age and 
who are classified into three categories: 
i. Those who work in Government offices and various Public 
sector units who are estimated at 130.000 adults. 
ii. Youth who have reached the age of compulsory military 
service and are still illiterate. They are estiam'ted at 
100.000. 
iii. Illiterates in the 'Mass Sector' (al-kita al-jamah1ri) 
whose age ranges between 16-35 and who are estimated at 
(43) 
6 million individuals. 
As for the individuals who have reached the working-age 
and most of whom are i~volved in our study being adults, 
the N.C.E.S.R.T. suggested specific arrangements for each 
of the three categories: 
(I) Illiterate workers in Government and Public Sector units: 
The N.C.E.S.R.T. called upon the provincial councils for 
adult education and illiteracy eradication as well as the 
heads of various organi~ations and associations to stick to 
the time limit specified by the 1970 Act, that all illiter~e 
workers are to be literate before February 1976. 
(2) Illiterate youth reaching the compulsory military service age: 
The Council suggested an integrated plan in which both 
the Military Forces and Ministry of Interior co-operate. 
Varied programmes have to be provided prior to joining Forces, 
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during their early military training, and in-service 
military training for such youth. 
(3) Illiterates in the 'Mass Sector' 
The N.C.E.S.R.T. built its estimates for this sector on 
the figures produced by the C.A.P.M.S. (1973) from which 
it abstracted the following figures about illiterates: 
The age-group 10-40 ~n the whole country (with the exclus~on 
of Canal end Border zones) encompassed 9-779.200 illiterat€s, 
of whom 3.826.900 were males, and 5.952.300 were femalc~. 
The .age-group 15-35 was more favoured by -tl1e Council. There 
were 5.426.800 il~terates in the whole country (with the 
exclusion of the Canal and Border zones), of whom 2.035.000 
were males, and 3.391.800 were females.(44) With the addition 
of 570.000 illiterates within the group who live in the 
Canal and Border zones, the total figure was finally 
estimated at 6 million illiterates.(45) 
The Council's plan is after the 'selective' style fro~ 
within the age group 15-35. Priorities are given, in the first 
class, to those working in strategic sectors defined as 
industry, systematic agriculture, popular, trade union and 
national organi"tations). In the second place, the following 
are selected: housewives, private craftsmen, ~nhabitants 
of villages and hamlets. In all cases, the yo~nger are 
always to be preferred. 
"-Later, the Coupil decided to extend the base of the age-group 
covered to include the illiterates in the age-group 35-45 
who were estimated to be about one million adults. The 
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total illiterates coyered in the age-group 15-45 amounted 
to seven millions. The plan suggests that five years 
duration ,is enough (1975/76 to 1979/80) for the.execution. 
However, the Council left the door open for extension in 
the ye~rS following the end of the plan (1980/81 and 1981/82) 
to deal with any remaining pockets. The details of the 
plan are indicated in the following table: 
Table 9 .. 7 
Learners and Classes in the N.C.E.S.R.T.'s National Comprehensive 
Plan (1975-1980)(46) 
School Year No. of Learners No. of Classes 
1975/76 1.000.000 25 .. 000 
1976/77 1.500.000 37.500 
I977/78 1.500.000 37.500 
1978/79 1.500.000 37.500 
I979/80 I.500.000 37.500 
Total 7.000.000 175.000 
Human requirements for the execution of the plan are made 
on the basis of appointing one inspector for every 40 classes, 
and one teacher for each class as indicated in the following 
table. 
Table 9.8 
(47) 
Classes, Teachers and Inspectors in the N.C.E.S.R.T.'s Plan 
School Year No. of Classes No. at Teachers No. of InSlj)ec 
tors 
1975/76 25.000 25.000 625 
1976/77 37.500 37.500 937 
1977/78 37.500 37.500 937 1978/79 37.500 37.500 937 I979/80 37.500 37.500 937 
Total costs of the plan throughout the five years 
are estimated at LR 17.500.000 counted on an average cost 
,.,. 
of LE 2f/illiterate per year. Such an estaimate is after 
a study undertaken by the Supreme Council for Adult Education 
and Illiteracy Eradication.(48) Costs distributed over the 
five years of the plan are indicated in the following table. 
Table 9.9 
Costs of the N.C.E.S.R.T.'s Plan Distributed over the Five 
Years(49) 
School Year Costs in LE 
1975/76 2.500.000 
1976/77 3.750.000 
1977/78 3.750.000 
1978/79 3.750.000 
1979/80 3.750.000 
Total Costs 17.500.000 
The N.C.E.S.R.T. suggested that, in case the plan is 
approved, the continuation of new literates in education 
has to be provided for. In all cases , the execution of the 
plan has to be accompanied by certain administrative 
arrangements: 
I. That an organisational strucutre for leading and orientw~ 
execution at all levels has to be established under the 
chairmanship of prominent figures in pOlitical, technical 
and executive spheres. One of these has to undertake the 
Supreme Council for Adult Education meanwhile the Ninistry of 
~ 
Education carries;its support by all means,to the plan. 
2. That full-time researchers have to be appointed to make 
studies and researches for the planning, organization and 
finance of the programmes as well as the development of 
curricula and teaching aids.(50} 
Types other than Illiteracy Eradication in Adult Education 
Policy 
Theexaggerated attention directed to the formulation and 
implementation of policies for the eradication of illitera~ 
among Egyptian adults does not negate that other types of 
adult education are also planned for though, not yet included 
in comprehensive national plans. Planning for these is undertaken 
fragmentally by the Ministries to which they are affiliated 
as follows: 
i. 'Workers' Education' which is affiliated to Arab Socialist Union. 
i1. 'Popular Culture' which is affiliated to Ministry of Culture 
(temporarily amalgamated since October 1978 in Ministry of Education). 
, . 1 i • iii. Adult Vocat~ona Tra ning affiliated to l-!inlstry of Industry. 
iv. Continued education for adults mainly affiliated to 
Ministry of Education and Higher Education. 
, I 
v. Community development mainly through Unesco's ASFEC. 
Ie Workers' Education 
The establishment of an administrstion for 'Trade Union 
Guidance' in IS50 was for the fulfilment of two main goals: 
Firstly, to guide union members to know their duties and 
rights associated with such membership. 
Secondly, to encourage trade unions to improve their social 
ana union services. (51) 
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The above administration undertook to provide and organi2e 
seminars and meetings which arDused the attention of many 
workers. Such success was prelude to the establishment of 
the first Trade Union Centre in Cairo in 1952 followed by 
two others in Alexandria and Suez in 1954.(52 ) However, 
the educational efforts undertaken by such centres failed 
to reach their goals(53) until the Ministry of Education 
gave the matter its special attention in the late 1950's 
taking this type of 'Workers' Education' as one branch of 
adult education f~ which'it was responsible by the 1944 
Act. A happy link was made through the 'Popular University' 
that had been established since 1945. The contact of the 
'Popu1ar University' (later called University of Culture) 
, . 
with the General Syndicate of Workers gave rise to the 
formation of a joint committee in the late 1950's. 
In its 17 meetings from November 1957 to March 1958, 
the joint committee led the way by putting curricula for 
Workers' Education lectures. These were applied primarily 
to five trade unions in a course of three months designed 
to help union officers appreciate the scope of trade union 
their 
activity and deepen/understanding of social and economic 
problems. 
Following a report from the I.L.O. Swedish expert, Dr. 
Ludvigson in I959~54) and the resolutions raised by the 
above committee, Presidential decree no. 2253 of 1960 was 
issued for the establishment of the Workers' Educational 
Association. It was made a public organ1~tion affiliated 
, 
to the National Union: the only political party at that time.(55) 
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The constitution of the W.E.A., promulgated by the 
Supreme Executive Committee of the Arab Socialist Union 
(Decree no. I of 1965) specified three major goals for 
the W.E.A. namely, 
I. Providing national education for workers in order to be 
citizens capable of shouldering their responsibilities in society. 
2. Training capable trade union leaders to participate actively 
in' the labour movement on the Egyptian, Arab and international 
levels. 
3. Intensifying cuLtural and trade union awareness in a way 
that will help the building and promotion of sound Workers' 
and T.U. movement~56) 
Five ways were defined for the W.E.A. fo fulfil the goals 
covering a wide range of educational, cultural and 
recreational activities as follows: 
I. Establishment of workers t cultural, and training centres 
in cities and industrial towns. 
2. Visits, trips and performance of researches. 
3. Organi'Z.ation of general lectures and seminars in areas 
where centres are not found. 
4. Issue of cultural and T.U. books, booklets and periodicals. 
5. Establishment of higher institutes for the graduation of 
lecturers and tutors.(57) 
With this wide range of activities, quite a long time and 
effort has been spent in attempting to give the W.E.A. an 
identity of its own. The argument about the goals it should 
seek to accomplish,., ·.the weight to be given to each of its 
programmes, and the nature of the content of what is provided 
whether it would be tcivic t or ttrade unionist t has continued. 
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The scope of the educational programmes by the W.E.A. 
,~:-. (q(/ 
was settled by a technical committee /of 22 members 
representing the Ministries .of Education, Social Affairs, 
Culture and Industry, together with representatives of the 
National Union (later A.S.U.) and workers themselves. The 
agreed upon scope includufour spheres: worker culture, 
T.U. training, specialized studies; and researches.(58) 
Since its establishment, the W.E.A. has concentrated on 
the chort-cycle policy with unified programmes called 
'general'. These are designed for the wide masses of workers 
to promote their appreciation of SOCial and labour problems 
as well as their scope of activity as T.U. members and as 
citizens. It ranges between 7-22 lectures dominated by 
national subjects, but include also T.U., economic and 
spiritual principles. The normal duration ~! such programmes 
is one week except for full-time attendance in Which case 
it extends to three weeks or a month.(59) 
Programmes for T.U. leaeers extend to three months and are 
attended twice a week. They provide such leaders with T.U. 
skills in some depth. Tbe subjects taught include history 
of T.U., formation and functions of T.U.'s, financial aspecG 
of T.U. work, membership problems, labour legislations, 
insurance, co-operation, principles of economics, internationa~ 
aspects of labour, and national education.(60) 
Specialized programmes are designed mainly for three 
categories: future worker tutors, workers' representatives 
in Boards of Directors and trade union administrators.(6I) 
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Notwithstanding the efforts made since the I960's to 
find an identity for the W.E.A., the need is still felt 
for the crystal1ization of its goals amidst a quickly 
changing society. It has been ascertained by a committee 
formed (I974) of the Director General of the W.E.A. together 
with a group of W.E.A. leaders and university professors 
that the W.E.A. has not yet reached the state of stability 
necessary for successful planning. They state that'The aim 
of the W.E.A. is vague and .confused in the minds of a 
great percentage of investigees.' (62) Strangely enough 
those investigees included the zone directors, heads of 
Workers' Institutes and high officials holding key positions 
in the W.E.A. 
2. popular Culture 
The 'Popular Culture University' was established by Ninilttry 
of Education in October I945 (Order No. 6545). According to 
this Order, one centre was established in February I946 for 
the dissemination of popular culture among adults who wished 
to broaden their intellects without regard to the holding 
of qualifications. Soon, I5 other centres fallowed in I946.(63) 
In I947, I4 new cultural centres were established in capitals 
of provinces throughout the whole country which were'l1ade into 
I9 in response to strong pressure on the part of adults.(64) 
After the first wave of success, a Royal Decree was 
promulgated in May I948 in which four broad objectives 
were assigned for the popular Culture University to reali~e: 
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I. To disseminate 'general culture' among the people 
on the bases of their desire and personal ability. 
2. To arouse national awareness among the people through 
raising their general intellectual and social level. 
3. To sha~e the character of individuals and promote their 
faculties through scientific and practical studies. 
4. To promote social and athletic activities.(65) 
At the outbreak of the Revolution in I952, there were ten 
branches of studies provided in the Popular Culture Centres 
allover the country including political, historical, literary, 
scientific culture, professional, social studies, health culture, 
female culture, fine arts, and languages.(66) 
Three categories were to benefit by the services provided 
by the popular Culture: 
Firstly, those who have become literate and like to get more 
general cultural and professional orientation. 
Secondly, medium-cultured individuals who have the desire to 
thei,. 
raise/scientific and cultural standard. 
Thirdly, farmers and labourers among whom intellectual and 
professional illiteracy was prevalent. The mission was to 
contact such people wherever and whenever they had a desire 
for such cultural contact in whatever form these masses saw 
f1 tting. (67) 
Such an elastic policy fer cultural dissemination 
accompanied by a wide scope of provision covering great many 
interests formed, to the writer's way of thinking, as well as to 
eminent academics like Professor Ebaid(68) the most successful 
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h ... s 
experiment Egypt ever had in the realm of adult education. 
It followed the very policy that the Egyptian adult masses, 
the va6t majority of whom living at subsistence level, liked 
culture to be disseminated among them. The striking rise in 
I , 
the number of enrolees in popular Culture Centres year after 
year, to which reference will be made later in the chapter,(69) 
is a good evidence for t~ready response on the part of adults. 
, I 
Furthermore, such success induced the Popular Culture since 
1955 to assume a leading role among other agencies that tended 
to serve the masses. It fostered the cause of 'Workers' Education' 
by all means through offering consultative, technical and 
financial aids.(70) What is of greater relevance to the 
development of adult education, is that it formed committees 
for co-ordination with the Hinistry of Scoial Affairs, Labour, 
Prison Department, Ministry of Health, and later Ministry of 
Guidance for the promotion of adult education provision.(7I) 
However, in an attempt to link the work of the Popular 
Culture University with the political proposals that the 
rising revolution was preaching, the former was snatCh en 
from the Ministry of Educatio~nd affiliated to'Ministry of 
t 
Culture and National Guidance by Presidential Decree in I958. 
In so far as adult education policy in Egypt is concerned, 
this represented a severe setback as will be elaborated 
later in this chapter.(72 ) In 1959, the Minister of Culture 
formed a committee to reconsider the place and goals of the 
Popular Culture University 'so that it may develop in harmony 
with the Revolution's logie and head for realistic eoals in 
the service of c1tizens'.(73) 
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Under the new plan drawn for the 'Popular Culture University' 
~ew Ministerial Order No. 44 at 1959 was issued changing the 
name into 'Liberal Culture University' (Jamiat al-sakafa al-horra) 
followed by another No. 105 of 1960 forming a board for ~lanning 
the new sc~~es in accordance with the develop~ent plan~ The 
Ministry of Culture maintained twenty two centresot the old 
'Popular Culture University' to work as miniature ot the Ministry 
undertaking its task and mission in various provinces. Each 
was to contain theatre, cinema, music hall, library, drawing 
gallery, a class-room, a lecture-hall and a garden for the 
practice of various activities. The new goals were defined 
as follows: 
I. Provision of cultural services to a great sector of the people. 
2. Distribution of liberal culture on a geographically fair~sis. 
3. Dissemination of culture has to be in accordance with 
available potentialities. 
4. Intensification of cultural understanding. 
5. Maintenance of goad standard of what is provided.(74) 
It was thus, that a new mission was adopted for the 'Popular 
Culture Sector'.to look after cultural dissemination in its 
broad sense. No more is it basically of classrooms and teaching 
services, but rather , •••• bringing culture to people in 
villages and provincial towns, re-enacting through the houses 
ot culture and the village culture centres ••• ,(75) The 
organiZation that was made to reali2e such mission provides 
'popular culture' through three specialized centres and eight 
central administrations. The specialized centres are: 
i. Centre for Village Culture. 
ii. Centre for Pioneer Training. 
lii. Centre for Child Culture. (76) 
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The eight central administrations are as follows: 
I. General Culture 2. Libraries 
3. Arts and environmental industries 4. Theatre and Folklore 
5. }fusic 6. Cinema 7. Cultural Caravans and Programmes 
8. Cultural Societies and Clubs.(77) Moreover, two administrations 
for executive services serve these eight namely, the Planning. 
and Follow-Up; and the Engineering Service Administration.(78) 
Reflection on the shift in the policy of 'Popular Culture 
since I960 indicates a new way for penetrating the adult 
masses. Careful catering for educational and professional 
~ 
interests of the adults has abruptly given its placel'broad 
culture' activities witho~t ample study of the nature and 
conditions of the vast majority of the Egyptian masses. Hence, 
Professor Ebaid sees that the closure of the 'Popular Culture 
University' and its affiliation to the Ministry of Culture is 
'un-understandable and has not got convincing justifications,.(79) 
He shows how the masses were disappointed to find that the new 
name given to 'Popular Culture University' was only a step 
towards coherent change in goals and means.(80) In its new 
form, it tends rather to disseminate artistic appreciation 
in so far as cinema, theatre, music hall and arts are concerned. 
It encourages, as well folklore ,and allows meetings with 
general purpose. Very recently, since 1976, it has introduced 
to its broad activities some classes for learning languages, 
commerce, type-writing. However, under the Ministry of Culture, 
these cannot cleverly respond to the pulse of the masses in 
Egyptian towns, villages and hamlets in the way its predecessor 
did. The immediate suc~ess of the Popular University i~1i94~'s 
1950's is incomparable to a new organi~ation still 'working 
hard to introduce itself to the masses.'(8I) 
and 
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3. Adult Technical and Vocational Training 
Vocational Training for Adults 
Until 1954, vocational training for workers was mostly made 
the responsibility of older and more experienced ones with no 
regard whether the trainers have ~ot special training that 
enabled them for the task.(82) In 1954, a centre for 'Training 
and Productive Efficiency' was established in accordance with 
an agreement between Egytpian Government (Ministry of Social 
Affairs) and the I.L.O. Following this, the 'Permanent Council 
for Vocational Training and Productive Efficiency' was established. 
It was formed of representatives of ail Ministries related 
with industrial production as well as members from the Union 
~ .. " 
of Industries ~Trade Unions. Its task" was to pave the way for 
the establishment of vocational training centres and co-ordinat~ 
between them.(83) 
In 1956, the Ministry of Industry was established and the 
'Centre for Vocational Training and Productive Efficiency' ".3.s 
affiliated to it as one of its departments. Since then, systematic 
training was started under the supervision of the Hinistry of 
Industry. In the late 1950's, it embarked on a five-year 
programme. 
The 1959 Labour Act included two sections, one of which was 
" ""P~o..-t 
devoted to vocational/training.and the other to vocational , 
rehabilitation. The first introduced the tripartite committees 
(made up of representatives of the Government , employers, and 
trade unions) to organi~e vocational graduation. It included 
as well the establishment ot joint committees at the firm level 
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and also' consultative joint committees' the role of which 
in the field of training was defined. In so far as adult 
vocational training is concerned, there are the following types 
of vocational centres: 
(a) Accelerated Training Centres 
These centres are especially for adults (I9-30 years) 
who are holders of Primary School Certificate. The aim of 
these centres is defined as preparing semi-skilled workers 
in a short time meanwhile they are given a certain amount of 
related trade theory.(84) They are given training that ranges 
between 2 to IO months according to the trade. Most of the 
clientele of these centres are adults who have not had 
previous idea about the trades in which they are trained, and 
are led to a degree of skill that will help them achieve 
quickness and precision.(85) To be admitted to any of these 
centres, candidates should have the ability to read and write 
besides some principles of arithmetics. They have, as well, to 
pass personal,medical and psychological tests.(86) 
(b) Upgrading Training Centres 
The first of such centres was established in Abbasia (Cairo) 
in April, 1960 with the co-operation of the I.L.O., Geneva 
for the achievement of two goals: 
Firstly, raising the level of skill of the present workers 
in industry through training them practically on the new 
techniques, while, in the meantime, improve the old ones to 
which they'· are accustomed • 
Secondly, disseminating technical culture among workers 
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through condenSed lessons in the technology of their profession 
so as to enable them to assim:.late the theoretical grounds 
on which their professions are based.(B?) 
Another was established in Alexandria in October I96I in 
which a number of industrial companies participated: 
i. Alexandria Spinning and Weaving. 
ii. Transport and Engineering Company. 
iii. }lisr Company for Artificial Silk. 
iv. Arab Company for Spinning and weaving. (BB) 
The training given 1n such centres ranges between 3-6 months. 
Admission is confined to candidates having at least 3-IO years 
of experience in their craft beside the ability to read and 
write.(89) 
(c) Industrial and Scientific Sections in the Popular Culture 
Classes 
The classes for cultural and educational services (Fosoul 
al-khadamat) which are opened in some cultural 'palaces' 
(Kosour al-Sakafa) and cultural homes (boyout al-Sakafa). 
include a~ industrial and scientific section with ~ll or some 
Vt 
of the following crafts/provided: 
i. electricity 
ii. wireless and electronics 
iii. sound photography 
iv. mechanics 
v. car driving (90) 
Cd) Vocational Rehabilitation Centres and Offices 
The Ministry of Social Affairs has established some offices 
and centres for the rehabilitation of physically handicapped 
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citizens. Besides, it established as well some centres 
of vocational training forthe needy adults and youth to 
help them acquire some skills that suit their capacity.(9I) 
After making case studies of the handicapped, they are 
vocationally oriented and rehabilitated. The service offered 
by the Ministry of Social"Affairs continues even after the 
individuals get their vocational orientation. 
(e) The Instructor Training Institute 
It was established in 1962 with the aid of I.L.O. to develop 
the skills of practical and other instructbrs needed for 
vocational training centres. Courses provided in the institute 
comprise two categories: 
i. instructors working in governmental and private training centres. 
ii. managing staff and directors of governmental and private 
(92) training centres. 
Certain conditions are acquired of candidates before they 
are qualified to undertake training in vocational training centres 
of the institute: 
Firstly, to be masters of their trade (skilled workers) • 
Secondly, to understand theories related to their trade. 
Thirdly, to have the ability to supervise, guide and teach 
technical subjects. 
Fourthly, to have the ability to understand youth problems 
and ways of solving them.(93) 
r 
The couses provided combine three elements together: the 
theoretical, the practical together with field visits to 
firms and companies.(94) 
4. Continuation Education tor Adults 
(a) University Extension System for Adults: 
The competetive system by which admission to Egyptian 
universities is governed, has given rise to the 'External 
System~ Some universities like Cairo, Ain Shams and Alexandria 
admit Secondary Certificate holders who have failed to gain 
access to certain faculties with theoretical fields of 
specializatiOfls. These include Literature, Law and Commerce. 
Admitted adults are not allowed to attend lectures, but sit 
for the same examinations as their peers who attend regularly. 
The system is, hence, one ~~ns by which university degrees 
are to be worked for. It·hardly differs from the normal uniVersity 
system except for attendance.(95) 
The attacks on the organization of the 'External System' 
amidst the growing crowdedness of the Faculties of Commerca, 
Arts and Law was raised by the Ministerial Committee for 
Labour Power (1966)(96) vmo encouraged the reconsideration 
of the system in the light of the needs of the country for 
graduates from such specializations. 
Support has been given to the establishment of Public 
Service Divisions in the universities which were recently 
established in Ain Shams and Cairo universities in almost 
the same line of the similar division in the American' 
University, Cairo established since 1924. The objectives 
of such divisions are put in three: 
I. To meet the dynamic and changing educational needs ot 
adul t learn ers. 
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2. To offer technical, professional and vocational training 
that public and private organizations require. 
3. To promote cultural awareness through the provision of 
cultural programmes.(97) 
The newly established division at Aim Shams University has 
similar objectives to those of the American University 
stated above. 'l'he aim of the non-formal scientific studies 
is announced to be satisfying the needs of individuals and 
organi~ations in various branches of knowledge. (98) 
At Ain'~hams, the study in that division is carried on in 
three sessions: 
- First session from October to December. 
_ Second session from February to April. 
_ Summer session during June-JUly.(99) 
As for the American UniverSity, it has only two sessions: 
the first from October to December, and the second from 
(100) February to April. 
The 'Public Service' is provided in the form of general lectures 
delivered in a number ot branches that cover: languages, 
scientific and technological studies, commercial studies, 
health and prevention, computor and photography. 
(b) Extension at the Below-University Level 
Such a system is design,ed to serve certain categories of 
adults who wish to get certificates of formal education 
through evening study. Two arrangements are made to help them 
towards the purpose. On the one hand, the study is made in' 
the evening in one ot the primary or secondary schools. Besides, 
age does not stand as barrier for the continuation ot education. 
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students of that system sit for examinations whether in 
promotion grades or certificates of primary, preparatory 
or secondary education, in just the same way as regular 
students except for attendance. Such a service is allowed 
by some private schools which have to accord with the 
regulations of the concerned educational zone. 
A similar service is as well provided in the Liberation 
Schools (Madaris al-Tahrir) established by the Department 
of Public Affairs and Moral Guidance in the f1inistry of 
Defence. Soldiers and other ranks are eligible for study 
at the primary, preparatory or the secondary level and 
some even join Higher Ed~cation through the Extension system. 
5. Adult Education'for Community Development 
The resolution of the UNESCO Executive B,ard in November 
I95I to establish in Egypt a regional training centre under 
the name 'Arab states Training Centre for Education for 
Community Development', was a noticeable step in the history 
of the country. Four considerations were taken by the 
Seventh Session of the UNESCO (1952) in supporting the 
resolution: 
I. The need of the Arab area for a 'Fundamental Education 
Centre' in which the efforts of the Egyptian Government 
will collaborate with UNESCO and other specialized and 
international agencies. 
2. The rising interest in 'Fundamental Education' among the 
Arab States as was indicated by field projects. 
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3. Ianbility of 70 million inhabitants of the Arab area to 
read any of the international languages: English, French or Spanish. 
4. The usefulness or publication eXChange.(IOI) 
Since 1953, the Centre (A.S.F.E.C.) has been established 
at Sirs el-Layyan. Throughout this long p~riod, the objective's 
of the Centre have undergone noticeable change as follows: 
Firstly, between 1952 and 1959, it concerned itself mainly with 
training of leaders in fundamental education who are capable of 
motivating the rural masses to race problems and attempt solutions.(I02) 
Besides, the Centre was concerned with the preparation and use 
of fundamental educational materials together with the provision 
of information based on research. 
Secondly, inspired by the objectives of the First Development 
Decade, the work in the Centre has, since the early 1960's been 
oriented heavilY,'toward community development. It moved a step 
further from mere 'preparation for development' to actual 
participation in it. This was envisaged through the training of 
individuals on work witt 'groups and the integrated developm(lnt 
of their societies in all spheres including: illiteracy 
(103 ) 
eradication, agriculture, industry, health and s0cial development. 
Thirdly, since the late 1960's, the Centre has been preparing 
for a thirdorientation of its mission,in line with life-long 
education on the one hand, and the intensification of 
self-education, on the other. 
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How Far the Post-I952 Adult Education Policy has Worked 
If it is assumed that the trends in the field of adult 
education since 1952, however defective, form what may be 
called 'policy', then judgement of its effectiveness in 
penetrating the adult masses has to take into consideration 
two major defects that have affected its implementation 
until the present time namely: the marcinality of adult 
education within the national system of education; and 
the weak of spirit of partnership that binds the adult 
education providers together. These have combined with 
some minor ones stemming from various socio-economic 
conditions including, in the first place the population 
explosion seriously felt since the 1950's, the country's 
burden of three wars in 1956, 1967, and I973, and the 
reluctance, on the part of many adults especially those 
in rural areas to join adult education classes. The final 
outcome of adult education service, as will be elaborated 
in the remaining part of the chapter, is far from being 
adequate to a country aspiring for modernity. 
I. Marginality of Adult Education Within the National System 
of Education 
Official documents about education in Egypt describe 
the structure of the educational system as one that 
comprises primary, preparatory, secondary and Higher 
education. (104) Primary education is a compulsory 
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unified stage for all children 6-12 years, with a starting 
age 6-8 years. AI-Azhar has its own primary schools 
heavily geared to the memorization an1 recitation of the 
Holy Koran with similar arrangements to the ones above.(105) 
Preparatory stage is, since 1968, an 'independent' 
stage of either primary or secondary stages, with t~ree 
years duration for children 13-15. The minimum starting age 
is II and the. maximum is 15, and the study in this stage is 
uni fied. (106) The secondary stage is open for children who 
hold the preparatory school certificate. Its duration is 
three years normally for ages 16-18. The minimum starting 
(I07) Q.l'"e 
age is 14 and the maximum is 18. ThereJvaried types of 
secondary schools but the most salient are the General, the 
Industrail, the Commercial and the Agricultural. Higher 
Education is divided into two levels: the university level 
of at least 4 years of study after getting the Certificate of 
Secondary Education, and Higher-Institutes level o~lmost the 
same duration. Besides, there are institutes for the training 
of technicians the duration of which is norrr.~lly less than 
four years.(108) The 1977 report of the National Centre For 
Educational Research recogni~es the existence of schools and 
kindergartens at the pre-primary level though they are not 
included in the educational ladder.( I09) All the recent 
official documents about Egyptian education including the 
Minister of Education's reports (1976)(110), (1977)(111) 
as well as the Ministry of Planning's volume (August 1977) 
on 'Education, Scientific Reerearch, Training and r1anpower' 
(r12.) 
for the Five-Year Plan 1978-1982 agree on the above structure 
ot the ducational system which is illustrated in Figure 9.!. \ 
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Such an official structure, which excludes 'adult education' 
that is arranged by Act 67 of 1970, reflects the'tragmental 
legislation' style that Egypt has favoured until 1968.(114) 
According to that style, each educational stage has its own 
educational act that regulates the matters concerned with it 
independently of other stages. Hence, primary education has 
been unified in one type, and accordingly re-organi~ed by 
Act 210 of 1953, then Act 213 of 1956. Preparatory education 
was first organi~ed by Act 211 of 1953 which initiated it as 
one part of the 'Secondary stage', but was given separate 
entity by Act 55 of 1957. The secondary stage was organi~ed 
by Act 21I 9f I953 which was concerned,· be~ide6 'general' 
secondary education, with technical and other types. Howevrr, 
these were treated separately according to three acts issued 
in I956: Act 22 for 'Industrial Education', Act 261 far 
'Commercial Education' and Act 262 for 'Agricultural Educat1·on. 
It was thus, that within the 'Technical', the included types 
were dealt with separately. Some change was witnessed with 
the issue of Act 68 of 1968. The fragmental legislation style 
is apparently deserted in that the act is 'comprehensive' 
dealing with all educational stages in one act for the first 
time. However, the act did not care for the progression from 
one stage to the next, nor with the relation between one stage 
and the others, but rather as Morsi(1974) (115) complains, 
deals with each educational stage in seclusion from other 
stages.(I16) Hence, within an apparently 'comprehensive' 
legislation, fragmentation has been maintained. 
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Higher Education, which comprises a variety of Higher 
institutes and colleges, together with universities, forms 
the top of the Egyptian edcational system. Higher insitutes 
to (117) 
anJ colleges are mostly affiliated' the Ministry of Education. 
Universities are autonomous organi~ations arranged by Act 49 
of 1972 and subsequent adjustments. 
The absorption of all educational insitutions included in 
the above structure of educational system has amounted in 
1977 to about 7 million individuals studying in 13.000 
schools at various stages as well as the II universities. The total 
~bh,b,,;J I'olr~,-t; ( 8) number~I6.5 of the total population. II When counted accordine 
to seperate educational s~ages, the primary stage encompasses 
4.200.000 children or about 83% of the total age group 6-12. 
Preparatory education encompasses about 1.300.000 representing 
about 5~1o of the age group 13-15. As for secondary education 
with all its types, it enco~passes about 820.000 representing 
almost 33% of the age-group 16-18. Higher and University 
education encompasses about 400.000 representing about 10/; 
of the age-group 19_22.(119) 
With the educational service reaching only one sixth of the 
total population, the enquiry ~bout the vast majority of the 
remaining five sixths calls for special significance to 
'adult education' in the arerall educational structure. 
Unfortunately, the adult education sector is, until present 
time, excluded from the educational structure. As a marginal 
sector, or 'poor relation of the educational system', it 
has often been left to struggle for its eXistence. 
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The theory that seems to have affected the development of 
Egyptian education until the present time is the 'conventional' 
one that exaggerates the value of schooling at early age. By the 
time the individual reaches adulthood he has to suffice by 
whatever he has acquired. This is even affirmed by an Bgyptian 
wise saying that reads: 'Learning at early age is like carving 
in stone' (al-i1m fill sighar kal-naksh ala'l hagar). A complem~tary 
to the saying is that, at old age, learning is like drawing on 
the surface of water. The conception ot schooling draws much 
closer to what Cropley (1976) describes as 'a "pre~packaged" 
parcel of skills that can be used in thea~ult life to come 
simply by applying the contents of the plcel as the need for 
them arises. ,(120) 
Amidst the prevalence of such 'conventional': educational 
thought, adult education has lost the strong justification 
for being integrated within the national system of education. 
If it has got an~ place, it is only for the remedy of the 
inadequacy of basiC education provided in the primary stage 
that is taken since the 1923 Constitution as the minimum 
(121) 
that an Egyptian individual should reach. With its existence 
arranged only in so far as previous defects are compensated, 
the confusion between 'adult education' and 'illiteracy 
eradication' of which the N.C.E.S.R.T. (1976)(I22) complains 
is understandable. 
Accompanying the alienation of 'adult education' from the 
national system of education is the fluidity of state 
responsibility towards it. While State responsibility toward 
primary, secondary or Higher education in matters of tinance, 
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statistics, buildings, follow-up, ••• etc. is out of question, 
the case with adult education is different. Far from being 
n~~ 
a commitment on the part of the state, it~an expression of 
sympathy toward some of the educationally deprived massee 
offered through 'remedial' or 'compensatory' service. 
The effectiveness of 'adult education' service has 
been influenced by this marginality of the sector within 
the national system of education in, at least, three aspectcr: 
I. Inspecifity of Adult Education Conception 
One consequence of the marginality of the adult education 
sector, is the indifference on the part of the state to give 
a clear-cut definition of the term 'adult education'. In the 
legislations issued by the State to regulate 'adult education' 
service since the mid I940's, specific terminology is absent. 
Act IIO of 1944 confused 'popular culture' dissemination with 
'il,literacy eradication' in an amalgamation heavily ge~red 
to the acquisition of verbal literacy.( I23) It is possible 
that such confusion be excused on the grounds of taking place 
at an early time, five years before the First International 
Conference was convened~t Elsinore.( I24) However, only little 
e~cus~an be given for the mainte nance of that old act far over 
twenty six years until the Act 67 of I970 was issued. With 
such long stagnation, it is possible to assume that Egypt 
tUrned its back to the world trends in the field or adult 
education. More serious still, is the assumption that it 
turned its back to its own former leading position in the 
African Continent as it was the only African country 
that was represented in the Elsinore Conference. (I25) 
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Furthermore, Act 67 of 1970, issued ten years after the Second 
World Conference on Adult Education (Montre~l, 1960), refrained 
from drawing a sharp line between 'Adult £ducation' and 
'Illiteracy Eradication' of which its title is composed. The 
Act seemed to distinguish between both, but the 15 articles 
deal only with the latter, that it is possible that the term 
'adult education' be erased without change to the arrangements 
included. 
Such failure on the part of the state to give a clear-cut 
conception of 'adult education' has served to open a wide 
door for individual attempts until the 'variety of conceptions' 
given to the term has become a source of defect that the 
N.C.E.S.R.T. critici~~s.(I26) It is argued that such variety 
has left its stamp on the adult education activities wh±ch a~e 
confused and unsettled between 'education' and 'culture', or 
between tfine arts' and 'popular culture', as well as between 
• content' and 'method'. Hence, the urgent call raised by 
the 'Adult Education and Illiteracy ~radication Section' of 
the N.C.E.S.R.T. that policy-makers and educationists sho\Ald 
decide on answers to some key questions : 
:. What is that we aspire to realize through the adult educo.tion 
movement as a whole? 
- What institutions fit the realization of the goals that we 
decide upon? 
- What are the necessary changes and additions for the reali-
~ations of goalS?(I27) 
With such a call raised by the highest planning body for 
education in Egypt, it is easy to see how clear adult 
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education policy trends are hard to find since 1952. The 
application of Faure's definition of policy tI972)(I28) as 
"the initial phase during which fundamental choices, 
formulated in the name of the community, are made by 
the organs or individuals for this responsibility, with 
the people participating to a greater or lesser extent 
or giving implicit approval o:f certainpostulates ••• u (I29) 
puts bodies responsible for adult education policy-making 
in Egypt in accusation. Rep'arts by these bodies lamem t the 
vagueness that dominates the field and the welter of 
contradicting definitions given to the term 'adult education' 
but rarely admit their own failure to crystalli2e an 
acceptable definition that gives a common base for the 
development of such servi~e, or even give clues to the 
answers to questions that have, so far been inadequately 
attempted.(130) 
Associated with the defect of ~inspecifity' is the 
imbalance in adult education service between 'adult illite~cy 
eradication' and other types of adult education including 
the 'Popular Culture', 'Workers' Education', 'Adult Vocatio~l 
the whole matter 
Training~~~.Because the state concievesAfrom a 'remedial' or 
'compensatory' perspective, priority is given to illiteracy 
eradication. Besides, political documents have, since the 
early I970's focused on literacy dissemination as the 
panacea for all ills of the Egyptian socjety. Th~ Programme 
of National Action (1971)(I3I ) and the October Working Paper 
(I974)(132) associate 'iiliteracy' with 'backwardness', and 
the wide dissemination of literacy with the' realiLation of 
the aspirations for a 'modern state'. ~he former document 
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defines the main features of a 'modern state' in educational 
terms as 'a state where there is no plnce for illiterates,.(I~3) 
In the latter, it is repeated that a 'modern' individual can 
hardly be thought of as illiterate, and so, as the Paper strutes: 
'It is our duty towards the Egyptian citizen, who is our 
principal asset, and by whom and for whom we work, to prevert 
his falling prey to illiteracy, disease or bacKwardness.,(I34) 
The call is quite plausible in a country aspiring for modernity 
with over 19 millions of its citizens unable to read or write. lI35 ) 
However, what Egypt needs at its present stage of development 
is to guard against what the International Expert Panel on 
Adult Education and Development with Special Reference to 
the Arab states (Egypt: 29 November-9 December)(I36) sees as 
the danger of equating the 'part' with the 'whole,.(I37) 
Deeper reflection has to be made of what the ~lnal Report 
of the Montreal Conference bas p~t before the eyes of various 
nations that, 'Education merely for literacy is tJO limited 
an objective, it defeats its own purpose. It is only as 
part of the programme for the general education of the adults 
that literacy acquires meaning and permanence.,(I38) 
Galal, a prominent expert in adult education in Egypt, 
could only thi~ of the matter in terms of basic 'temporary' 
and 'permanent' tasks that adult education is called upon to 
perform. 'Temporary tasks' are so termed because, 'as educational 
activities (which are supposed to be attended by adults who 
are driven to participate in them as a result of their being 
inadequately educated) are not in :fact part and parcel of 
adult education Since, in future, formal adult education will 
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provide for lthem. They are of temporary significance and 
may be expected to diminish gradually as the Eeyptian 
educational system, as a whole improves.,(I39) 
As for the ·permanent tasks' of adult education, they 
are supposed to include education for individual and 
community development and life-long education.(I40) 
It might be argued in the light of the present practices 
in Egypt that the heavy delineation of adult education with 
'jlliteracy eradication' makes the Egyptian concept geared 
towards the realiZation of the 'temporary' tasks of adult 
education than the 'permanent' ones, or rather at the expense 
of permanent ones. Such a narrow scope has its serious impact 
in the light of four considerations: 
Firstly, that it widens the gap between the Egyptian practices 
in the field of adult education and the international trends 
that are quickly developing, since the Tokyo Conference (I972) 
toward lifelong education. 
Secondly, that in its attempts to educate its adult masses, 
Eeypt does not start from the zero. It has its long history 
in providing forms of adult education in the broad sense, 
and has a variety of organizations working in the field 
although they are not all under the umbrella of adult educ~tion. 
Lack or a comprehensive survey that explores the potentialities 
of each as well as absence or co-ordination should not 
conceal the fact that they do exist and can possibly be 
developed in the right way. 
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Thirdly, that most of the organizations working in the field 
of adult education in a different sense from that of illiteracy 
eradication have also got their role in the national plans 
for illiteracy eradication. 
Fourthly, that ignoring the comprehensive concept of adult 
education does not even serve the cause of illiteracy 
eradication itself. It imposes very modest limits on the 
ambition to raise the intellectual, cultural and training 
standard of the Egyptian citizen. It does not allow,open 
chances for what Abdel Magid sees as the 'eradication of 
illiteracy among the cultured.,(141 ) 
More important than tha above considerations, is that 
the exaggerated attention gtven to illiteracy eradication 
has left its impact on the development of other types of 
adult education that are as wel~ urgently needed in Egypt's 
stage of socio-economic development. The Supreme Council 
for Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication, which is 
the most evident contribution of the 67 Act of 1970, has 
confined itself to the planning for illiteracy eradication 
considering it outside its. scope of tasks to p10n for other 
types such as 'Workers' Education", 'Popular Culture', 
'Adult Vocational Education' , ••• etc. Nor did the N.C.Fo.S.R.T. 
attempt to break the narrow circle of illiteracy eradication 
until its third session in which it began to envisage the 
comprehensive scope of adult education.(I42 ) Types other than 
illiteracy eradication are left to plan fragmentally and 
execute their schemes on their own without partnership with 
otl'io.L' provla!hg bodies as will later be elaborated. 
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2. Neglect of Communicative Channels between 'Formal' and 
'Adult' Education 
Associated with the fragmental position of adult education 
within the national system of education, is the neelect to 
establish communicative channels between 'Formal' and 'Adult' 
education. The need is not felt that closer contact between 
both is to be established. Such link is defined nowhere in 
the educational legislations or educational documents.(I43) 
Each is regulated in accordance with a separate legislation. 
Planning for primary, preparatory, secondary eeneral and 
technical education is made the task of the Ministry of 
Education with its technical bodies. Planning for 'Adult Education 
and Illiteracy Eradication' is assigned to the Supreme Council 
for Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication, according to 
the 1970 Act, (144) and which, as already pointed out, hac 
confined itself to 'illiteracy eradication'. 
Adult education has been maintained a blocked form of education 
in that its graduates are not encouraged to carryon their farnal 
education on equal terms with the clientele of formal education 
institutions. For those,whose illiteracy is eradicated, and ~ho 
have, according to the 1970 Act(I45) reached the fourth primary 
grade,continuing education is made difficult, if not impossible. 
It is only possible that they go through private schools which 
charge fees that many cannot afford to pay. Hence, the vast 
majority of them are destined to stop their education even 
though they have the deSire to reach a higher standard of 
education. Examination of the National Plan by the 'Supreme 
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Council for Adult Education and Illiter~~y Eradication' 
(I973-I980) shows that arrangements for contact between 
the education of the adults concerned and 'formal' education 
is not thought of. The focus of the whole plan is on illiterate 
individuals fer whom chances are made available to acquire 
skills of reading and writing with some general knowledge.(I46) 
The further step after becoming literate, i.e. the open 
channels that lead them .upward in the educational ladder 
are left unattempted.(I47) 
On its part, formal education does not care an atom to 
establish cliannels of communication with adult education. 
A need for such channels has not yet been felt by planners 
and policy-makers. Various official reports about education(I48) 
never touch upon the dissevered relations with adult education. 
If adult education is mentioned at all in such reports, it 
is to show how illiteracy eradication is a problem that has 
be be dealt with more erfective1y.(I49) In the comprehensive 
report by the Minister of Education before People's Assembly 
(I977)~I~~~lt education was ignored and no comment was made 
on the dissevered relations between 'formal' ano 'adult' education. 
On the contrary, a growing trend could even be traced that the 
Hinistry appreciates such dissE'ver. In clear words, the Ninister 
tl."t 
announced/it is enough that the Ministry shoulders the heavy 
responsibility of educating the young children 6-12 years 
of age, who by their turn will improve the intellectual 
standard of the adult masses. Heavy direct involvement in 
adult education is not included in the Ministry's policy 
and she is only ready with 'technical consulation'. (I5I) 
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3. Pe.rsimony in the: Fin~ree of Adult Education 
In the three Comprehensive Five-Year Plans that 
have been undertaken since 196o,. an order of 
priorities has been followed according to which 'education 
and culture' were given the fourth and last position~152) 
In Une~co's volume 'Cultural Policy in Egypt (1972), it 
is stated that -defence expenditure was given the first 
priority, then the ri$ing demands of the people amidst 
the population explosion occupied the second place, thirdly 
came production in industry and otherwise, fourthly and 
(153) 
finally came services including education and culture. 
Such an order seems plausible amidst the military and 
political challenges of the 1960's and 1970's together with 
the social conditions with bearing on the growth of Egyptian 
economy. However, what calls fer attention is that within 
the last priority sector (education and culture) adult education 
is unfairly placed. Parsimony in the finance allocated to 
it principally by Hinistry of Planning then planning 
departments of various ministries with a cultural mission, 
reflects the marginality of the sector in comparison with 
formal education. 
In the Ministry of Education, for example, care is given 
that the allocations for formal education satisfactorily 
cover the requilments by public exchequer. In adult education, 
the case is different. No commitment is made by the State 
to raise its required finance. It is for this that Act 
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67 of 1970 recognizes other sources of finance beside its 
allocations from Public Exchequer including local and 
international donations in whatever form, together with 
aid granted on 'central' or 'provincial' level.(I54) In this 
way distinction is made between sources of finance of 'formal' 
and 'adult' education. The two are treated with different 
measures, the first as a beloved son of the educational 
system mean'.'/hile the latter has to suffice by the fallen 
crv~bs and is advised to resort to other means, even begging. 
Except for the W.E.A., which is an organization uholly 
devoted to the education of workers, adult education in all 
othe'r cinistries and organizations represents one interest 
among many. This often weakens its claims for higher 
all.ocations. Of the 15 sections which form the 'Popular Culture' 
of the Ministry of Culture, adult education in the sense 
adopted by the present study, represents one minor activity 
undertaken by the 'Village Culture' section. Marginality of 
the finance of adult education in such a ministry can bestoo 
shown through the examination of the whole budget of the 
Hinistry distributed over various sectors and in which the whole 
sector of 'Popular Culture' gets less than 4% of the total budget 
as is shown in Table 8.10. 
Table 9.10 
Total Bu,dget of the Ministry of CultUre 1969/70 
and thepercentage of each sector's allocations (155) 
xenaral A~miRis!rttio~ ~:~~ Academy of Arabic Lang. 0.57% ca emy 0 e r s 
pOEular Culture 3.8% Higher Council for Arts, 
National Library and Letters and Social Sciences 1.8% 
state Archives 4. 9}~ E di t ing & Pu bli shing Or gani s • 13 .1% 
Whole sector of Theatre & Music Organise 8.3% 
Archaeology 31.4% Cinema Organise 24.3~G 
Total Budget £E I3.669.900 I 00% 
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Examination of the complete annual plans of the 'Popular 
Culture' sector in the years I974, I975 and 1976 shows 
the dominance of music, arts, cinema, theatre and libraries 
in expenditure plans. Of the total £E I800 allocated for 
the whole section of 'Village Culture' in the 1976 budget, 
the share of education was only £E 500 mostly directed for 
salaries of teachers and supervisors.(156) 
In the case of the Hinistry of Education, which is by far 
the greatest ad~lt education provider in terms of human 
Gnol • 
potentialitieslavia~ble financial resources, margin~lity ot 
the expenditure on adult education is associat~d with the 
sector's marginality in the national education system. The 
principle of 'sympathy' that has governed the Hinistry's 
relation with adult education since the I944 Act has 
maintained its impact on the policy of finance. Until primary 
education was unified and plans of full absorption of childrcL 
under compulsion were made in acccrdance with Act 2IO of I953, 
the Ninlstry got from public exchecquer the whole lot devoted 
to 'illiteracy eradication' which was distributed by her 
over other ministries and organizations. Soon after the I953 
Act was issued, the Ministry started to get its own share 
only,leaving other ministries to claim for their own sepnrately. 
What is more, is that the share of the }1inistry allocated .to 
adult education suffered from decline. As the absprption 
capacity or primary education began to rise swiftly from 
about 39% in 195I/52 to 64% in 1965/6~,· allocations for 
illiteracy eradication dropped from £E 94.000 in I953/54 
to 74.000 in I954/55, a decline of 21.3% in one year~I57) 
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I~ 1955/56 it came further down to 65.060, a nd in 1956/ 57 it was 
6 
(i 58) 
5.500 then st eepe r decline to 50.000 in ea ch of 57/5 8, 58/59 am 59/6u . 
The picture of the 1960's was generally one of decline and 
unsteadiness. The deve~opment since 1964/65, and until 1970/71 
is shown in Table 9.11 which takes I964/65 fi eures a n index. 
Table 9.11 (159) 
Development of the Illiterqc~ Eradica tion Budget 64/65-70/71 
(1964/65=IOO) 
Year Index 
I964/65 IOO 
1965/66 95 
1966/67 132 
1967/68 92 
1968/69 78 
I969/70 83 
1970/71 I65 
Unsteadiness is illustrated in Figure 9. 2 oo.sed on above fir:ure 
Figure 9.2 
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The pars i mony by which illiteracy eradica tion is fin anced 
is affirmed by putting the above fi gures of decline 
throughout the 1950's against the budget of pri rnBry educ a tion 
which has, during the s ame period, steadi ly ri se n from £E 
II.8I2.000 in I953/54 to £E 20.264.000 in I 959/60, the latt er 
fi gure representing uA% of the tota l budget of the Ministry 
(160) 
of Education in 1959/60. This flourish in the budget of 
primary education coincided with a severe shrinkage in the 
same period in the budget of il l iteracy era dica tion from 
£E 94.000 in 1953/54 to 50.000 in 1959/60 re presenting a 
decline of about 47%. Ta ble 9 . 12 and Figure 9.3 dra w the 
f ~" d t" f" i picture i n SO arlprlmary e uca lon lna nce S conc erned. 
Table 9.12 
The Budget of Primary Education and the Total Budget o f the 
Hinistry of Education fro)I1 ~ 161) 
1953/54 to 1959/60 ( in £ E) 
r ear I'iin t stry of Sduca ti on Budge t Priwa ry Educa ti on B dg e t 
I~53/54 26 .434.900 11. 812 .000 
I954/55 28.731.IOO 12 . 530. 0 00 
~955/56 33 . 252 .700 13 . 600 . 000 ~956/57 36 . I73.000 15.181.000 
I957/58 38 . 500 .000 17.000.000 
I958/59 39.326.000 18 .500.000 
1959/60 42 . 344.000 2 0. 2 6L~ . 000 
Figure 9.3 illustrates the steady rise in the bu ge t 0 f the 
Primary Educa tion during the the period 1953/ ~9 I 
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Q,ju.lf ut ... c.a.t,. .. ", 
The inadequacy of theibudget was officially admitted 
by the Hinistry of Education HV-I.t tried to give excuse 
by stating that its total budget is too 1inited to cover 
the illiteracy eradication service throughout the whole 
(162) 
country. So, in 1969, the Hinistry adopted a new 
selective approach to the finance of such service, according 
to which the whole lot is to be directed to a small number 
of provinces, 12 in 1969 supported by se1f- and voluntary 
efforts. Within the s~lected provinces, certain sectors 
are concentrated upon for their relevance to the process of 
production. As for other provinces, they have to rely on 
(I63 ) 
voluntary and self-efforts wholly. 
The W.E.A. has also be~n haunted by raising adequate 
financial resources since the late 1950's. One recommendation, 
therefore, of the 'Minis.terial Joint Com!!littee' (1957-1958) 
was that expenditure on the ~.E.A. should be shared by the 
Hinistry of Education which has to bear 50%, the Hinistry of 
Social Affairs whose share is to be 25~~, Trade Unions with 
a share of 15%, and the remaining IO~~ to be borne by the 'Union 
of Industry and Commerce'. (164) Such recommendations were 
not to be carried out simply because of Hinistry of Education's 
refusa~ to share. With the Presidential Decree 2253 of 
1960, the W.E.A. was offiCially born as an independent 
organioz:.ation affiliated to the 'National Union', the only 
political organi~ation of that time. However, such change 
was not enough to solve problems of finance. It was essential th~t 
the 'Board of Administrators of W .E.A. takes a decision 
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for the change of the W.E.A.'s financi~l regulations in 
a way that would ensure its independence of other aeencies " 
and organikations. This was taken in a meeting in September 
6 
(165) I9 3. However, until the present time the inadequacy 
of finance is a complaint often repeated. With the dissever 
of all financial and other relations between the t1inistry of 
Education and the W.E.A. since the early 1960's, programmes of 
the latter have been affected. This is severely critic~ed 
(166) 
by El-Banna (1970). The VI.E.A. has to concentrate on 
..,. 
short-tep courses with inability to expand the long ones. 
The Workers' university (the found'3.tions of which were la.id 
in October I974) is hampered by the inavailability of 
adequate financial resources. It was estimated in I975 that 
the execution of the University would require £E 1.500.000 
of which the VI .E.A. VlaS hardly able to raise 500.000. 'l'he 
dilemma of raising the remaining million stirred Zaidan 
(September 1975) to ask with sorroVl about the 
alternatives available before the W.E.A. to realize such a 
dream and whether these can possibly be obtained from the 
Government, or from the Union Movement, or by the political 
organization, or even by charging fees on attendance of 
cultural and other courses for the benefit of the University 
(I67) 
establishments. Until the pres~nt time, the Workers' 
University has not been established as the financial 
dilemma has not been solved. 
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II. Wea1.c Spirit of Partnership between Adult Education 
Providers 
A. At the Illiteracy Eradication Level 
Act 67 of 1970 recognized adult education and illiteracy 
eradication as 'a national political mission' undertaken by 
a great many ministries, local administration units, 
organizations, associations, trade unions, professiona.l 
syndicates, employers, •••• etc. led by the Ministry of 
Education and the A.S.U. . Partnership between such a 
great number of providers was envisaged to come by through 
the 'Supreme Council for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication' established since 1971. The Council is formed 
of members representing all the above partners under the 
chairmanship of the l-1inister of ~ducation. Besi de putting 
plans at the national level, the Council has to 'co-ordinat~ 
between various ministries, associations and oreani~ationG 
working in illiteracy eradication and the follow-up of thei~ 
work.,(I68) Detailed analYSis of the work of the Council will 
(169) be made in chapter ele.ven. 
Partnership in matters of finance is one of the tasks 
assigned for the Council. Financial allocations for the 
purposes of adult education and illiteracy eradication 
are not decided for each partner separately, but rather 
in accordance with what the Supreme Council sees fitting. 
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Besides, the Council~given the upper hand in matters of 
finance in ways that affect the availability of resources 
for various partners both directly and indirectly: 
i. It has got the responsibility of defining the material, 
human, and technical requirements as well as financial 
incentives and ways of raising them. (article 4(d)- 1970 Act) 
ii. Acceptance of donations and grants offered for purposes 
of illiteracy eradication. (article 4 (h» 
iii. Putting an order of priorities of Vlork in each stage 
of the plan's execution. (article 4 (c» 
Ministry of Education has also got its tasks of co-6rdination 
in accordance with the I970 Act. Together with its responsibility 
for drawing the executive plans of study that other partners 
may adupt, and satisfying their needs for school books, 
teaching aids and the training of their teachers and supervisors, 
the Ministry has a special role in co-ordinating finance. It is 
its duty to examine and decide the financial requirementn 
of 'adult education and illiteracy eradication' schemes in 
each proviLce. Each province has to put an annual plan including 
its financial requirements. The plan is examined by Ministry 
of Education in the light of other plans by other provinces 
taking into consideration the available resources. Annual 
allocations are finally decided for each province.(I70) 
Matters of execution at the national level are, in the 
first place the responsibility of l1inistry of Education and 
the A.S. U. All other partners are sup'cosed to take their 
DF 
parts in the lightjthe classification that the Supreme Council 
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has put far various agencies undertaking illiteracy eradicntion 
among 'organized' manpower sectors as follows: 
The first part is concerned with the execution of illiteracy 
eradication among the workers in various governmental and 
Public Sector units as well as organizations, associations, 
trade unions, local administration units ••• etc. 
their responsibility is defined in article 6 of the 1970 Act. 
The second part, whom the Supreme Council called agencies 
that assist in the success of execution of plans. Thesfministries 
and organizations that ha.ve additional tasks than what is defined 
in the first part. The tasks assigned for them ar~defined 
by the Supreme Council in,accordance with the nature of the 
work of each and the potentialities available for 1 t. 'l'asks 
range from undertaking the propaganda campaigns, to the 
enumeration of illiterates, to performance of researches. 
These agencies include the General Secretary of the A.S.U., 
:fouth Secretary ofA.S.U., A.S.U. units in provinces, ranisry 
of Education, zones and directorates of education in provine eo, 
l1inistry of Communication, r~inistry of Transport, Uni versi ties, 
r,anistry of Social Affairs, Ministry of Labour, Hinistry of 
Culture and Information~ Ministry of Waqfs and Al_Azhar. lI7I ) 
However, it is to be noted that the Supreme Council has no 
obligation power to force such Ministries to respond 
adequately to its resolutions. It is only a matter of 
'national awareness' towards a serious problem as well as 
indirect commitment in terms of being represented in the 
Supreme Council membership. It is doubtful that attendance 
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of one representative of one Ninistry or organization 
of the meetings of the Council leads to its commitment 
to whatever resolutions are taken by the Council unless 
stronger co-ordination channels are open. 
Execution at the provincial level is undertaken by the 
'Provincial Councils for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication'. The cycle drawn by the 1970 Act takes the 
general plans put by the 'Supreme Council' as the basis 
that should be comndtted to. However, 'Provincial Councils' 
have not got free hand in the matter of execution due to 
their need for financial and adninistrative approval to 
\',hat is to be executed. The Provincial Council discusses 
the plan drawn with the 'Popular Council (I'7~ . of the province'. ") 
After getting its approval, the Provinci~l Council is entitled 
to take. the executive steps. (73) Within the borders of 
each province , the Provincial Council is responsible for 
co-ordinating the erro~s undertaken by various agencies in 
the sphere of illiteracy eradication making the utmost use d 
the available potentialities.(I74) 
It is thus, that co-ordination between agencies involved 
in illiteracy eradication is made the responsibility of 
more than one body which creates conflict. The Ministry of 
Education has also got the educational zones and directorates 
affiliated to it. Among the duties assiGned by the 1970 Act, 
the Hinistry has to co-ordinate the efforts e~ted by the 
I 
Provincial Counci~and those of educational zones and direc-
torates in the way that invites voluntary efforts to involve 
actively. (175) With the two, assuming the responsibility for 
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co-ordination,attempts to lessen the conflict were made. 
Directors of zones and directorates of the Ministry of 
Education as well as sub-directors for primary education and 
illiteracy eradication were taken as members of Provincial 
Councils. However, the con~ict remained only partly solved. 
Inspecifity in defining the co-ordinating responsibilities 
by Act 67 of 1970, and by the Ministerial Order 89 of 1972(176) 
has shared to make co-ordination difficult. On the one hand, 
responsibility was left fluid and one consequence was that, 
in some provinces, the Hinistry of Education ''1,1S left to 
shoulder the whole task unaided. The evaluative session of 
what has so far been accomplished in adult education and 
illiteracy eradication (Cairo, 14-16 February 1976)(177) 
included among its participants heads and inspectors of adult 
education in educational zones end directorate8, secretaries 
of P~ovincial.Councils, responsible authorities for adult 
education in A.S.U. in provinces, Women Organi'l.ation, expert~ 
of A.S.F.E.C. and some professors frol!! the Faculty of Educ:J.tio:-., 
Ain Shams University. It was clear before the particip3nts of 
the session that 'partnership' was far from being accomplished 
which has influenced the implementation of illiteracy plans 
in the light of four considerations: 
Firstly, that 'Provincial Councils for Adult Education and 
Illiteracy Eradication' vary greatly in their enthusiasm for 
their mission. The session classified them into three catecories. 
t the first is an embodiment of 'indifference', the s~ond comnrises 
I- -
th~ few who have some positive activity, and the third is in 
between the two. The general assesrnent is that they undertake 
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their tasks merely as a formal duty, i.e. just for filling 
gaps.(178) It was striking to discover that, until then 
(February 1976) not one of them has drawn a clear plan for 
the eradication of illiteracy in the mass sector of their 
provinces. 'l'he only justification they gave Vias the lack of 
reliable statistics about such illiterates classified by 
sex, profession and age.(179) 
Secondly, that in the light of above conditions, the Ministry 
of Education through its zones and directorates in the provinces 
was found by the session to be still shouldering the greatest 
share in various tasks associated with illiteracy eradication 
in the mass sector includ~ng finance, propaganda, recruitment 
of personnel, provision of books and aids, the follow-up •• et,!80) 
Rather than a form of 'partnership' as the 1970 Act intended 
the process to be, it only t~rQed to be almost the responsibility 
of one partner: the Ministry of Education. 
Thirdly, that the session had to record with sorrow the 
'negative attitudes' adopted by various ministries and 
associations involved in the provision of illiteracy 
eradication service. Reluctance to partiCipate, on the nart 
of many workers in the field 0 f educa tion, even as paid-work , 
is one recognized feature until it has becoille a tradition 
that attempts are made. at the beginning of every school year 
to convince men of education to share in illiteracy 
eradication activities. 
Fourthly, that the A. S. U • ,which is supposed to lead the 
whole task with the J.!inistry 0 f Education, is less posi ti ve 
than expected, and so are Women organi2ations\18I) 
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B. At the Level other than Illiteracy Eradication 
Absence of any comprehensive survey of the agencies involved 
in the provision of adult education until present time makes 
it difficult to investigate the relations between them. The 
N.C.E.S.R.T. (March 1976) even carries the matter a bit further 
b~inking the absence of such survey with the effectiveness 
of the overall adult education service~182) At the national 
c.,,-r,.«" .... ,,,,~ 
level,(planning for such forms of adult education as 'pop'ular 
Culture: 'Workers' Education: 'Adult Vocational Training or 
, , 
Continuation Education is seriously neglected. On the one 
hand it is excluded from t,he scope of responsibilities 
undertaken by the 'Suprme Council for Adult Education and 
Illiteracy Eradication'. The N.C.E.S.R.T. after an attempt 
to avoid such a complicated task by annouDcin~ the confinement 
of its scope of tasks to illiteracy eradication throwine; the 
ball into the net of other agenCies(I83) F;howed some intere~.t 
in the comprehensive adult education service in its third 
session ( October I975-July 1976).(184) still,co-ordin~tion 
between the adult education sectors, in other than illiteracy 
eradication sense, is far from being adequately envis3ged 
at the national level. 
This defect is reflected on partnership between one sectar 
and others. Until present, each sector is planned for 
sep&rately by the planning department of the Ministry or 
organi'Z.ation }o which it is affiliated. The Board of Directors 
J":' ~, 
of the W.E.A./draws its long- and short-term plans. (185) 
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So is the case with Popular Culture, (I86) and Adult 
Vocational Education.(I87) As plans for each sector are 
made separately, partnership is not considered except on 
personal basis. No effort has as yet been made to 
co-ordinate between the provision of each or even to 
create a common ground on which such co-ordination is 
to be built. fhe case.is best described by the Final Report 
of the 'International Expert Panel on Adult Educatioq' 
(Egypt, November-December I975) mentioned earlier, that 
each agency is dealing with one aspect of adult educatior. 
'without clear conception of the field that defines its 
limits, condition, intern~l and external relations, and 
its social and psychological principles in the way that 
helps to discover the gaps in its current practices.,<l88) 
Whether in the case of Egypt or th~ other Arab States, tte 
Report condemned the sep~rate world that each has truten 
in seclusion from other worlds for 'illiteracy eradicatio~ 
mostly works independentl10f Workers' Education. popular 
Culture has no connection with the above two. Continuation 
stUdies tread a path that is not linked with that of other 
agencies and programmes. In such a case, objectives have 
(I89) 
come in contradiction, acti vi ties separated and efforts \'/3.st cu. I 
Whether in finance, teaching service or consultation, 
partnership bebleen various adult educatiOJl agencies is, 
if any, very weak. The adult education service undertaken 
by the W.E.A., Popular Culture, Vocational Training for adults 
are all financed .by Public exchequer through tinistries (or el".7"-"H/ •. _~! 
to which each is affiliated. In every fiscal year, each of 
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these,ministries or organizations allocates, either directly 
or indirectly, a certain portion of its budget for t~e adult 
education activity~ The .way by which these annuol allocations 
are decided does not require of an adult education providing 
aeency minimum co-ordination with other partners in the same 
field. In most cases, the whole matter is concerned with 
class and student costs and the planning departments within 
each of these ministries or organizations suggests the 
allocation in line of what schemes are submitted for the new 
year's activity. One grave defect is still suffered from 
namely that the assignment of finlncial allocations by 
public exchequer is not linked in any way with the ful filment 
of any tasks of co-operation or partnership on the part 
of adult education agencies with other partners. If this 
is done, it will drive partners to see co-operation frau 
a different perspective. 
In teaching-service partnership, the CJse j~ no better 
than in finance. l'he rule, amidst the shortGge of teachers 
that Egypt has ever suffered from due to the expansion 
of primary education, is that each a.dult education 
agency relies on tutors and educators of their own. Only 
when the whole need of the Ministry of Education classes 
are satisfied, it is possible to lend a hand to other 
agencies.(I90) Hence, the W.E.A. trains its personnel' 
in the institutions affiliated to it even for illiteracy 
eradication classes.(I9I) A complaint of one W.E.A. leader 
is the weak partnership with the Ninistry of Education in 
technical, consultative and financial matters.(I92) 
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With its limited needs for teaching service, the Ministry of 
Culture relies on the officials affiliated to its dep~rtments. 
Together with the l1inistry of Social Affairs, they meke 
, (193) 
use of the recruited university graduates for 'Public Service' 
as teachers for adult classes. This brings costs of teaching 
service down to a minimum as the recruited youth almost 
getting only 
work for no salary,..(four pounds a month. HO':lever, experience 
has shown that without adequate professional tr,'lining, they 
ttlAAA. ( ) 
are not/successful in shouldering the task. I94 As for 
Adult Vocational Training, which is affiliated to the 
Department of Productive Efficiency of the Hinistry of 
Industry, programmes are almost entirely technical without 
the inclusion of any cultural or civic subjects. Relinnce is, 
hence, on the instructors who are graduated from the 'Instructor 
Training Institute' affiliated to the r.1inistry of Industry. (I~15) 
Consultation between various agencies working in illiteracy 
eradication provision is allowed thrOUGh their ruembcrchi~ 
in the'supreme Council for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication'which holds its meetings normnlly once every 
tv;o months. (I96) The Council has formed five 'Technical COln.'TIi t tees t 
of its members to study various matters and present their 
reports to the Council. These are: 
i. Comn.ittee for enumeration. 
ii.Com~ittee for incentives and financial costs. 
iii. Committee for defining the role of each of the various 
agencies in the illiteracy eradication plan. 
iv. Committee for curricula, study plans and school books. 
v. Committee for propaganda and information. (I97) 
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As for the N.C.E.S.R.T., it has formed, since June 1974 
five committees or sections (shoab) as follows: 
i. Illiteracy Eradication and Adult Education Committee. 
ii. Public Education and Training Comnittee. 
iii. University and Higher Education Committee. 
iv. Scientific Research and Technology Committee. 
v. Education and Manpower Planning Committee.(I98) 
These include in their membership prominent figures from 
universities, National Assembly together with experts and 
ministers, former and present. Consultation with the aGencies 
working in the field of adult education is not provided. 
This contributes to the seclusion of the studies so far mad~ 
by the 'Illiteracy Eradication and Adult Education Committe0' 
from the agencies working in the field who hardly know of 
such studies or, if they know, are not civen the chance to 
exchange views with such experts. 
One consequence of the separatist spirit th~t dominatc~ 
the work of the adult education providing agencies, is the 
absence of any channels of co-ordination or partnership 
between them. The link between their activities is found 
nowhere. The comprehensive scheme of statistics of the field, 
attempted by the A.S.U. (I975)(I99) CQuld not be .completed 
due to the indifference ~ith which it was met by various 
(200) 
adult education agencies in the provinCes. Luck otpartnbrship 
between major adult education providers in matters of finnnce 
,told' t/..,~ ...;.,a. 4..... ~.;.,.~ ~ d... 4U~ ~ ~ .. _,J 
teaching service, consultationlhave remained, Since I952, e.J. ... w,·".." 
an impediment for effective adult education service, as will 
be shown in the following part of the chapter. 
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Accom~lishments of the Post-I952 Adult Education Polic~ 
The adult education policy since 1952 has been ge~red to 
eradicate illiteracy among Egypti~n adults ns its major goal. 
National plans so far made are embodiment of that trend. 
Whether in the Ministry of Education's Plan (I972-I982), 
the Supreme Council's National Plan (I973-I980) or the 
N.C.E.S.R.T.'s National Comprehensive Plan (I975-I980) 
dedication to illiteracy eradication is evident, though the 
first of these is th~ only one under implementation after its 
amalgamation with the Supreme. Council's plan. As for the third 
is has not been imple~ented.(20I) Other types of adult education 
have as well been existing throughout the whole period but 
as minor activities with fragmental plans implemented serarately. 
It is unavoidable that analysis of the accomplishments of th~ 
adult education sector since I952 runs in two lines; the 
illiteracy-eradication line forming an entity with its own 
features, and 'other ad~lt education types' with their separate 
fragmental implementation. 
Ie AccomDlishrnents at the Illiteracy ~radication Level 
Looked at. from an over-all perspective, the implementation 
of adult education policy since 1952 has not been adequately 
effective. One indication of such ineffectiveness is the 
rise in the absolute number of illiter~tes 10+ in the total 
population. Figures of the two censuses before the outbreak 
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of the revolution (in 1937 and 1947) as well a s the ones 
made after the revolution (in 1960, 1966 and 1976) prove 
that rise as indicated by Table 9.13 and Figure 9.4 , 
Table 9.13 
Population growth and the absolute number of ill itates 10 yee.r.s 
and over in the censuses of I937,I947,1960,1966 and1976( 202 ) 
I937 1947 1960 1966 
Total Popula t-
ion 15.734.I2I 18.820.852 25.840.798 30.075. 858 
Pop. 10 Years 
and over 11.255.083 13.794.926 17.930.520 21.283.000 
Illiterates 
10 and over 9.857.287 10.393.272 12.564.250 13.363.000 
.' . --- - ' . 
Figure 9.4 
The ri s e in popula t i on I O ye rR a nd ove r, and th e r i s e i 
illi t er a t es 10 yea.r s a nd ov er f r ol!l I 937 t o 1976 (2 03 ) 
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It might be argued that world figures as shown by the Faure 
Report (UNESCO, I972) (204) admit such rise as a world phenomenon 
with illi tera tes (I5+) in the whole world rising wi thin t''ien ty 
(205) 
years (I950-I970) from 700 millions to 783 millions or I2% 
approximately as illustrated by Figure 9.5 
Figure 9.5 
(206) 
Illiteracy for the whole world population (15+) 1950-1970 
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Not withs t anding the ina ccura cy tha t s t ems from t h e di f fi cult y 
of obtaining compa r 3bl e s t a ti s t i cs in Egypt' s case to f i t 
with world fiBures, it i s poss ible to assume tha t t he r is e 
in the number of illitera tes in Egypt (10 year s and over ) is , 
gener a lly, higher than a ver age world f i cures . In a l mos t t wenty 
years from 1947 to 1966 the r i s e recorded is a bout 29% a s 
against 12% for the world fi gures . 
When t h e case is examined in terms of illiteracy r a t es , 
the picture of ineffectiveness is non e t he less s triking . 
* The percentage of illit er a tes i n the wh ole popul a t i on (5 year s +) 
(207) 
ha s come down from 76.2% in 1947 to 56. ~,,6 in 1976, a pr ogr es 
of 19.7% in 30 yea r s a s shown in Ta ble 9.14 
Table 9.14 
(S 'j...-e -t ') 
Tota l number of i l liter a t e sAand th eir perc ent a ge to popul t io (208) 
since t he outset of present c entury 
Year Tota l Popul a t- Tota l Il l it- Perc en t .:l ,rr 
ion er a t es t o Popul -5 yea rs + a t ion 
1907 9 .413 .539 8. 804. 373 93 . 5~~ 
19I7 10. 8I4.061 9. 950. 855 925' 
1927 I 2 .124.564 IO.453. 669 86. 5% 
1937 I3. 8I2.228 lI.24I.733 8I .4~.~ 
I947 I5.838 .796 I2.074. 291 76. ~~ 
I960 26.085.326 18.389.925 70. 5% 
I976 38.228.I80 21.598.820 56. 5% 
Clos er exa mi na tion of eff ectiven ess s inc e 1952 r e qui r es 
be 
.-
reflection on wha t could a ctually{ achieved i n t er ms o f li t er a cy 
ratio in comparison \'lith wlia t could be achieved in th e dec de'" 
tha t preceded the outbreak of the r evol ution. This is i ndica t e 
• Due to the 1navailability of comparable figures, the writer ha s 
to compare with the figures of the 1976 Census which ar e t or 
illiterates among the population 10 years+. 
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by Table 9.15. 
Table 9.15 
t 1ner-census and average annual progress in illiterncy 
since the outset of the present century(209) 
% of illiteracy 
Period ! Decline in % of Avert'.ge annual ;at begin. at end l.ll~teracy lJ:'v[;rc.,;u 
i 
1907-17 ! 93.5 92 1 • .5 0.I5 
I9I7-27 • 92.0 86.5 5 • .5 0.5.5 j 
I927-37 86 • .5 81.4 5.I 0.51 
I937-47 8I.4 76.2 5.2 0.52 
1947-60 76.2 70.5 5.7 0.44 
I960-76 70 • .5 56.5 I4.0 0.88 
The period from .1-947 to I960 shows the lowest r3te of proe;ress 
since 1917 when judged by the overall outcome of the thirteen 
years among which are included the first eight years of the 
revolution. ~~ore striking still is the outcome distributed over 
various age-groups as is shown in the follouine table. 
Table 9.16 
Percentage of illiteracy in 1947 and 1960 by age_group(210) 
Percentage of illi ter!tcy 
Year Age Group Total 
r-tale Female 
;' ~-
C 10-14 57.5 7I.5 64.2 
15-19 6.5.3 80.6 72.6 
20-24 64.8 86.0 7.5.5 
2.5-34 66.3 91.6 70.6 
35-44 60.7 94.7 82.0 
I947 45-.54 70.8 96.2 83.4 
55-64 73.8 97.I 85.9 
65+ 79.2 97.8 89.2 
IO-I4 50.2 69.6 59.6 
1.5-I9 63.6 81.9 72.9 
20-24 66.5 86.8 77.3 
I960 25-34 63.3 90.1 78.2 
~$:~t ~~:~ 9~:~ ~~:j 65:;64 8~:g Q'8. 5 9 .8 qo.-S 
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Progress in 1960 over 1947 was attained only in t wo ca t egor ies : 
1. The 10-14 yea rs a ge-group in which illl tera cy pe rc en t ar;e 
dropped from 64.2% in 1964 to 59.6% in 1960, a progress of 
4.6%. . Yet, it is not to be entire ly a merit 
for the I iili teracy era dication I effort for, it mu s t as Vl ell 
be taken into considera tion that such a progress is lil{e ly to 
be attributable to primary educa tion expansion since 1953. 
2. The 35-44 yea rs age-group where a slight progress ha s been 
attained. From 82.0% illiterates in 1947, it came down to 
80.8% in I960, a progress of 1.2%. 
In all other categories, ineffectiveness i s shown by increa se 
both in absolute numbers of illitera t es and perc entage of 
illiterates in each a ge-group. 
When the period 1947-1960 is divided into short phases 
ineffectiveness is more evident in th e l as t pha s e (I955- 60) 
than in the case of the earlier two: 1947-1951 and 1951-1955 . 
Fi5ures of those who completed the course and sa t for exami na tt o. 
and those who passed the eX2mina ti on succ es s ful l y a r e t aken t o 
indicate progress and conpa re it throughout the three phases . 
Figure 9.17 sho'll' these for the three phas es toge the r with tl) 
total spent in each phase. 
Table 9.17 
Numbers 0 f illl tera tes who sat for examina tion, t hos e who assed 
it and the t~tal expenses in the three pha se s 1946-1960(211) 
No. sitting for . No. success ful Tota l 
Period examina tion in examina tion exp endi ture 
( i n £B ) 
1946/47 to 50/51 5I2.029 383. 885 2 .121.200 
1951- 1955 58I.689 317.904 779.500 
1955-1960 273.864 I42.6I8 281.000 
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If the fi gu r es for the phase 1946/47 to I950/5I a re t aken as 
a ba se. on which to judge l a t er figures, de t eri ora tion in 
matters of effe ctiveness from one pha s e to the next i s 
easily pointed out. Individuals s i tting for exa ni na t i on have 
declin ed in number from 833 .915 or a n a verag e a nnua l f i gur e 
of 208.479 in ea ch of the four yea rs dura tion, to a tota l 
number in the n ext phase of 58I.689 with . ~n av er age a nnua l 
of 145.422 in each of the four years. Wha t i s more s triking 
is tha t the total of the third phase ca rne down to 237. 864 
with an avera ge annual of 47.573 in ea ch of the five yea r s . 
The st eady decline is shovm in Figure 9 .6 
Figure 9.6 
steady decline during I946-1960 in terms of aver age a nnua l 
fi gures of those who s a t for exa mina t ion( 2I 2 ) 
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It can easily be poi ~ ted out how the decline in the second 
phase (1951-1955) compared with the first (1946/7-I 950/I) 
reached 31% • . When the thi rd (1955-1960) is compa r ed with 
the first the decline is even mor e striking reaching a bout 
771c 
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With such decline toward the end of the dec a de, the Ministry 
of Education was right to admit th e inef f ectivenes s of 
efforts. The total number of individuals involved in 
illiteracy eradica tion classes did not exceed 50.792 in 
1956/57 which is, as the Hinistry sta tes,'a small fi Gure 
in comparison \'/i th the total number of illitera tes in the 
country and cannot solve the problem. ,(213) 
The efforts of the first half of the 1960's we re 
continuation of the defective ones of th e 1950's, but 
crippled more by the impact of popula tion explosion, Progr e s 
in illitera cy era dica tion at the na tiona l level be t we en 
th e t wo censuses 0 f 1960 and 1966 vIas a bou t I 3% ":.t hi ch me " nCo 
an averag e annua l pro gress of 2.2% mea m.l hile the av er are 
annua l population growth during the peri od was 2.6% ~ 2 I4) 
This explains the rise in the tota l number o f illi t e r~ t 
10 years and over from I2.564. 250 in 1960 to 13 . 3 63 .000 
in 1966 as shown in Table 9 .I8 
Table 9.18 
Progress in illiteracy between 1960 a nd 1966 f or both sexe~21 5 ) 
1960 I 966 
Popula tion IO and over I6.706.000 21. 230.000 
Illitera tes 10 years 
a nd pver 12.564.250 I3. 3 63 .000 
Illitera cy among males 64% 50% 
Illiteracy among female 87% 76% 
Genera l avera ge 76% 63% 
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Th e first half of the 1960's \'/as cha r vcteriz. ed by 
fragmenta l plans carried out by individua l provinc es, 
mos t salient of which is the one of Ca iro (I96I-I964) 
and another at Alexandria which W.:l S not succ es s dur ing 
its t wo years dura tion (1964-I966) and was s topped.(216) 
The Cai ro project intended to er a dica t e the il l iteracy of 
820.000 individuals in the ca pita l vlithin 8- 9 yea r s 
~96I-1 97~)thr6ugh the esta blishment of 3000 to 3500 
classes every year. However, the indif fe rence by which 
the project was met whether on the part of employer s , 
who had to mal~e arrangement s for their employees to be 
educ~ ted, or by the illitera tes th emselve s~led to the 
'unsa tisfa ctory and discoura.; ing r esults ,( 217) whi ch, in turn, 
led to its stoppage after four years. This is indica t ed 
by Table{9.19 and 9.20. 
Ta ble 9 .19 
Effectiveness of the Cairo project (I 961 -I 964 ) as indic ~ t c ~ 
hy result s of liter acy exami na t ions (218 ) 
Scho ol Yea r Number of Number of numbers Numbe 
eligible apPt~~ants si ttine- for of 
individuals 
examination examina tion s ucc ess ful 
1961 26.823 25.226 I6. 877 8 . 236 
1961/62 27.427 27.231 I7.564 10. 115 
1962/63 23 .878 23 .0.50 23 .014 10. 3~; 
1963/64 2.5"54-1 25.526 18·779 12 .528 
Total 1 0] . 6b9 10I.033 76 . 2") 4 41. 232 
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Table 9.20 
(2I9) 
Effectiveness of, the Cairo project as indicated by ratios 
% of sucesses %. of sucesses % of successes 
School Year to those who 
to enrolees to applicants 
attended 
I96r 30.7 32.6 Its.8 
I96I/62 3I.3 37.I 63.1 
I962/63 43.3 50.9 64.6 
I963/64 49.0 49.I (;6.6 
" 
On the national level, the Depart~ent of Basic Education 
and Illiteracy Eradication' affilinted to lUnistry of Eduo.ation 
continued in the 1960's to shoulder the greatest responsibility 
in formulation of general policy and its follow-up as well as 
the preparation of classes, books and tools. ~ducational zones 
undertook the work in provinces through the director, the 
sub-director for Primary Education and the assistant inspectors 
for illiteracy eradication. It is true that some other 
ministries such as Hinistry of Social Affairs, lIinistry of 
Interior, Ministry of War, t~nistry of Culture and National 
Guidance were lending a h~nd in illiteracy eradication vith 
r'~inistry of Education. Yet, together vii th unions, organi'Za tions, 
associations,· ••• etc. the aggregate of all their efforts 
,':as below th':l. t 0 f the lI1nistry 0 f Education a lone as in 
figures for 1964/65. With lack of partnership, their zeal for 
the work faded away leaving the ~1in1stry of Education to 
struggle desperately until I966/67 to fill the vacancies left. 
Since then, and until the end of the decade, decline on both 
the two frontiers continued and the issue of 
• the 'Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication Act. 
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wa s necessary to evoke in variou s partners some sens e of 
pa rtn ership toward the 'nationa l po litical mi ssion' 0 fi lIi t er a cy 
era dic .::. tion. (220) The whole picture throu C;hout the period from 
1964/65 to 1969/70 is shown in Table 8.21 which shows th e share 
of the l1inistry of Educa tion comp.:.t r ed with a l l other minis trie s 
and agencies in figures and p~rcentages. 
Table 9.21 
Accomplishments in illiteracy era dicati on a t the na ti ona l l eve l 
1964/65 to 1969/70 (221) 
No. of No. of Perc entage i n Classes Lea rners tota l l e 3. rn. er s 
1964/65 Ministry of Educa tion I642 56.373 47.7% 
All other M's & Assoc. 2026 61.624 52. 3% 
Total 4668 117. 997 IO O/~ 
I965/66 Ministry of Educa tion I I738 58.677 75.0;: 
. All other M's & Assoc . , 658 19.474 25 . o;~ 
I 
, 
I 
Total ! 2396 78.I5I I 00:' i 
! 
I 
I966/67 J·:inistry of Educa tion 
I 1922 65.I75 71. 6;:, 
All other M' s & AssOC. 879 25 . 809 28 . L~% 
Total 2801 90. 984 1000;6 
I 967/6-8 Ministry of Educa tion 1655 56. 941 7:; . 5~~ 
All other ?-1' s & Assoc. 731 20.462 26 . 5~' 
Tota l 2386 77.403 1005'; 
I968/69 Ministry of Education 1331 44.556 67 . 5;~ 
All other M's & Ass oc. 735 21.456 32. 5;~ 
Total 2066 66.012 I 0Cf,'~ 
1969/70 Ministry of Education 1339 47.497 70. Lt ~~ 
All other H's & Assoc. 602 16.997 29 .6% 
Total 1941 64.494 IOO~ 
Total learners during the whole 
lPeriod 1964/65 to 1969/70 495.041 
Sha re of Ministry of Zduca tion 329. 220 66.5% 
Share of all other M's & Associa 165.822 33 . 5~~ lions. 
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Figure 9.7 
Total learners in illitera cy eradica tion class es of Mi nistry ~ 
Educa tion 1964/65-1969/70 compared to lea rners in cla s ses by 
all other m~nistrie6 and associa tions(222 ) 
(-=1-1 . of Educa tion)(--- --= all others ) 
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The whole picture in the second half of the I960's is one of 
steady deterioration year after year as is shown in Fi gure9.8 
Figure 9.8 
steady decline in the total number of lea rners in illit eracy 
eradication classes I964/65 to I969/70(223) 
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Such ineffectiveness was admitted by an official r eport by t h8 
A.,s.U. (Februa ry 1976).(224) Taking th e tota l numb er of illit er a t es (10+) 
in th e 1966 census (about I3 millions) as the base of argu~ ent, 
it showed how far from ~dequacy the picture was with th e tota l 
number of enrolees in all illiteracy eradic:ttion class es 
not exceeding 0.58% (less tha n 1%) of the tota l number of 
illiterates. As for the r a tio of success compa r ed to the tota l 
number of illiterates it was found to be 0.37%. It wa s thu s 
that efforts were directed to era dica te illiter a cy a mong only 
five out of every thousa nd illitera te individua l s .( 225 ) 
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Accompli shments of the 1970's fa ll i nto t wo pRrt s : 
( a ) The year s 1971/72 a nd 1972/73 whi ch r epr ~ sent th e ba s e 
year a nd th e fir s t yea r of th e Minis try of Educa tion's 
Na ti ona l Pla n. 
(b) Th e Plan years I973-I 980 for which a n eva lua tion ha s 
not ye t been made . 
The outcome of th e first yeanof the 1970's was ina de qu t e o 
In th e 'Government Sector' \',hich, . according to the enumeration 
of the Supreme Council for Adult Education and Illitera cy 
Eradication' (1971/72) included 225.000 illiterate individuals 
aged 14-34 and of which 75.000 were working in the Government 
and 150.000 in the Public Sector, the plan intended to 
eradicate the illiteracy of all within the time limit of 
five years specified by the 1970 Act, i. e . until Febru ~ ry 
1976. Divided over the five years, an avera ge a nnua l of 
45.000 had to be covered. However, wha t c ould be a chieved 
in the first two yea rs 1971/72 and 1972/73 did not exc eed 
30.500 or about 345"0 of what was intended as shown in th 
following table. 
Table 9.22 
What could be / accomplished in the Government Sector in th e 
years I97I/72 and 1972/73 (226) 
Year Government Public Sector Tota l % t o ':Ih ~ t Employees Employees i ntend ed 
I 971/72 4.308 11. 82I 
16 .I29 35 . 8% 
1972/73 4917 9.445 14.362 31 . 97~ 
Tot al of 2 years 9.225 2I. 216 30.49I 33 . 8~~ 
VIE'S 
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When eX9m1ned in proportion to the whole lot to be covered 
in the five years (225.000), there remained I94.509 or 
87% that comprised 65.775 in the Government and 128.734 
in the Public sector. These had to be included in the basic 
stage and covered in the remaining three years distributed 
equally as 1n the following table by the N.C.'f.S.R.T. 
Table 9.23 
Re-distribution of the remaining illiterates in the Government 
sector over the following three years I973/74 to I975/76(227) 
Government Public Sector 
Year Total intended 
Employees Employees 
1973/74 22.000 43.000 65.000 
1974/75 22.000 43.000 65.000 
I975/76 22.000 43.000 65.000 
Total intende( 66.000 I29.000 195.000 
As for the 'Mass Sector', accomplishment has been more 
modest. As it is the main object of the overall plan, 
which is due to end by I981/82, evaluation has so far not 
\itt" 
yet1made.However, there are indicators pointing out to 
some failure to accomplish the intended fi~ures of the plan. 
It was supposed that by 1974/75, about 900.000 should have 
been turned to literacy. But, this ambitious fLeur~ 
wo.s to be reached only with three conditions: 
i. Co-operation on the part of all partners in the execution 
of the plan. 
ii. Ability to raise adequate funds initially estimated 
(228) 
at a total of £E 10 oillions. 
iii. Availability of human f~citlities; t8~chers, superviors 
and th e like. 
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The evaluative session for the discussion of the accomplishments 
of the national plan in its fist five years (14-16 February '1976) 
mentioned earlie~229) pointed out to various defects so far 
hindering adequate implementation. The 'Provincfal Councils 
for Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication', on whom the 
t greatest share in implementation is thrown, vary g~~tly in their 
zeal. It is striking that, amidst the feverish attempts to 
eradicate illiteracy before the end of the plan (I98r/82), 
that some provinces declared in 1972/73 that they could not 
recruit the required numbers of illiterates to the new classes 
already financed through the plan. Hence,they returned the 
financial allocations without using them. Reluctance of 
Egyptian illiterates to join the illiteracy eradicntion classes 
is admitted to have its impact but is not adequate justification 
that provinces give up and follow the easier path of returning 
financial allocations unused as is shown in the following table. 
Table 9.24 
(230) 
Returned classes and financial allocations by provinces 1972/73 
Province No. of classes returned Allocations by ~E 
Cairo 80 8.000 
Alexandria 1I2 11.200 
Marsi Matrouh 6 600 
Isrnailia 28 , 2.800 
Red Sea 31 3.100 
-
Total 257 25.700 
Year 
I97I 
I972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
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If we take one province, 'Monoufia', as a model, it 
may be argued that illiteracy eradication in the province 
will take no less than 20 years. Out of the total number of 
population in the province of 1.587.000 (1973/74) there 
were illiterates of the age-group 8-35 amounting to 224.500 
and there were 73.000 of the age-group 35-45. Distribution 
of illiterates is as follows. 
Table 9.25 
Illiterates in Monoufia distributed over age-groups 8_45(23n 
Age-group 8-15 15-25 25-30 30-35 ·Total 
'I: ~~5 
. 35-45 
>, 
Males 22.500 18.800 18.000 17.300 76.600 32.500 
Females 37.800 31.800 4I.500 36.800 147.900 40.500 
Total 60.300 50.600 59.500 54.100 224.500 73.000 
, 
Against that total picture of the province, it is possible to 
examine the effectiveness of the efforts in the first five 
years of the I970's. 
In the formal classes (other than the ones by volunta~y 
efforts) the picture in the five years is shown in ~able 9.2C. 
Table 9.26 
Accomplishments of illiteracy eradication classes in Monoufia 
,I97I-I975 (232) 
No of 1111 No of learr No of succe- 01 10 of learners ~ 0 r successes 
..tera tes -~ sses to illiterates to illiterates 
253.000 5422 3260 2 .I~~ 1.3% 
246.500 8796 5230 3.5% 2.I% 
238.100 9516 5662 4ro/. IV 2.4% 
226.700 12226 7314 5.3% 3.2% 
224.500 I3690 8340 6.1% 3·6% 
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The total that could be covered in the five years represents only 
21% of the total illiterates which simply indicates the need for 
20 more years at least to reach the whole illiter~tes 8-45 years. 
As for voluntary and popular efforts, figures for the first 
four years are not available. Through the individual incentivas 
approach which the province calls 'Special contracts', only 
1061 applied for literacy examination thr~ughout 1975, 155 of 
who;~i~ !-lay, 104 .in June, and 802 in October 1975.(233) 
As fOI the whole efforts ?f the A.S.U. YouthOrgani'Zstion "'IHonoufia, 
they were similarly inadequate. Throughout 1975, only 1661 
illiterates applied for literacy examinations through the 
organization of whom 902 Vlere in May, and 759 in October 1975.'234) 
It was for this that the comprehensive report of Vonoufia ( Dec. 1975) 
suggests as a necessary step to activate the illiteracy eradiCDtion 
councils at the town level 'in order to generate attention 
proportionate with the problem of illiteracy and its importance.(235) 
The Hinistry of Education as tne major provider has not bp,en 
able to undertake its own share in the plan. i','i th the lack 0 f 
co-operation between various providers, a big difference has 
been found between the figures ~s recorded in the plan, ann 
what could actually be reached. While it was intended th~t 
illiteracy classes would comprise 100.000 in 1971/72 to b8 
_OTf 
added by 50.ODO/every year successively Oy~r its predecessor 
until we reach 600.000 in 1981/82 alone, what has actually been 
attained is much less. In the first year (1971/72) only 53% 
of the goal was accomplished. The Ministry provided for the 
eradication of 97.I64 illiterates, but the total enrol~es 
in all classes reached only 91.566. 'l'hose who applied for 
literacy examination were 89.057. Furthermore, those who eventually 
passecl examination did not exceed 53.018(236) representing 
57.9~~ of the enrolees, and 59.5% of applicants and 75% of 
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those who attended the examinatio~.(237) 
In March 1975, a study by the N.C.E.S.R.T. severely critici~ed 
(238) the 'variation between what is intended and what 1s actually reached'. 
While it was supposed that the plan would cover 900.000 by 
1975/76 (see Table 9.1), enrolees throughout the four years 
1972/73, 73/74, 74/75 and 75/76 did not exceed 463.604 representing 
about 51% only. When internal effectiveness is taken into 
consideration, it is round that only 275.056 learners could 
eventually pass the literacy examination representing only about 
30% of the intended figures. (239) 
2. Accomplishments at other than Illiteracy Eradication Level 
Types other than illiteracy eradication such as the prog~8mme~ 
provided by the W.E.A., popular Culture, Adult Vocational Traininc 
and Adult Continuation Education have not been included in any 
of the comprehensive plans. These have remined marginal activities 
undertaken separately. Spirit of partnership between each and 
the others and between each and illiteracy eradication has net 
been created. The overall picture of these is th:--,t of inadequacy 
to penetrate the adult masses. Lack of reliable statistics, a 
common phenomenon in most countries of the underdeveloped ','!orld 
to which Lowe (1970)(24 0) gives plausible reasons, must be 
admitted in the case of Egypt. However, the present study attempts 
select figures from as many official reports as possible on which 
to build the arguoent about each of the adult education types 
stated above. 
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(i) Workers' Educa tion 
Since its esta blishment in 1962 , the W. E.A. has tend ed to 
realize i~s goals through the provision of four typ es of 
programmes 
i. General Culture programmes. 
ii. Trade Union training. 
iii. Specia~ed programmes. 
iv. 'Special Agreements' bet ween th e W.E.A. and som~ agenci es 
to send them tutors to demonstra te programmes inside the plant 
or company.'r his cha r a cterized th e phas e until I 965 as is sho\'m 
in the following t a ble. 
Table 9. 27 
Enrolees in vari ous types of W. E. A. programmes 1962-1 965( 241 ) 
Year Gen. Culture T.U. Tra ining Spec. C ou rs e ~ Agre emenb Total 
1962 403 434 561 229 1t::. .... '7 , I 
1963 28 .140 2790 22 05 5652 38 . 787 
1964 I9.264 2548 
--- 21 2 3? • 2 Ll 0 
1965 I7.390 455 2190 140I8 34. 05; 
The next phase (until 1969) was cha r acterized by the introducti on 
of progr ammes especia lly. for workers in th e a gr i cul turnl sector . 
The W. E.A. introduced as well program es for th e tr3ining of 
l eaders for whom the need becane cl ear in th previous yeurs. 
'rhe I967/68 was the highest in terms of the numbers covered 
as is shown in the following t a ble. 
Table 9.28 
Numbers covered by W. E. A. programmes in I966/ 67 , 67/68 and 68/69 (242) 
Year ~en Cult. L~a.Ae,,:s' . Agricultural Gener a l Tota ] Progr a mme progr amme Agr eements 
I966/67 20220 300 3000 1,3400 3722 0 
1967/6E 3348 4200 4200 ·2"3380 
61720 
1,,8/ '1 I ~ ,'0 53'~ 1/ . "144- 3 f q ]-2 
-
-
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The I970's witnessed an attempt to regain balance 
wh~ch seemed to be lost ~n the late I960's. By I973, the 
tota l number or- enrolees in all. ',V.E.A. programmes has once 
more risen to 63.000 before it slightly dropped in I975 to 
about 52.000 as is shown in the t a ble. 
Table 9.29 
Enrolees in va rious W.E. A. programmes I 973- I975(243 ) 
Genera l Advanced Agricultura l Specia lirz.ed 
Year Culture Progra mme Progra mme Secretary Tota l 
I973 45.000 3 .175 I3.440 I.400 63.015 
I974 43.757 I.446 2I.384 ---- 66 . .587 
I975 45.I20 3.900 2 .,.9 60 ---- 51.980 
The development of the W.E.A. ove~ the yea rs I962-I975 
reveals three facts: 
Firstly, instabil.ity,indica ted by successive cha nges in programmes 
and the numbers covered as is shown in Figure 9.9. 
Fig ure 9.9 
Fluctuations in the total numbers of enrolees in W. E.A. Programmes 
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Secondly, the haziness of its place as an adult educ3tion 
provider •. Until the present time, the W.E.A. has not got an 
identity of its own amidst contradicting views. Its affiliation 
to the 'National Union' (1957-1961) then to the A.S.U. since 
I96I has carried to it some we3knesses of the two political 
organi2ations. Workers and Trade Unions themselves are not 
in agreement whether the W.E.A. should get its independence 
or be affiliated to broader and stronger administrative 
organiz.ations. An investigation made by the W.E.A. (19'(4) 
on various Workers' zones and '-Vorkers' Institutes gave a 
wide variety of views as follows: 
- 54% of the investigees called for the complete independence 
of the W.E.A. of other ministries and organi'Z:ations. 
- 24% called for its affiliation to General Labour Union. 
- 21% called for maintaining the affiliation to the A.S.U. 
_ 1% called for the affiliation to Ninistry of Labour. (241~) 
Such results show that the majority favour the W.~.A.'s 
independence building their view on the \'lording of the 
Presidential Decree for its establishment ~hich st~tes that 
the W.E.A. is a 'Special association with public eood,.(245) 
They claim that the special nature of the ~.E.A. as an associ~tio~ 
'by' workers and 'for' their educ:1 tion define its identity. 
It does not spring from vacuum nor pour into vacuum. 
Those who favour the W.E.A.'s affiliation to General Labour Union 
have the international experience at the back of their minds. 
As it emerged from the labour unions, then it 1s not an end in 
itself but rather a means for the intellectu3l promotion of workers. 
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Those who favour the Vl.E.A.'s affiliation to the A.S.U. 
build their views on three considerations: 
Firstly, the elastic nature that characterizes political 
organizations is likely to create the ~'l. E.A. 's flourish. 
Secondly, the material and human potentialities of the politknl 
organization is likely to satisfy the needs of an association 
like the W.E.A. while still 'in its infancy. 
Thirdly, the goals that the the W.E.A. ultimately works for 
are the same as the goals of political oreani2ations. To 8orn~, 
it is even more accurate to take it as 'integration' into 
the A.S.U. rather than affiliation to it. Hov:ever, in a later 
phase of the W.E.A's develop~ent, it might be affiliated to 
the General Labour Union.(246) 
Thirdly, The inahility of the W.E.A. to penetrate the vast 
majority of Egyptian workers, most of whom are illi ter:"', te. Lack 
of partnership with other providing agencies, even the ~inistry 
of Educ3.tion,cripples the ~·,'.E •. ~. 's efforts. In its very et:\dy 
infancy in the mid-1950's, the W."S.A. enjoyed the Hinistry of 
Education:guidance and co-operation. In the 1960's tre 2Ur;idr:/ 
of Education withdrew its guidance but, in 1970, EI_Banno.(247) 
recorded with sorrow that the Hinistry 'has dissevered 011 
relations with the field.' (248) While it l'las recommended by D. joint 
Hinisterial Committee in 1957 that the Ninistry would provide 
50",,6 of the total expenses of the \'l.E.A., it refrained from pg.ying 
even a penny for the support of the W.E.A.(249) 
More serious still is that the W.E.A. is left without aid 
strugGling to cover its own needs of educators and other personnel, 
Due to its limited potentialities, the \':.E.A. has quantitntively 
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expanded its te~ching services at the expense of quality. 
This Might be indicated by an examin~tion of the W.B.A.'s 
technical personnel. as shown in Table 9.30. 
Table 9.30 
Techncial Personrtel of the W.E.A. by educational st~ndard(250) 
Quali fica tion PercentaGe 
Only practical training 3% 
Primary Certificate II?$ 
Preparatory Certificate 7'" Iv 
Intermediate Certificate 43~~ 
Above Intermediate 6f.)1 II) 
University graduates 23% 
Higher Studies 7% 
Total IOo;~ 
This low standard is a source of worry to the W.~.A. authoriH~G, 
experts and university professors. To a group of such leDders 
it is bitterly co~plained that about a quarter of all the 
technical staff are either primary or preparatory ccrtificatp. 
holders or with only practical training. They riehtly co~~ent 
that 'it'~s an odd phenomenon in an educational associatiQn,~25I) 
One solution to the dilemma, is raised by El-Banna \':ho arcu€'.~ 
that the l-1inistry of Education should be comoitted to the provicic!'l 
of teachers for illiteracy era.dication classes and allow.the use 
of school buildings for the support of the \'/. S.A. IS missin!1 
when such schools are not in use.(252) 
It is thus that the general picture of the W.E.A. IS work is 
far from the l'''>quired effectiveness. A study by the W.E.A. 
(December 1974) showed that ~hile the pe3k year as recards the 
nu~ber of learners in W.E.A. classes was 1972, yet as proportion 
of the whole bulk of workers, it is far ina.dequate. '1'he r:orkers' 
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total number that year was 8.816.600. What could be accomplished 
was far unproportionate. The Workers' zones varied in the nur.ber 
of workers covered by their programmes from 0.5% of the total 
number of workers in the least effective to I.8% in the most 
effective, with an average of O.95~. The conclusion to which 
the study reached is that, with such a lov{ rate, ~gypt Vlould 
need over one hundred years to cover the whole workers by 
educational programmes.(253) If the goal iE to be re~ched 
in good time, ':rhe W.E.A. programmes sh ould cover about one 
million v:orkers annually. (254) 
(ii) Adult Vocational Training 
.;t...:.c..c.. 1ft t 
The abolition of 'Technical Preparatory Schools~and turning 
them into what is called 'Modern Preparatory' with the allocation 
of six periods weekly for pract:"cal spl- eres and vocational 
instruction . served to make the country's need for 
semi-skilled and skilled v!orlc:rs clearer. The Hinisterial 
Committee for Labour Power (1966)(255) approved to the above 
trend on the account of the children's inacility at the age 
of 12 to involve in vocational trnining in a fruitful way. (256) 
The educational structure that the Comwittee suegested W&S 
that after the preparatory school 305; of its graduates will 
be trained as senii-skilled ,'!orkers through short training. 
25~:' of such g:'aduates will be tr<lined as skilled ':!orkers 
and assistant technicians through secondary tecnnical 
and vocational training centres.(257) 
However, the policy drawn by the l-1inisterial Committee 
was not implemented (258) and the shortat;e in skilled \'lorke~ 
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grew more acute year after year as has already been polnted 
out.(259) Fragmentation of training bodies served to blur 
the picture before the eyes of policy-makers, until the 
the N.C.Z.S.R.T. accused such fragmentation of 'impedinr, the 
work and not providing the necessary co-ordination or 
partnership between training policies and training ,rogram~es 
undertaken by various ministries. ,(260) 
However acute the shortage in skilled and, to an extent, 
semi-skilled workers actually is, the resort to 'adult 
vocational tr4ining' for help has reffiained to be meek. 
The numbers of workers tro.ined by the centreD far • skill 
upgrading' have been out of proportion both with the needs 
of the country's industrial and other projects and ~ith the 
nwnber of adults wishing to upgrade their s!-dll. Throughout 
the ten years from 1960 to the end of 1970, the number of 
workers graduatinG from such centres did not exceed 1846 
'Norkers in Cairo, and 422 in A·lexandria. (261) By all measur0 ~ 
such numbers cannot be seen as adequate to a country tr.~t 
considers its future conditioned by the progress of industry. (262) 
\ihat is more striking, is that recent ye"fJ.rs have even ~':i tnen ned 
further drop. The figure for 1973 cJ.lone came dOVin to 67. (26J) 
In 1974, only 100 were trained in such centres.(264) Before 
the Conference on Training for Apprenticeship (C~iro, ~~rch 1976), 
the Under-Secretary for Industry, who was as well the chair~~ n 
of the conference, announced that the total nuwber of 
gr3 duates from 1960 and until 1976 to be 1965 workers.(265) 
The figures announced by. the Under-Secretary for Industry 
-c. .. t;" .. ~ 
are even less than the above/ figures of the annual boo:~s of 
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the 'Productive Effi-ciency Admiriistra tion I af filia t ed to the 
Hinistry of Industry, and which is, in the meanti me, re sponsibl e 
for the above vocational tra ining centres . 
As for the centres of 'Accelera ted Vocationa l Traini ng ', th e 
numbers of adult workers involved in them are evi dently highe r 
than in the case of 'Up-grading Centres'. Yet , haziness and 
decline characterize the numbers of these c entres as well. In 
1969, the graduates from such centres a mount ed to 872 for tha t 
(266) However, in I97I t th e number yea r solely. - , 
of gradua tes CB.me doym to 601, (267) and in 1973, it ca me 
further do':m to only 307, (268) and further s till in r 97L~ to 
roo. (269) Official statistics (1974) show tha t the to t a l nu mber 
of gra dua t e s from such , centres from 1960 and until t he end of 
1974 was 11.307. (270) 
If we assume tha t such types of adult voc a tiona l c entre s 
are suita ble ones for countries sufferin g fro m va r i ou s for~s 
of unemployment and under-employment, a erea t cha ng e ha s t o 
made to increa se the numbers of such c entres a nd r , i s e t he i r 
capacity in a 'revoluti onary' r a ther than 'evoluti onary' i"? ,! 
in Egypt's present sta g e 0 f development. Vhil e th e ' stra t e[!y 
of the Five-Year Plan (1978-1982)' admits the existenc e of 
1.500.000 unemployed individuals in 1976(271) the agcr eea t i on 
of the whole graduates of the above c entres s inc e 1960 
does not exceed 15.000. It means tha t their sh~ re do es not 
amount to even 1% of the unemployed adults. This expl ains th 
strong call r a ised by W. L. Young (1975)(272 ) for better 
reconsideration of manpower planning i n !::gypt to s erv e be tt e r 
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what he ca lled the 'accelera ted industria l development,.( 273 ) 
One study by the N.C.E.S.R.T. (March I976) (274) ascerta ined 
the soundness of Young's conclusions. It could se e va rious 
adult vocationa l training centres in Egypt a t present as 
"far inadequate to ful fil the ever-increa.sing needs 0 f va riou s 
development schemes both in terms of the tota l number of 
workers C\Ddthe required sp ecia lizations." (275) 
What is more serious is the defect tha t the N.C. E.S.R.T. s tudy 
mentioned above added,namely in terms of the qu ality of wh t is 
provided in such centres as the tra ini ng in them I r gely 
concentra tes on the lea rning of mechanical skills without due 
rega r d to oth er theoretical a nd culture 1 aspects.( 276 ) 
Examina tion of the study plans of such vocationD. l c entres f or 
adults shows the abJost complete neglect of 
other th an the pr acticD. 1 ones associa ted with th e le rn er s ' 
field of sp ecia1ization.( 277) 
Sinc e the 1970's, the ranistry of Socia l Af fa. irs ha s 
esta blished some vocationa l training c en tres for youth and ad u 1t ~ 
who ha ve left the primary stage without r ea ching th e sixth form . 
By I975, it had got 18 such centres for 'Voca tiona l Forma tion ' 
in 18 provinces including Cairo, Alexendri&, Giza , 1-lon ou f i 
.., ' ,.' Sharkia, Kafr El-Sheikh, Dakahlia , Behaira , Damictta , Port j ... .... , 
Fayoum, Beni Suef, Minia, Assuit , Sohag, Quena, New V 11 y, 
Marsi Ma trouh. (278) In such centres, 22 voca ti on s were introduc ed 
of which 10 were initiated with the aid from UNESEF . The 
enrolled trainees in I974/75 were 3576. In July I 975 , the 
npmber dropped down to 2787, but by October 1975 the b l anc e 
had been rega ined rea ching 3527, almost the sa me fiGur e of 
I974/75. (279) 
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(iii) Popular Culture 
As one type of adult education, the 'Popular Culture' was 
t initiated as one St~e agency by the Ministerial Order 6545 
of 1945 for the establishment of 'Popular University' (Jamiaa 
Shabia). By 1946/47, the 'Popular Universj.ty' c"ould enrol 
6537 individuals to its classes whom it"" accepted with no regcT1 to 
qualifica tions, only individual willingness. In the follo'lling 
year the number leapt to 10.341 of whom 6196 were males and 
(280) 
4I45 were females. ior tw"elve years, until 1958, the 'Popular 
University' directed its effots mainly to three categories: 
(a) Farmers and workers who were mostly illiterate through 
providing culture in whatever form they liked, and in 
as near as possible to their places of work i.e. fields and 
fac.tories. 
(b) Already literate citizens through the provision ot a 
certain portion of general culture and vocational training. 
(c) Middle-cultured citizen~vho wish to elevate their 
educational and cultural standard. 
(281 ) 
When the 1952 Revolution broke out, there were 22 branches 
r-
of the 'popular-University' coveing almost all provinces. 
Ten fields of interest were the dominant ones including 
polities, history, literature, scientific culture, social 
studies, health culture, women culture, fine arts and languages.(282) 
Mutual response between the 'Popular UniverSity' and adult 
masses was such "that whenev~r ten adults in one centre 
agreed to have one interest covered, authorities of the 
'University' were elastic enough to respond to their wish 
immediately within the potentialities it had. (283) 
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Success of such policy adopted by the 'Popula r Culture' until 
1958 is admitted by educa tionists (284)and studies by the 
N.C.E.S.R.T. a like (285) in terms of the numbers of a dult s 
willingly involved in its various practical and th eoretical 
activities. Its service quickly ext ended because of unpre ceded 
enthusiasm on the pa rt of the three main ca tegori es mentioned 
above. The number of such adults rose from 23.528 in 1955/56 
to ~7.20I in I956/57 then to a peak of 37.880 in I957/58.(286) 
The following fi gure indicates the quick s ucce ss of the 
'Popular University' as judged by the number of its enrolees 
until I957/58. 
Figure 9.IO 
The number of enrolees in various bra nches of th e 'Popular 
University' in certain years until I957/58 (*) 
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(*) Based on 'figures cited above. 
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With 1958, the 'Popular University' vms put a bruptly on 
the way of decline by a Presidentia l Decree which put it und er 
the Hinistry of'Culture and Nationa l Guidance'. Such a cha nge 
will ever remain a 'puzzle' to all who will study the hi s tory 
of adult educa tion in Egypt. Rather tha n beca use of its 
failure in achieving the goals for which it wa s e s t a blished, 
the change was made 'in spite of its unpreceded success'. 
To Professor Ebaid (1976)(287) such abrupt change is 
unjustifia ble at the time the 'Popular University' was 
a successful adult educa tion institution, and even ge tting 
more success year after year penetra ting the masses of fa rm er s 
and work ers wherever they were found. (288) 
Soon after the 1958 Presidentia l Decre a , e f forts to giv ~ 
the 'Popular University' a tota lly new identity a nd conc ea l 
its already formed one, were undertaken. On his part, the 
Hinister of Culture formed a c omniittee in I959 'to r econ s i der 
the position and objectives of t his ins tituti on t o d ev e l o~ 
in a revolutionary way and t ake its destination for r e~ li s t i c 
(289) . goals'. The wrlt er of this study could not f ind a n 
interpretation tha t would throw lis ht on the conc ept of 
'realistic goa ls t tha t the Minister of Culture ha d exce~t 
tha t o~ directing that popular inJitution toward s the service 
of the political goals tha t the Governr.1ent was enthusiastically 
attempting to disseminate among the masses. Still the qu esti on 
is left without answer why these 'rea listic goals t wer e to 
be reali~ed at the expense of a successful adult education 
institution working among masses with very modest 
cultural standing, and th~ t if the 'realistic 80als' were 
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so vital, wh y the sta te did not esta blish an i nst itution 
that would realiz e them. It is a pity that the 'Popular 
University' could not stand ac;ainst the change tha t Vias 
imposed by the Presidential Decree, nor could it advoca te 
the continuation of the style of a dult education TI ork t ha t 
it ha d undertaken since 1946. All it could do, to til e Vlri t er' s 
'ilay of thinking, was to echo the openi ng lines of Mathew /,rnold' s 
poe:n 'The Last Word': 
Let the long contention cea se 
Geese are swans, and swans are geese. 
Let them have it how they will! 
Thou art tired; best be still. 
In accordance ",>ah the report of the cOl1l; r.ittee farm ed by 
the Minister of Culture in 1959, a l1inisterial Order no 144 
of 1959 was issued changing the institution's name into 
(290) 
'University of Liberal Culture' (Jamiat al-Sakafa a l-Horra ). 
This wa s followed by a nother Ministeri a l Order no 105 of 
1960 to appoint a council for the Un i versity of Libera l 
Culture. Within the new revolutionary changes , the 22 
branches of the old 'Popular University' \le r e ma inta ined 
but as ' miniature of the Ministry of Culture a nd Ncl tion ':-l l 
Guidance'. (291) Each was to include a thea tre , a cin em a , 
a li brary, a music hall, an art gallery, a classroom, a h~ l1 
for lectures a nd seminars, and a g8rd en for th e practice 
f · t· . t· (292) a varlOUS ac lVl leSe 
The First Five-Year Plan 1959/60 - 1964/65 alloca t ed 
£E 600. 000 for the establishment of 15 'Palac es of Culture ' 
to be added to various confisca ted p~ laces of rich feudali s ts 
and anti-revolutionary elements.(293) 
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Absence of a cl ea r-cut policy for adult educa tion and t he 
fluidi ty of such a sector within the na tiona l s ystem of educa tion 
were -. behind another cha nge. Anoth er Hinisterial Ord er no r 81 
of 1962 put the 'University of Liber a l Culture' und er a 
newly established sector 'I'!hich combined 'Culture ' and 'Informa tion'. 
The mission of the 'University' as the Ministry of Culture 
conceived it in the light of such cha nge was , 'to spr ead 
na tiona l awareness and provide cul ture in its broa dest sense 
t hrough lectures, s eminars, theatre, c i nema , libra ry, arts , 
hobbies, .• ' (294) Nm" that the educational mission VIas thrown 
to the shade as hardly one of the goals tha t the 'Univer si ty' 
was suppos ed to reali~e, 'Informa tion Offic es' wer e c ombined 
with 'Cultura l Centre s ' foc ming wha t cam e out to be 'C entr e ~ 
of Information and Culture'. Pa l a c es o f Cul ture were according.y 
cha nged into offices of 'Culture and Information'. Henc e , it 
was tha t, until I966 , the educ a tional a nd cultura l aspe c t of 
t he russion wa s dominated by 'Informa tion'. This was not 
':ith out its impact on th e mission of 'Popula r Univer si t y ' 
in, at l ea st, four angl es related to its effecti vene s s : 
Firstly, tha t its budge t severely shrank. which made neCe ss9 r y, 
t d b th N C ~ S R T (1976) found( 295 ), the as one s u y y e • . ..:. . • • • 
liquida tion of many forms of its activity whether cultur.:li or 
artistic~296) 
Secondly, Confinement of its activity, in mos t ca ses , on 
distributing the unsold books a nd magazines a nd other public . ti ons 
of the Ministry of Culture and In dorma tion Department. 
Thirdly, tha t the activities of th e 'Ca r a vans of Culture a nd 
Information' were consolida ted through the cOlnbi na tion of 
the c a r a va ns of 'Inforrua ti on' wi th t hose 0 f 'Culture t • 
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Fourthly, tha t the content of th e ~ oals a nd c onc ept of 'culture ' 
were severly affected. Hence, the s tudy r i ghtly d e ~ cribe d th e 
period until 1966 as one domina t ed by 'confusion in agen cies 
of culture which affected the cont ent and goa.l s of work.' (297) 
With the Presidentia l Decree no 449 of I966, th e ?-linis try 
of Culture was separa ted from the Ministry of Na tiona l Guidance. 
Accordingly, the 'University of Liber a l Culture ' wa s once mor e 
transferred to the Ministny of Culture and re-named 'Admini s t Da tion 
of Popular Culture' by Ministerial Order no 30 of 1966. A thr~-year 
pl an (I967-I970) wa s put, the a i m of Whic~\'as 'the c ons olid8 t ion 
of the 'Palaces of Culture' and the activa t i on of the cul tura l 
movement in provinc es so that each provi nc e can und er t ak e it . 
a ctivi ty &u tonomously as centres of intellectua l and cultur~l 
r ad i a tion with very little dependence on Ca iro.,(298) still 
instability a nd vagueness in the miss ion of ' PopuL:l.r Cultu r e ' 
Y!e r e to be su f fe red fro!n. Five ne eds em er ged in I 969 inc ludin rr ; 
i. th e r e-orga.niz a tio n of wor k , 
li. training new lea ders of ' popu l ar Cul tur e ' a nd c hanGe 
some old ones, 
iii. r e- di s tri bu tion o f the working forc e of ' Popula r Cultur e ' , 
iv. sa tisfying the ne ed both for ma t eria l a nd t U:J:tn r es ourc e 
for 'Pal ac es of Culture' and va riou s centr es nnd hou s es of 
cuI ture.~ ~",ct. . 
v. putting a new plan for the whole cu I ture,l work. (2 99) 
Wheth er the ne\'l plan under the Kinistry of Culture Wa s 
effective in the I970's has not been made. However, exnmina t i on 
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of the annual plans of the 'Popular Cultur a ' from I 970 to 1974 
s how tha t it has ma inta ined i t s lin e of pr eviou s yea r s 
and in which the ni s s ion of ' educa tion' is sacri f i c ed a t t he 
alter of 'broad culture' i.e. cinema , theatr e , a rt s , mus i c e~ .. ( 3 00 ) 
S· the I 1 f I974 l·t· . bl t t t d l nce annua p_an 0 J lS POSSl e 0 r ac e a n ew r en 
reluctantly introduc ed for the r evi va l of th e ed uc a t io nal aspect 
( 3 01) 
in the mission of the 'Popular Cu l ture'. Als o, a dir ect ory 
by the Hinis try of Culture, i ssu ed on Apr i l I, 1975 , c a l led 
the a ttention of the managers of 'Pa l a c es of Cu.l tur e ' to 
c.:~ 02 ) 
es t ablish clas ses for educ a t iona l pur poses . H_nc e , t h e I 975 
annual pla n i nclud ed the es t ablishme nt of classe s i n v.:t r i ou 
p~ovinces as follows~303) 
( a ) La nguages 
Engl ish l anGuaee 
French l angua ge 
German l an e-uage 
Ita lian l an Guage 
Hebre',: 
r 6 clans es 
(b) Feua le s tudies 
II 
9 
I 
" 
" 
Sewing J 
Embroi de ry I 8 cla sses 
(c) Comm erci a l Studies 
Type-wri ting 1 
Shorthand 
Cd) Practica l Studi es 
Electi~ity 
7 classes 
Electronic s a nd Wireless 
Light Photogr aphy 
Cinema Photogr aphy 
Hechanics 
Ca r driving 
8 classes 
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(e) Artistic Hobbi es 
Music } 5 classes Art 
( f) Cra fts 6 cla s s es 
(g) Lit er a ry a nd Na ti onnl Studi es 
Lit erary 5 cla sses 
Nati ona l 5 " 
The dura tion of th e a bove courses va ries fro r:l one t o an other. 
Literary studies are provid ed over 6 months , lanGu ~8es in 
8 months , artistic hobbies over a whol e yeQr~304) 
Be for e a decisi on was t aken vrhether t he nerl t r end is 
successful, the Ministry of Culture a s a whole ha s been 
affilia t ed to t he Hinistry Qf Ed uc a tion in October 1978 . 
Han~' pl a ns for th e r e- ar r angemen t 0 f the s ec t or 0 f ' Cultur e ' 
are being studied but it is to o early t o make pre~i c tion 3 0; 
the impact of the new cha nges on tha t t ype of adul t educ Cl ti on 
provi ded through 'Popula r Culture'. 
(iv) Univer sities 
The trend to . provide external s tudies in Egyptian univ er sities 
was adopted in the ear~y 1950's a nd i mpleme nt ed sinc e 1 95~ 
under the 'External Syst em ' (Nizam a I- I n ti sab). Ace ordin g to it, 
a secondary school gr adua te i s able to qualify for ad~is ~ i on 
t o an in s titution of hi gher educa t ibn wi th no r egnrd to nge . 
He follows up his higher s tudies ext erna lly ~ithou t bein g gi ven 
the right t o a ttend l ectures or s eDi na r s as r egular s tud en t s do . 
The system wa s seen as applicable to t p r ee fa cul'tt es in 
which s t udy is of theoret i c a l na ture ,na rae ly Fa cul tie s o f 
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Law, Ar t s and Comm erc e . The r.:a jor aim behin d the i nvolveme nt 
of many you t h and adults i n the Ext erna l sys t em has bee n to 
get a univer sity c ertifica t e . Hence, it may be r egarded 
as a nother way by which c ontinua t ion of educ a tion to the 
end of higher educa t i on is a l lowed for a dul t s . 
The number of ext ernal studen t s in ~niver si ties gr ew 
until 1964/65 as i n th e f ollowing t a ble : 
Tabl e 9. 31 
Number s of St uden t s a cc epted ur:der th e ' Ext erna l .sys t em ' 
a s proportion of t he t ot a l enr olled Studen ts in Faculties 
of t he or e t i ca l s t udies 305 ) 
Year To t al Number s o f rotal Number of . 5: 0 f 
Theor et. Fa cul t i es' f~~t2fRa~rudent s Ex t • .stu de n tE. 
a cc ep t ed s t ud ents 
1 953/ 5Lr 10. 26 0 3940 38 . 45" 
1954/ 55 9 .156 328S 36:~ 
1955/ 56 11 . 638 4716 40~~ 
1 956/ 57 11 . 597 6392 t::.Y' ,/ , 
1 957/ 58 I 3 . 857 8740 63~' 
I 958/ 59 10. 407 4002 1+ C' 0: 
I 959/ 60 10. 860 3798 37,~ 
1960/61 11.518 4487 3et'"' 
. ' 1 
1961/ 62 10.131 3712 .3 ;' 
1962/ 63 I I . 3I3 4903 J 3 "7 n ' ~ . )/ , 
According t o the I 961 ' So ci a l is t Laws ', eC·;.c&t i on beCO,l;Je 
fr ee a t all s t a ges in Egyp t i ncluding Higher Educa tion . This 
r esul t ed in a su dden rush on t he pa rt of the ma sses \,.Jho h •. G 
( 306) be en hinder ed from joining Sta t e Higher Educa ti on due t o fe e s . 
This happened wi t hout expan ding t he exi s ting i nsti tuti on s 
pro porti ona t ely. Henc e , the r ise r epr esented an ext r a bur den 
t ha t various f a cu l t ies we r e no t qui t e prepar ~ d t o shoulder . \,:i th 
t .his , th e ' Ext erna l Sys t em ' wa s under r ec onsid er ::l tion s i nc e 
th e mid 1960' s . The ' Mi nis t eria l Committee f or L~ bour Power' 
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(1966)(307) was ag&inst the continua tion of such a s ys t em . 
So long as the educ a tional policy is plann e d to a l lo".' 
men tal l y capa ble students to join va riou s f RC11.lti es in RCC 0r d3. nc e 
with regulations for gra du a tes from both ge ne r a l a nd t echnica l 
s e condary schools, then the I ~xternal System' i s , to the 
l1inist erial Comlni ttee , without jus tifica tion . For this, 
a recOIlLlJ1 enda tion wa s rais :;d th <:. t it s hould be li qui do. t ed wi thin 
a certain r~nge of time.(308) 
It i s possible to see th e jud~ement of the MinisteriRI 
Corruni ttee as sound in so far as the a ttenda nc e of extern a l 
students com.plica t ed the s itu=:. tion in the a lready crorJ de d 
classes a t the university. However, wi th such s everer e j ecti on 
of the 'External System', the CODP i tt ee f ailed t o a p precia t e 
tha t certain nWil bers of adults, mostly for econo:!1 ic con s lder a t ion s , 
Vi ere forced to end their educ ~ tion premC'. turely. It would have 
if 
bee n .sounder .. the Co,illlli tt ee investig,l t e d the cr ea t :i.on of 
channels for life-time education t h rough the specifiCQ ti o~ 
of a c erta in rc~e to be und ertaken by univ er s iti es . 
In the 1970' s, the 'Public Servic e Di vision I ':la s ad opt ed 
~ 
by universities but, still in its infancY,it could not be 
eva~uated. The progress of it s ~dea in Egypt has a lready be en 
dea lt \,lith~309) Availa ble sta tistics of the tota l nuclber s 
of students other tha n the 'regula~' ones , i.e. ext erna l and 
public division has reached .58.042. in I975/76 as indicated 
in the following t a ble . 
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Tabl e 9 . 32 
Ext ensi on a nd Public Se r vi c e St uden ts in Egy l, t i n Universities 
as proportion o f t he whole clientele or ea c h univer si ty in th e 
(310 ) 
a ca demic yea r I975/ 76 
Students 
Un'iversi ties 
r egul ar irregular Tot a l c ' /~ of irregula r 
to t ota l 
Cairo 68326 18451 86777 2 I % 
Alexandria 49757 14418 64175 22~~ 
Ain Sham s 597 04 16553 76257 21 . 8j~ 
Assi ot 32463 3262 35725 9(>1 Ie 
Tanta 26110 546 26 656 2 . 5~~ 
Hansora 22436 3 I I6 25552 I2% 
Zagazie; I 6223 1 696 6·7919 23% 
Tota l 2750IO 58042 233 061 24 . 9~~ 
Taking such n f i r;ur e as the t ot nl contribu ti on of :S,c.: ypti <1. n 
universiti es t o the educ ~ tion of adult masses can har dly be 
accept ed as a d equa t e from a t : cas t t wo point s of vi e ~ . On t he on e 
ha nd , if th e universities ~ ith their gr eat human and ma t e ri~l 
po tentinli t ies con fine thei r e ffots t o s uc h a m:J. r ,s ina l por t ia .. , 
th e e ffo r ts of other bodies inv olved in the p revi sion of n It 
educa t i on with muc h l ess potentia l i ti es fin d excu s e for t heir 
r e luct ~nt cont ribution . On th e other ha nd , univer si t ies hav e 
ever been c ont en t ~i th the ' ivory tower l fro~ ~hi c h th ay look 
a t th e pr essing pr oble~s of t he 3eyp t i ar. soc iety . As a c entr e f or 
t h e Egyp tian me r itocra cy , t hey r e fr ain fr om invol veljen t in 
adul t illiter acy er adi ca t ion , a problem tha t touc hes th e lives 
of 21. 500 . roo individuals pr e fer r ing tha t such a pro bl er.l be 
dealt with by l ess ner i t ocratic agencies . They do no t c ar e 
t o be r epr esen t ed in t he Supr eme Coun ci l for Adu lt Edl~ati on 
and Illi t eracy Sra dic a t ion . Their atti t ude t oward t r-.e N. S . l\. 
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is non the lese pa ssive. Until th e pr esent time the y a r e 
reluctant to lend a hand to th e W. E.A. This stirred 
El-Banna (1970)(311) to put before th em the contribution 
of British and American univ er si ti es to ','orker s ' Edu c tion 
a s examples of wha t could be done by Bgyptian uni ver si t ies 
v.nich 'have not ye t un dertal~ en their duty tov/ard the W. F. . A. ,(312 ) 
He critic:iz;ed the gap between the universities a nd Trade Unions 
which is likely to turn into ~':h a t he called • tru s t crisis '. (31 3 ) 
It is striking tha t no researches on 'adult educ a ti on' have 
so f ar be en undertake n by the univer siti es . Nor ha s 'adult 
edu ca tion' be en given a pl ace in the progr runmes of Fc cul t ies 
of Educ a tion however relevant to th e needs of th e ~gy t : an 
80ci ety. To the above rieakn.esses , Yu sse f (1976) (314) Giv es 
l!!ention to t "JO others name ly th e r eluctance on th -, part of 
adillinstra tors and policy-makers in universities to alloc ~ t c 
the neces s ary financ e for und ertaking adul t educ a t ion pr oj ect s , 
and the dislike, on the part of t eaching staff of 
( ?' T I:"\ 
universities toward involvement in adult educa ti on. J~~ . 
Hence, the Int e rn ati onal Expe rt Panel on Mhllt Bd UC l'1 t i.n '1 
and Deve lopment ~'!i th Speci al Re fer enc e to th e Ar ab sta t es 
('Si rs - F.l-Layyan, 29 Nov ember- 9 Dec omber 1 975), r e f err ed t o 
eCl,r lier, dre vi the a ttention of Egyptian and other flr a b univer sities 
th ot the provision of SOlll e -prof,ram ... es f or ' ext ern 3.1' a dults 
is not all th ey cou l d do to their swi ftly progress ing 
societies. Institutions of Higher Ed uca ti on should be 
r esponsible for facilitati~ g lifelong e duca tion for th Air 
gr adua tes in terms of knowledge a nd skill side by side ~ ith 
performine r ese:>.rches in th e fi eld of adult educ a ti on. (316) 
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The outcome o f the whole areumen t is t ha t t he ~ r ovisi on o f 
a dequa t e adult ed uc a tion service among the ma j orit y of 8gyptia n 
adults has, since I952 , been unproportionate with the ambit ious 
aspira tions for ooderni ty tha t Egypt has ~'/ orked for in the 
l as t quarter of a c entury. The defected a dult educ El tion policy 
since I952 is, to a grea t extent, r esp onsi ble for th e above 
inconsistency from two ma jor aneles: 
Firstly, maintena nce of adult education's mar Ginality vii thin 
Egyptian educa t ion "',hich locked its s ervic e sever ely ,,·ti thin 
a na rrow circle. 
Seconct ly, f .-, ilure to bring th e ';iork of vari ou s a dul t e duc C'- t ir:lD 
providing agencies to tune . The Nini s try of Educa tion \'lO r ll:s i f. 
s eclu sion from the W.E.A., the latt er ha s not got th e nl i f ht e t 
r el a tions hip ~ith ' Popul ar Cultur e '. Adult voc a t ioral tr in1 , 8 , 
is 10 ked down upon and henc e, occupi e s f.l. fa r a ';/ay c orn er from 
oth ers. All such provid er s a r e a li ens \'.'1 th nothing to unify 
them ~he th er in fina nc e , t eaching der vic e , consulta tinn , ~ .. ~ t c . 
Because the availability of enlig ht ened adul t s is a basi c 
preco ndi tion for th e r eali'Z:a ti oD of modern i ty pr oTl o._a l s 
whe th er from the p oli tic ~ l or e cono~ic point of vi e~ , i t i 8 
possible tha t Egyptian s ocie ty wi ll contir.ue to hav e .:J. ": i de 
gap be t ween 'proposals' and ' a chievement' until a s ound adult 
educ a tion policy is fou nd to carry such a vi t~ l se~vi c e to t ~ e 
millions of E8yptian adults. From he nc e stems a ""u es tion t ::a t 
we see relevant to the ca use of modernity in ~gyp t: 
" :,'ha t direction should Egypt fol I o\,: in the rec onsidera ti on () f 
its adult educ a tion policy to make it be t ter fitt ed to the 
r equirem ents of a mo d ern state in th e li£h t of i t s s pecific 
s ocio-economic condi tions?" 
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PART FIVE 
THE SOLUTION AND ITS WORKABILITY UNDER SPECIFIC naTIAL CONDITIONS 
-573-
The solution to a problem dealt with in accordance with the 
'Problem approach' has to be goal-directed. It puts before the 
eyes of the policy-makers concerned one scheme to reflect upon 
and adopt, or adjust in line with certain considerations. 
Furthermore, having formulated the scheme or 'the solution', 
a researcher has to examine its'workability·against specific 
initial conditions under which it will work. He takes into 
account the problable difficulties associated with the adoption 
of whatever policies he has reached. He has to predict, as well, 
the difficulties that are likely to be involved in the 
imp1eme~tation of his solution. 
Part five of this study is designed to lead the argument to 
a final stop. It is concerned with 'The solution and its 
workability in specific initial conditions'. The scheme that 
is likely to drive the penetration of the Egyptian adult masses 
by adult education service, at a quicker rate, is displayed in 
chapter ten. Chapter~eleven and twelve examine the solution'8 
workability in Egypt's initial conditions whether at present or 
in the predictable future taking into account the possible effect 
of certain institutional, normative and environmental difficulties 
• 
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Chapter Ten 
The Solution 
-575-
Chapter 9 showed in detail ho';{ the policy dra',m fer adult 
education in Sgypt since I952 has failed to provide an 
effective adult educ~tion service. Such failure accounts for 
the gap (elaborated in chi1J1ters 2,3 and 4) between the 
changing proposals for modernity,met by an un-chaneed adult 
population in terms of internalised attitudes and inadequate 
skills. Whether in adult illiteracy er<ldicc:tion, ndult voc.:ttion:=tl 
training, popular culture, or othcr~ise, adult education could 
only reach a small fraction since I952. 
Bringing adult education service to consistency ~ith the 
asuired for modernity rQ9bosals reo.uires, in the first p18ce, 
a nerr adult education policy. The fe~tures of ~lch a policy 
has sOr.:1ething to do "Ii th the nR ture 0 f the de fcc ts that have 
characterized the old one throughout the last quarter of century. 
It ~aintqined adult education's margin~lity ~ithin the nation~l 
Gyste:ll of educ::ttion and encour:1ged thl) fraC'Jentation of the 
efforts underta:ten by ad:!l t educ~' tion providinp; agar-cia s. 
The adult educ.J, tion policy th2.t the present study r:;llr""("~t;: 
for EeYPt, bene fi ts from the arcu!!:er~ t raised by the model 0 f 
EnGland. The change vr'hich England e::ibarkGcl upon iumedir-l t~ly 
after ~orld War II a~idst ambitious propos~ls for reconstructiDn 
and the establishment of the Eritich version of the 'Wr)lfRre 
state' \'las ac co:::p.:ulied by ne':l adult edu,c.3. tion policy trends 
(elaborated in chapter 8) amidst an over-all reformulation 
or the edueational policy by the 1944 Act. These new trends 
were directed toward more effective penetrQtion of the adult 
population than was the case in the inter-war period and 1$ 
dominated by two major ones: 
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Firstly, integr&tion of adult education vlithin the n:ltior:al 
system of education. Adult education was recognized by the 
I944 Act as one component of the comprehensive structure 
as other components. Progression of educational staees TIithin 
the system vIas such as to facili ta te the move from primary 
to secondary and from this latter to 'Higher Education' or 
'Further Education'. Further education was envisaged to 
lI.nd full- U"'t. 
comprise most part-time/education above school leaving age. 
However, part-time education until the age of I8 was seen to 
co~e by through the establishment of 'County Colleges'. 
Apart from such full-time and part-time education for persons 
over compulsory scbool age, Further ~ducation includes 
'leisure-time occup~tion, in such org~nized cultural training 
a'1d recre::.tive activities tiS are suited to their requ.ircr.-:ents, 
for any persons over compulsory school. ac;e who are able and 
(I) 
willing to profit by the facilities provided for that !)urposc' 
This last category signifies 'adult education' or as is ter~e~ 
'Other Further Education,.(2) 
InteGration of adult education ~ithin the overall systehl ~ 
education has sho~n itself in a change in the state's role in 
the provision of adult education. In place of former conf1n8=~~~ 
to guidance together with some reluctant particip3tion ~ith 
adult education providers, state is committed, by the 1941~ Act, 
to provide adequate adult education service in a similar ~~y 
to its cc~it~ent to provide primary or secondary educ~tion. 
Leadership in executive matters has been cade the major task 
of the L.£.A.'s under the supervision of the Minister of 
Education (Secretary of state for Education·and Science) 
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who has to be satisfied, before d~ciding the financial erant 
to L.E.A.'s (or to responsible bodies) that a minimum 
coordination and consultation with other partners has taken 
place. Together with the change in state role, the inteeration 
policy has introduced change in the adult education service as 
a mission of the L.E.A. 'so Rather than a riGht, it has become 
their'duty' to provide comprehensive adult education service 
comparable to their duty towards the provision of primary, 
secondary or further education. 
Secondly, consolidation of the partnership between the major 
adult education providers what carne to be termed the 
'fourfold partnership" between the Hinistry of 'Education 
(Department of Education and Science), L.E.A.'s, universitiec 
and the W.E.A. vdthin a clearly defined set of relations 
regulating co-operation in matters of finance, teaching service 
and consultation. 
Howe~er, when the 'integration-partnership' policy for 
adult education as imple~ented in post-I944 EnGl~nd is judged 
ag2inst the set Boals, its outco~es hav2 nnt nlTIays been in 
accordance with aims. In one forw or another, nnrginnlity of 
adult education has persisted. The country's financial cris~s 
of the 1950's and 1960's were first to affect the grants by 
D.E.S. to L.E.A.'s and other adult education providers. In 
so~e ad~inistr~tive aspects, inferirity of adult education 
wi thin 'Further Education' continued until 1968 v:hen 
segregation betrreen inspection on 'Further' and 'Other Further 
Educati~n' has been eliminated. still there are fears in the 
1970' 6 thnt H.l>!. Inspectors v:ill, throue;h a unified syster.] 
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of inspection devot e mo r e a tt ention to th ~ former . 
Comp3tition be t~ een universities and th e W. E.A. is s till 
to be found in some r egions . Also , the L.~. A .' s vary gr ~~ tly 
in their enthusi a sm for th e pr oviGion of th e 'compr ehens ive 
adult educa tion s ervice' required by the 1944 Act. In ma tt ers 
of partnership with other providers, their response is largel y 
determined by personal conta c.t. 
Whatever might be the defects in implementation, they should 
not concea l the fact that the outcome of s uch a policy is , 
on the whole, encouraging. The picture of pene tra ting the 
a dult ma.sse s is seen in the I970's to be satis fa c tory on e 
notv/i thsta nding th e nee d expressed by the Russell Committee 
to have the pre sent numbers o~ adult educ a t ion clientele 
doubled within five, seven or ten years. 
Looking a t the above policy wi th its two ~ings from a 
t heo r etical perspe ctive makes it r a th er as a c oin with two 
sides. On the one hand, the i ntegra tion of adul t ed~c a tion 
within the frame':ork of the na tional system of educ a tion 
represents wha t we may call ' ext erna l integr a ti on' in t hct 
it deals mainly with adult education as one small entity 
related with a much bigger entity namely the whole fr amev/ork 
of nationa2 educa tion. Integr a tion in th a t sense iR o f value 
i n so fa r as four possible 9utc ornes ar e conc erned: 
I. Lessening or ending the marginality that c hDr ncteri2 es 
adult education sector as :a poor negl ected r el a tion of the 
system , a co~~on defect that Coombs (1970) f ound 
Rrn ong ~a ny develo oing systems. (3) 
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2. Arousing public interest in adult education for, so long 
as it remains an alienated sector with little or no connection 
with the overall educational system, it is possible that it 
will be outside the realm ot public attention which will be 
confined to the formal type of education. In such a case, 
adult education will be regarded as some sort of 'luxury' 
and may, hence, be attended to as a second priority. 
3. Integration of adult education ~ithin the framework of 
the national system of education pulls the state's leg to 
commitment to its adequate provision throughout the country. 
In such a case it will not be left entirely to vountary 
agencies as was the case in almost all the 19th century England. 
4. Integration of adult education within the national system 
of educatior. imposes on local authorities to provide it more 
effectively. If local authorities are admitted to be more 
adequate than other adult education providers in terms of 
sensitivity to the educational requirements of their areas 
and responding to them in a flexible way, adult education 
gains much from integration. It will be provided as one 
service comparable to primary or secondary education. 
Between the complete alienation of adult education from 
the system of education, and the complete organic integration 
it is possible to find countless types of organi~ation. 
The Tokyo Conference lI97Z) recogni~ed four major approaches 
of the relationship between adult education and the general 
education service: 
I. That aduat education be regarded as a quite distinct service. 
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~ That distinction is made between tormal adult education 
incorporated in the general service, and out-ot-school 
education administered separately. 
3. That a comprehensive adult education service is integrated 
within the general service in torm only, but in tinance and 
administration iL is separate. 
comprehensive 
4.The _ effective integration of.ladult education service 
with the general service.(4) 
To the writer's way of thinking, Egypt that has so tar adher-ed 
to the first approach, has to work for the fourth. 
On the other hand, 'Partnership' among the adult education 
providingagenc1es is the other side of the coin, what we call 
'internal integration'. I~ is 'internal' as it is geared to 
integration within the adult education entity. When applied, 
'internal integration' is likely to create a more favourable 
atmosphere tor the eftective penetration ot the adult masses. 
Its value is of three types: 
(i) Co-ordinatiTe, 1n that it creates favourable conditions 
for the aToidance of duplication that stems from each adult 
education provider adopt'",the line it sees fitting for its 
own purposes with no regard to.schemes undertaken by other 
partners. From the egaliterian point ot view, co-ordination 
may help to cover the whole country by adult education 
service through the avoidance of sharp inadequacies in one 
area and abundance in SOme others. 
(i1) Co-operative, in that partnership creates an atmosphere 
in which all partners may benefit by the potentialities 
available to others. The central authority, on her part, 
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may co-operate by solving difficultLes of finance, meanwhile 
local authorities may put school buildings in their area 
together with equipment, aids and other facilities in the 
service of other partners. 
(iii) Consultative, in that exchange of views through joint 
committees, conferences, meetings, ••• etc. enriches the 
experience of every partner. While it may help one partner 
to avoid falling into the same fault in which another partner 
has tallen before, it ~preads the spirit of one team before 
the rising difficulties of common nature. 
However, if we take the partial success by which the 
'integration-partnership' policy for adult education in 
England was met_as sufficient justification to recommend the 
reformulation of adult education policy in Fgypt accordingly, 
the solution raised may easily be refuted. To Coombs (I970)(5) 
it is even hazardous to draw solutions for problems of 
non-formal education trom advanced countries to less advanced 
or 'developing' ones. His argument is that: 
"Being at a very different stage and without the same brood 
base of popular education and literacy to build on, they 
face quite another set of urgent needs. Thus, their 
strategies for non-formal education must be very different. 
When this has not been adequately taken into account, the 
. well-intentioned efforts by 'adult education specialists. 
"--trom industrialized nations to apply their own doctrines 
aDd methods to developing countries have sometimes proved 
useless or"worse.' (6)-
Coombs, thus, sees fruitful cultural-borrowing in matters of 
. 
adult educ~~ion possible only in so far as researchers take 
adequately int~·their account the differences in strategy 
i.posed by varied socio-economic conditions. Holmes (I965)C7) 
generally agreesjrith Coombs' view but has gone further by 
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elaborating the way by which cultural borrowing may avoid 
such slips as mentioned by Coombs, and indeed,7~ny, 
comparative educatioists in the 20th century. To Holmes, 
the recom~ended sol~tion to any educational problem should 
be investigated against the specit1c 'initial conditions' 
under which it is to work.(8) While applying H~lmes' approach 
in investigating the workability of the recommended 
'integration-partnership' policy for adult education in Egyp~ 
four major features are taken into account: 
Ca) Pr-ediction, in that the drawn polley should have· the power 
to predict the future and various conditions under which it 
will work. Consideration is to be taken . 'of predic ta ble 
changes in conditions and potentialities whether in the 
environmental or institutio~Lpatterns. 
(b) Comprehensiveness, in the sense that the pOlicy has to 
consider all involved aspects including material, human and 
social conditions. The implementation of any new policy is 
affected by all of these. 
(c) Actuality, in that estimates made have to accord with the 
actual and practical resources. It tends to achieve the aims 
amidst given initial conditions of the Egyptian society, not 
the ideal ones or the ones that may be available to another 
society at a different stage of development. 
Cd) Elasticity, in that a certain amount or change should be 
taken account or while the polley is drawn 1n the way that 
allows quick and practical encounter to unpredictable conditions. 
The solution is dealt with at two levels: 
1. Policy adoption li. Policy implementation 
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I. Policy Adoption 
In so tar as the adoption ot an 'integration-partnership 
policy' tor adult education in Egypt is concerned, the tollowing 
three requirements are essential: 
t (i) Reaching a comprehensive clear-cut definition for 'adult education 
Clearing the present terminoldgical muddle in the field of 
adult education is a basic step for the ad.opUon of the new 
policy. The state has to give a comprehensive clear-cut 
definition ot what it sees as 'adult education'. Confinement 
of the concept, as is the case with the 1970 Act, to mere 
illiteracy eradication will not fit with Egypt's ambitious 
aspirations f~ a 'modern adult base' capable of the 
reali~ation of modernity proposals. Egypt has already got 
other types of adult education, but so far, these have not 
been included in the concept given. Nor is it wise for Egypt 
to disregard the world trends as expressed in the 'Second 
World Conference on Adult Education' (Montreal, 1960) and 
the '"Third International Conference on Adult Education' 
(Tokyo, 1972) in this respect. 
One essential step is, therefore, to form a committee 
of some prominent adult educationists to crystalli~e such 
a comprehensive concept in accordance with Egyptian conditions. 
The basis on which to bu~~ its work may be the definition . 
adopted by the Tokyo Conference which takes 'adult educatiod as: 
"a process whereby persons who no longer attend school on a 
regular and full-time basis (unless full-time programmes 
are especially designed for adults) undertake sequential. 
and organized activities with a conscious intention of 
bringing about changes in information, knowledge, understan-
ding or skill, appreciation and attitudes; or for the 
purpose of identifying and solving personal or community 
problems. 1t (9) 
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Only when the state reaches a comprehensive clear-cut 
definition for adult education that it is possible to 
create a common basis for the exchange of ideas among various 
adult education providers. It facilitates the process of 
giving 'adult educat10n'an identity within the whole 
system of national education. The blurred picture of 
co-operation between various partners can be substituted 
by a more cledrly defined one within which all are brought 
under one roof with a stated place on the map of adult 
education service. 
(ii) Planning new organi~ation for the national education system 
Current legislations for Egyptian education do not tit 
with the adoption of the recommended adult education policy. 
A comprehensive legislation that deals with all educational 
stages and forms as units of one harmonious whole, is 
necessary. It is possible to think of the over-all picture 
as tollows: 
I. Primary stage remains as it is at present, a compulsory 
6-year-stage tor ages 6-12. 
2. Preparatory stage, which is promised to be included 
as a compulsory stage wlithin tew years(IO) is a three-year-
stage tor ages 12-14 tollowing the successful completion 
of primary education. Study in such a stage 1s qui tied 
and general. 
3. Secondary, which is suggested tb be mainly of three major 
types: 
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i. General secondary schools, 3 yea rs ful l -time study. 
ii. Technical and Teacher Training, 5 years full-time . 
iii. 'Environmental Seconda ry Schools' whi ch we sugges t to be 
3 year pa rt-time schools for those who join work a t a n ea rlier 
os 
stage of their life as well those with ha rdly a ny abilities 
for academic studies provided at genera l and technica l types 
of secondary schools. Environmental schools wi ll encompass as 
well all children who have not gained access to uri mary and/ or 
~~ . 
preparatory education tog~ · with drop-outs. Curricula in suc h 
schools have to be varied to meet the vari ed c a te~ories inc l ud ed. 
But, as a genera l rule, the study in such schools has to be 
vocationally biased concentrating on 'practice l r a ther than 
'theory'. A policy has to be ma de that, within 10-15 yea r s 
such ' Environmental Schools' together with th e tra di t i onal 
types 0 f secondary educa tion ha ve to be announced th e mi nimu .. 1 
educa tiona l standa rd tha t an Egypt i an indivi dual s houl d r each. 
4. Higher Education at universitie s a nd Higher Educa t ion 
institutes. It remains without change fu l l-time 4-6 yea r s 
educa tion geared to satisfy the countryls needs of specia list s 
in various professions. It should be stri ctly closed be for e 
students who have not got the required mental abilities 
(judged a t present by the gra des they ha ve obta ined in gener s l 
and techncial Secondary Certifica te). Such strictness ha s 
b.e 
to/insisted upon against expected pressure s on the pa rt of 
middle and upper-middle classes who will be relucta nt to 
suffice by other avia lable types. 
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5. 'Adult Educa tion' provided for all willing a dult s 18 years 
and over in four ma jor types of institutions: 
i. Adult Illiteracy Eradica tion schools are de s i gned as 
nets for catc~ng . all those who have not be en given a cc ess 
to primary education due to the absorptive ca pacity of 
primary education, together with those who have dropped 
at 
out ;..an early stage of their schooling be'fore mastering t ho 
communicative skills of reading and writing . 
11. Adult Vocational Trainin5 Centres are to be esta blis he ct 
allover the country and in great numbers whether in 
capi t a ls, c.i ties and small towns. These a r e to be giv en 
every support as major s 'ources for getting semi-skilled 
and skilled Vlorkers for various industria liza tion scheme s . 
These centres have to direct their attention especia lly t o 
the unskilled workers as well as the unemploye d an tI 
underemployed thousands (dealt with in chapter 4) both 
in rural and urban provinces. Upgrading whatev er ski l l s 
the adult may have will be the motto of such c entres . 
iii. Popular Culture Centres the mission of wh i ch has t o 
be turned gradually to the ones of the old 'Popula r Culture 
University' until 1958. Through systematic classes o f 
education such centres will look after a dult continua t ioll 
education, adult education for community servi c e a nd for 
self-fulfilment. There will be no harm if some of their 
clientele will be provided with voca tional tra ining 
if they wish to. 
iv. W.E.A. the mission of which has to be clea rly defi ned 
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in accordance with the above organization. Beside trade 
union education, civic and community enlightenment among 
the broad base of workers, the W.E.A. has to devote the 
greatest part of its potentialities to the eradication of 
1111 teracy among the millions of workers to whom mention 
has been made previously. (see chapter 4) 
(III) Elimination of overlap between agencies involved in the 
Formulation and adoption of national policies far Adult Education 
With Act 67 of 1970, the task of drawing national policies 
for 'Adult education and illiteracy eradication' has been 
made the responsibility of the 'Supreme Council for Adult 
Education and Illiteracy Eradication,.(II) However, the 
Hinistry of Education has continued in the national plan 
1t had made for illiteracy eradication (1972-1982) with the 
approval of the Supreme Council which is, in the meantime, 
presided by the Minister of Education. Both the Supreme Council 
and the Ministry of Education have, as already elaborated 
in chapter 9 (;2) confined themeselves to illi teracy 
eradication as though it "'as the only available type of 
adult education in Egypt. 
With the Presidential Decree 615 of 1974, the National 
Council for Education, Scientific Research and Technology 
(N.C.E.S.R.T.) was born with the responsibility of assisting President 
in drawing settled and long-termed policies and plans 
and suggesting the stUdies and necessary operations needed 
for developing national aptitudes in the above mentioned 
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fields • (13) It is formed of five Committees (Shoa b) ... 
one of which is for 'Illiteracy Eradication and Adult 
Education'. As both the Supreme Council for Adult Education 
and Illiteracy Eradication, and the N.C.B.S.R.T. are 
with 
concerned / policy-making at the national level with cl ear 
interest in 'adult education' ,overlap between the two has 
been inevitable. 
Adoption of a new 'adult education' policy require the 
elimination of such overlap in the following way: 
I. That in the new 'comprehensive legislation for education' 
of these 
one onlYA mny be specified as responsible for th e na tiona l 
adult education policy. A~cordingly, the place of oth er 
agencies and their relationships with it ha ve to be defin e~ 
clearly. 
2. The agency that undertakes the formulation of a na tion '~ 
adult education policy has to be committed to the comprehensiv p 
concpet of adult education to be agreed upon by a certa i n 
committee of prominent adult educa tioists, as alr ea dy mention ed . 
3. The experience of the 1970's shows tha t nei ther of th 
two is likely to undertake drawing a nationa l policy f or 
adult educa.tion. The 'Supreme Council for Adult Educ a t i o . 
and Illiteracy Eradication', apart from confinement t o 
the narrow circle of illiteracy eradication, has fail e 
until present to crystalli2~ a national policy or induce 
all partners involved to respond adequately.(I4) Th e 
N.C.E.S.R.T. with its responsibility covering grea t ma ny 
realms associated with education, scientific re sea rch an d 
technology,tried to avoid und ertaking the drawing of 
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a comprehensive policy for adult education as is clear in 
the report or its first session (June-September 1974)~I5) 
In the second and third sessions it attempted a comprehensive 
plan yet it came out to be brier and more of a set ot 
suggestions than of a carefully worked out plan.(I6) 
It is for this, that the present study is in favour of 
the suggestion to attach such a responsibility to a 
new agency, the 'National Council for Adult Education'. 
The 'National Council for Adult Education' will be the 
highest agency for planning that sector. It will be formed 
under the chairmanship of one prominent educationist 
and includes among its members the following: 
i. Representative of the Supreme Council for Illiteracy 
Eradication. 
ii. Representative of the Supreme Council for 'Adult Vocational 
Training' • 
iii. Representative of the Supreme Council for Popular Cult.are. 
iv. Representative of the Supreme Council for Workers' 
Education. 
v. Representative of each of the Provincial Councils for 
Adult Education. 
vi. Representatives of universities, the National Assembly, 
political parties in addition to five more members 
. . 
representing other ministries, associations concerned with 
the planning for adult education at the nati·)nal level. 
Involved in drawing the nation~l plans for adult education 
will be four 'supreme councils' covering the four major types 
Illiter-
acy 
Eradicat 
ion 
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of adult education namely, illiteracy eradication, a dult 
vocational training, popular culture and workers' educati on. 
Each council of these is formed of 20-25 members including 
adult educationists interested in tha t specific type, 
together with some university professors most of whom must 
be from Faculties of Education and two or three promin ent 
figures working in the field. These supreme councils 
will be responsible for the planning and promotion of 
the specific type of adult education they a re engaged in. 
They are supposed to make studies (possibly ca lling the help 
of other agencies) and suggest solutions to field proble~ s . 
Such studies and plans are to be discussed by the Nationa l 
Council for Adult Education (N.C.A.E.) and in the light of 
these,national policies are to be made or adapted. Th e four 
'Supreme Councils' have a consultative rol e as well. Th ey 
are represented by one member from each in the 'Provincial 
Councils far Adult Education' together with their 
representation in the 'Nationa l Adult Education Council ' 
as already mentioned. 
The officia l structure for adult education pla nning is 
recommended to be as in Figure rO.I 
Figure rO.1 
suggested offcial structure of adult education planning 
N.C.A.E. 
Adult Councils Popular 
vogition-. Supreme ~ ) 
Training Culture 
W. E.A. 
~rovincial ' 
Councils ' ----4 ~~I _I _I <----I ----,I 0.-[ ----..J11 __ 1 I 
----~ 
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II. Policy Implementation 
Provincial Adult Education Councils 
In the light of the new local administration trends, 
to be applied from January 1979, each province has got 
its independence in the implementation of various policies 
(17) 
drawn at the national level. Besides, the experience of 
the last quarter of a century has shown the ineffectiveness 
in the implementation of policies that are planned and 
, 
executed centrally. The special nature of adult education 
provision requires that the implementation of the suggested 
adult education policy be largely made the responsibility 
of local authorities. 
According to Ministerial Order no. 89 of 1972, provincial 
councils for 'Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication' 
have been formed. Their tasks were defined as plannine for 
their provinces in the light of the directions and plans of 
the 'Supreme Council for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
~radication', as well as the execution of the Plans.(I8) 
In the meantime, the Ministry of Education was given 
the executive responsibilities specified for them by the 
1970 Act.(I9) Hence, rose the diffusion and, sometimes, 
conflict between both. To the present study, the provincial 
and other local councils are to be first and foremost 
responsible for the execution of adult education plans 
with the co-operation of educational zones in the provinces. 
tob~ 
First among the tasks/asked of the 'Provincial Adult Education 
Councils' are the following: 
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i. Supervision over va rious adult educa t i on provider s wi t hi n 
the province with the aid of inspectors from educa tional 
zones. 
ii. Preparing the annual plan for the comprehensive a dult 
education activity according to which financia l a lloca t ions 
for the whole year are to be decided by the N.e.A. E. 
iii. Receiving and distributing the annua l financia l a l loca t i on s 
as well as donations for the purpose of adult e duca t i on over 
the 'Town Adult Education Councils'. 
iv. Holding conferences, seminars and meetings a t th e pr ovi nc ia l 
level for the discussion of ma tters of common conc ern. 
Town Adult Education Councils 
'Town Adult Education Councils' will hav e spe c i f i c 
responsibilities delegated to them by the 'Provincia l Adul t 
t Education Councils as follows: 
i. Undertaking to open and supervise a dult educ a tion classe 
within the town (or city) with the help of educ a t i ona l zon es 
and their Officials. 
ii. Supervision over the adult education clas ses i n th e 
villages administratively affiliated to the town. 
iii. Receiving the annual fina ncia l allocations and distri butin ~ 
them over the 'Village Adult Education Councils'. 
iv. Preparing an annual plan to be submitted to Provincia l 
Adult Education Councils by the end of each year, including 
their projects for the year to come. 
Village Adult Education Councils 
Ineffectiveness of adult education provision in Egypt sinc e 
I952 is largely attributed to the neglect of th e ba sic unit, 
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the village. Hence, the implementation of the new a dult 
education policy as designed by the present study call s 
for a revolutionary change to be undertaken in the fiv e 
thousand villages and hamlets which encompass th e l eas t 
enlightened of the Egyptian adult popula tion. 
In big villages (to be defined by adult education Provincial 
Councils) adult education councils are to be form ed for th e 
satisfaction of tbe adult education service a t the village 
level. A council of these bas to be formed of 8-10 of the 
cultured and enthusiastiC party members who live in the 
village. In the case of villages, incentives mu s t be a dmitt ed 
as essential for the attraction of able members. 
The major task on which the success of th e 'Vi l l a ge Adult 
Education Councir is judged is by its ability to persua de 
as many numbers of adults of the village as possible t o 
join the adult education classes. Through persona l conta ct 
they can feel the types of adult education with more a ppea l 
to the village adults, and recommend them to the 'To~~ 
Adult Education Council' to which their vi l lage is a f filia t ed . 
'Village Adult Education ~ouncils' submit an annual pla n 
by the end o~ each year indicating its projects for th e 
year to come, to the 'Town Adult Education Council'. By i t s 
turn, the latter, which is preferably represented on each 
'Village Adult Education Council' discusses these pla ns 
, 
in the presence of one 'representative of each village counc i l. 
From the whole annual plans submitted by the va r ious 'Vi llage 
Adult Education Councils'within th e bounda ries of the town, 
is made one annual comprehensive plan to be s ubmi tted to 
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the 'Provincial Adult Education Council' which, in ito 
turn, discusses it in the presenc e of one or mor e 
members of the 'Town Adult Education Council'. Provincial 
annual plans are submitted to the N.C.A. E. which discusses 
each plan in the presence of the constitu ent member of 
each province. In this way, the basic units (Village Adult 
Education Councils) are linked with larger unit s who, 
by their turn are linked with 'Provi ncia l Adult Educa ti on 
Councils' until we reach the highest authority f or a du l t 
education planning, i.e. the N.C.A. E. Th e fol l owing figure 
indicates the suggested official oreani~' a tion down from 
the 'Provincial' to the 'Village' level. 
Figure 10.2 
Suggested Official Organi:za tion down from 'Prov i ncia l Adul t 
Education Councils' 
Town Adult 
Educa tion Councils ~ 
/ 
,/------- . 
Provincia l 
Adult Education 
I 
Council / 
Village Adult Education 
Councils ) 
J\ 
\ ' 
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How Partnership between Involved Bodies will be Operationalised 
(i) Finance 
a. It will be stated in the 'comprehensive leeislation' already 
referred to that the state is committed to raise adequate 
allocations for the finance of various adult education projects 
in a comparable way to the finance of primary or secondary 
education projects. 
b. However, the N.C.A.E., on behalf of the state, has to make 
sure that the adult education service is adequately provided 
throvghout the whole country in accordance with carefully worked 
out plans that all partners have shared in making. Annu~l 
financial allocations are decided by the N.G.A.E. for Provincial 
Adult Education Councils in accordance with the following: 
i. The submitted provincial plans for the year to beein 
which will be subject to intensive discussions on the part 
of the N.C.A.E. members. 
ii. Report in figures of what could be accomplished of the 
previous plan in all types of adult education, and at 
various administrative levels of the province. Accomplish-
ments have to be put against what was supposed to have been 
acco~plished. 
iii. Reports and notes by adult education inspectors on 
the effectiveness of plan implementation from whatever angle. 
(i1) Consultation 
Consultation at all levels has to be encouraged as follows: 
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i. At the national level, care will be taken to make of the 
N.C.A.E. a consultative council at the highest level. 
Consultation necessary to promote the specific types of 
adult education is allowed through the inclusion of members 
from the four 'Supreme Councils' for adult education already 
mentioned. On the other hand, consultation with the bodies 
involved in the implementation of national policies, i.e. 
the 'Provincial Adult Education Councils' will be made 
possible through the inclusion of one representative 
from each provincial council. Universities, so far neglected 
in adult education policy-making, will have a word through 
their representatives in the N.C.A.E. In a word, planners, 
academics, legislators and field-workers are all brought 
together in the drawing and follow-up of national adult 
education policies. 
ii. At the provincial level, representatives of 'Town Adult 
Education Councils' together with representatives of 
educational zones and political organi~ations are includ~d 
in the membership of 'Provincial Adult Education Councils'. 
Members representing the four 'Supreme Councils' will enrich 
consultation at the provincial level meanwhile they will 
ensure the adequate promotion of the province's plans as 
regards illiteracy eradication, adult vocational training, 
popular culture or workers' education. None of these 
types of adult education will possibly be ignored or neglected. 
Thus formed, the tprovincial Adult Education Councils' will 
foster consultation between most of the partners invo~ed. 
The suggested structure of such councils is shown in Figure'IO.;. 
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Figure 10.3 
Suggested Structure of Provincia l Adult Educa tion Councils 
./ 
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f-' 
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iii. At the Town level, repres entatives of the 'Village Adult 
Education Councils' are included as members of the 'Town Adult 
Education Council'. Such representatives are thus directly 
included in 'Town Councils' but indirectly represented in 
the N.C.A.E.and the 'Provincial Adult Education Councils' 
for their representation in these last two comes only through 
their affiliation to 'Town Adult Education Council'. 
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In the same way, 'Town Adult Education Councils' are directly 
represented in the 'Provincial Adult Education Councils' but 
indirectly represented in the N.C.A.E. 
iv. From the prespective of adult education types (i.e. illiteracy 
eradication, vocational training,popular culture and W.E.A.), 
consultation will be looked after both internally, between 
each type and the three others; and externally between them 
as Supreme Councils for the promotion of certain adult education 
t types and the othe~ bodies invo~ed in the planning and execution 
of national plans. This comes through their representation 
in the N.C.A.E. and the 'Provincial Adult Education Councils'. 
, 
(iii) Teaching Service 
a. As a rule, the implementation of 'integration-partnership' 
policy for adult education necessitates the creation of close 
contact between the 'Provincial Adult Education Councilc', 
'Town Adult Education Councils', 'Village Adult ~duc~tion 
Councils' on the one hand, and 'F.ducational Zones' and 
their auth,orities at the provincial, town and village lcv~l, 
on the other. While the leadership is to be left to the 
adult education councils at the three levels mentioned above, 
co-operation in whatever form between both sides should be 
strictly insisted upon. What is likely to facilitate such 
co-operation, is that starting from January 1979 various . 
ministries will shrink their responsibilities to planning 
thus leaving all matters of execution to be dealt with 
by the provincial authorities themselves. The use of 
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teachers and other personnel within the province will be 
largely the concern of the provincial authorities. The same 
will be the case with equipment and school buildines. 
b. Within province capitals and towns, the move of teachers 
~ 
from one type of educational insitution to another, and from 
formal education institutions to adult education ones, and 
vice versa, will be encouraged in the light of clearly defined 
regulations and carefully worked out systems of incentives. 
c. Annual plans of adult education requirements of the 
teaching personnel will be jointly discussed both by the 
tprovincial Adult Education Councils' and 'Educational Zones'. 
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Chapter Eleven 
Workability or the Solution in Egypt·s Initial Conditions 
I. Policy Adoption 
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According to the 'Problem Approach' followed throughout the 
present study, it i8 not enough that a comparative study stops 
at recommending a solution that springs as an outcome of the 
intellectualisation of the problem and the analysis of the 
proposed policy solution. An essential and complementary step 
is to investigate, as far as possible, how the solution is likely 
to operate in a specific context •. This • workability' ls, broadly, 
an elaboration of what may be put under anticipated consequences 
in the 11ght of specific initial conditions under which the 
recommended solution will operate. 
The extent to which the 'integration-partnership policy', 
suggested for adult education in Egypt,is likely to be adopted, 
is not easy to decide. So far, no researcher bas ventured to 
probe matters of adult education policy formulation or adoption 
in EgYPt.(I) As has already been mentioned (2), adult education 
in Egypt has remained one sector of education too marginal to 
make such studies possible or encouraging. Even if one researche" 
attempted to fill such a gap, be would often be faced by lack 
of reliable data, the inavailability of up-to-date statistics 
and the muddle of conceptions given to the term 'adult education' 
by various agencies involved, difficulties which seem to be 
common among a great many underdeveloped countries.(3) 
The present chapter is designed to deal with two broad points. 
In the first place, it investigates decision-making in 
educational matters in Egypt at the three levels: national, 
regional and local. Within this basic tertiary classification, 
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it is possible to pOint out various 'public interest' and 
tmanagerial' groups involved in the formulation and adoption 
of adUlt education policy, togethar with 'pressure groups' 
that have an influence on such a policy. As for groups. that come 
under the 'technical' category, they are dealt with in the 
context of the argument of chapter 12 which deals with 
'policy implementation' and its difficulties. 
• In the second place, the present chapter deals with the 
anticipated dif!1culties in the way of adopting the recommended 
adult education policy in Egypt. The elaboration of these 
difficulties is included within the 'arena of debate' which 
revolves round the present and expected response of various 
groups. 
BODIES AND GROUPS INVOLVED IN THE FORMULATION AND ADOPTION 
OF ADULT EDUCATION POLICY 
"-I. At the National Level 
(A) Public Interest 
1. The Supreme Council for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication 
According to article 2 of Act 67 of 1970 which regulates 
the field until present, the responsibility of formulating 
national policies associated with the education or adults 
taIls ~nto the hands ot the 'Supreme Council for Adult Education 
and Illiteracy Etadication' (S.C.A.E.I.E.). The major duty 
of the Council as defined in article 4 ot the Act is~ drawing 
national plans for the sector which the Act takes in the narrow 
sense of 'adult illiteracy erad~cation,.(4) The specific tasks 
that the Council has to shoulder run as tollows: 
(I) Drawing plans ac.cording to time schedules specifying the 
duration, object~ves and nature of work in each stage ot the 
plan. 
(2) Planning tor 'illiteracy eradication' in so far the numbers 
of illiterates, their classification, the times and duration 
of their study, and the means ot executing the plan are 
concerned. 
(3) Putting priorities for the stages of the plan execution. 
(4) Specifying the requirements ot the plan (human, material, 
technical and financial). 
(5) Co-ordinating the efforts of various ministr~es, agenCies, 
organiZations and associations that work in illiteracy 
eradication. 
(6) Laying down the principles for the selection of teachers 
or volunteers for illiteracy eradication centres. 
(7) Putting the principles ot plans of study, curricula, 
programmes, •• etc. beside stating the standards to be 
reached by learners. 
(8) Acceptance of donations and subsidies for the purpose of 
illiteracy eradication. 
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(9) The follow-up of the general plan for illiteracy 
eradication at all stages.(5) 
Later in the present chapter, comment will be made on 
the functions of the S.C.A.E.I.E. especially in so far as 
items 5, 6, 8 and 9,listed above,are concerned, and which 
indicate a tendency to lock the Council within the narrow 
circle of illiteracy eradication.(6) 
As for structure, the Presidential decree No. 311 of 1971 
states that the S.C.A.E.I.E. is to be formed ot the Minister 
ot Education as head, and the Director-Genral ot 'Adult 
Education Department' of the Ministry ot Education as 
the Secretary-General ot the Council.(?) Such heaviness 
given to the Ministry ot Education in the formation of the 
S.C.A.E.I.E. is, however, balanced by the inclusion or 
31 members representing various groups and tendencies 
with the execption of Faculties ot Education, a point that 
will later be commented upon.(S) Members ot the Council 
represent the Central Committee ot the A.S.U., the Education 
Committee ot the ~eoplets Assembly, Youth Organ~ization of 
the A.S.U., MinistrY. of Education (under-secretary for Primary 
Education and Teacher Training), Ministry of Higher Education, 
Ministry of Local Administration, Ministry of Social Atfairs, 
Ministry of Labour, Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Treasury, 
Ministry of Health, ¥~nistry of Planning, Ministry of Industry, 
Ministry of Oil and Mineral Wealth, Ministr,.. of Agriculture 
and Agrarian Reform, Ministry of Land Reclamation, Ministry 
of Interior, Ministry of War, and Ministry ot Youth. Besides, 
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the Council includes among its members representatives of 
AI-Azhar, Broadcast and T.V. Organi~ation, Central Agency 
for Pubtlc Mobilisation and Statistics (C.A.P.M.S.), 
Regional U.N.E.S.C.O., Trade Unions, and Teachers' Syndicate~9) 
ii. Committee of Illiteracy Eradication and Adult Education 
of the N.C.E.S.R.T. 
The idea behind the establishment of 'Specialized National 
Councils' as initiated in Egypt by the }O th March Declaration 
(1968) is a necessity of modernization imposed by 
complication of State a~fairs. To intensify the scientific 
and comprehensive outlook at the problems stemming from 
( , ) 
such complication, is the major concern of such councils. 
Article 164 of the Permanent Constitution (I97I) further 
stipulates that thes~ councils will help in 'drawing the 
general policy of the state in all aspects of national activity. 
(II) These will be attached to Presidency of the Republic.' 
In accordance with the Constitution, Presidential decre e 
No. 615 of 1974 was issued stipulating the formation of thes 
councils stating that 'they are to assist President in 
formulating policies and in laying down long-term national 
plans by way of assessing the country's own potential, and by 
utilizing such potential along lines leading to the real1~ation 
of national objectives in all sectors ot national activity. ,(12) 
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.In th,e 18 articles of the decree, the formation and functions 
Cc.1L" c,.,'l J' 
of such council~ are specified. Among these /is the National Council of 
Education, Scienti!1c Research and Technology' (N.C.E.S.R.T.). 
The realm of functions attached to it encompasses the following: 
(I) The study and preparation ot general policies aiming at 
developing the country's policies in the spheres of education, 
scientific research and technology • 
. (2) The study and preparation of scientifiC plans related wi~ 
education, research as well international exchange and 
co-operation. 
(3) Co-ordination of diverse policies that 11e within the 
Council's co~petence together with the follow-up of the 
implementation of various plans.(I3) It is ascertained in 
a recent otficial report (1977)(14) that the N.C.E.S.R.T. 
undertakes long-term national planning at the national level 
and that it shoulders the responsibility of 'drawing the 
national settled and long-termed policies and plans, and 
suggesting the studies and necessary operations ••••• (I5) 
As an advisory and technical body, the Council is the 
first ot its kind in the modern history or Egypt. (16) It is 
headed by Assistant to President of the Republic; and the 
members are chosen by President tfrom among the very elite 
ot the country's expertise as well as leading scientists and 
specialists.t(I?) Some ot the Council members are present 
and tormer ministers, under-secretaries and prominent tigures 
in, public 11te, members ot the People's Assembly and prominent 
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Arab Socialist Union (A.S.U.) members. It is strange that 
the Presidential decrees ot forming the Council No. 1807 
ot 1974, 967 ot 1974, 2 ot 1975, 630 ot 1975, 746 ot 1975 
and 488 of 1975 cared to represent all groups even the 
Police College, and the Armed Forces Training Organization, 
but failed to represent Facultjes of Edu:cation unless 
through former Education professors.(I8) This was taken 
by Dr. Ebeid, a university statf .ember to embody the 
imbalance in such bighly intluential councils between 
the lauthorized' and the 'specialists •• (I9) 
To further deepen the principle ot specialization, 
members of the N.C.E.S.R.~. have formed within themselves 
tive committees, each ot which is concerned with a specific 
field. One of these is the Committee tor 'Illiteracy 
Eradication and Adult Education'. The other tour are: 
1. Committee for General Education and Training. 
il. Committee tor University and Higher Education. 
iii. Committee tor Scientific Research and Technology. 
iv. Committee tor Education and Manpower Planning.(20) 
The formation ot the 'Committee for Illiteracy Eradication 
and Adult Education' as included in the report of the 
second session of the N.C.E.S.R.T. (October 1974- July 1975) (2I) 
calls tor two comments: 
Firstly, that the Committee could only attract the least 
number of the Council members. The number(including the 
chairman and secretaries)was only 8, while it was 21 
in the University and Higher Education Committee , 
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15 in the 'Scientific Research and Technology Committee', 
I 
13 in the General Education and Training Committee', and 
10 in the 'Education and Manpower Planning Committee,.(22) 
Secondly, that the Committee included the Minister of 
Education, one former Minister of Education, Minister of 
Al-Azhar Affairs, head of Teachers' Syndicate, member of 
Education Committee of the People's Assembly, former 
under-secretary of Education, Director of the National Centre 
for Educational Research, and a former Education professor.(23) 
The above committee. gets the ass~stance of another committee 
not included in the ;~embership of the N.C.E.S.R.T. amd 
who are prominent experts.in the field of adult education 
representing various bodies and trends. In 1975, 14 such 
experts including one professor of Education at Ain Shams 
University were working on the comprehensive plan for 
illiteracy eradication.(24) 
iii. Illiteracy Eradication Committee or the Arab Socialist Union 
The Arab Socialist Union (A.S.U.) as stated in its Statute 
(December 1962)(25) represents the vanguard that looks atter 
the interests of the whole people of Egypt. (26) It is a 
representative of Public Interest that 'leads the people, 
expresses their will, directs national action and undertakes 
effective control ot the progress of such action within the 
framework of the National Charter.,(27) Such a distinguis~ed 
place of the A.S.U. and its organi~ations has been maintained 
by the Permanent Constitution (1971) which affirms its position 
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as the country's political organi~ation based on the principle 
of democracy, and representing the alliance of the country's 
working powers, i.e., farmers, workers, intellectuals, soldiers 
and national capitalists.(28) 
In the structure of the A.S.U. at the national level, there 
is the National A.S.U. Congress formed of all the members of 
the 'Governorate Congresses', to whom are added about 50 
members of 'Special Election Supervision Committee'. In this 
way, membership of the National Congress is about 2000. Out ~f 
these is elected the 'Central Committee of the A.S.U.' (150 
members) and which, in turn, elects the 'Higher Executiv& 
Committee of the A.S.rr..' (~O members).(29) 
The shift in the role undertaken by the A.S.U. amd its 
organizations since Nasser's death (September 1970) har. 
s 
coincided with an attempt, conciously made by his predecessor, 
President Sadat, to rationalize the exaggerated attention 
devoted to political activity towards more active social 
services by the A.S.U. to the masses. In his 'Paper for the 
Development of the Arab Socialist Union', presented before 
the National Congress of the A.S.U. (1971), he declared that, 
besides its other political and social mission, the A.S.U. 
has two most important taSks: illiteracy eradication and 
family planning. To the Paper, the first measure to judge 
the eft1ciency of the member of the A.S.U. must be the 
number of illiterate individuals whom he has turned to 
Ii teracy. (30) 
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Such a call for the development of the A.S.U. was followed 
by the formation of a 'General Secretary for Social Development 
and Services' which was attached to the 'Central Committee'. 
From this General Secretary sprang the 'Committee for Illiteracy 
Eradication'. This is formed ot some members ot the Central 
Committee as well as some education experts who are not 
necessarily members ot the Central Committee. 
The realm ot responsibility attached to the 'Illiteracy 
Eradication Committee' as has been shown from its activities 
in the 1970's is fluid. It is not concerned with drawinc 
national policies in the field simply because 1t is made 
the task of the S.C.A.E.I.E. formed in accordance with the 
1970 Act already mentioned. Besides, five representatives 
of the Central Committee of the A.S.U are 1ncluded among the 
(31) 
latter's members. Hence, its role in policy is through such 
members. On the other hand, it has not got the executive 
power which is lett by the Act to the Ministry of Education.(32) 
The efforts of the 'Illiteracy Eradication Committee' of the 
A.S.U. 1n.the recent years have been crippled by such fluidity.(33) 
It must be noted that the A.S.U. as an organi2ation is 
undergoing a transitional period atter which its unsettled 
position of the recent years will lead to some decision 
to be taken concerning its fate. This is anticipated in the 
light of the return to the multi-party system that had been 
with Egypt until the outbreak of the revolution in 1952. 
Graded steps have been taken in the last tew years. Firstly, 
the tutility ot the A.S.U. was made clear through publie 
discussions in 1974. Then, three political organizations (manaber) 
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were allowed within the A.S.U. itselt, one ot which represented 
the 'right', another the 'lett' and a third tor the 'middle'. 
The masses were allowed to join any of the three 'manaber' 
according to the programme each presented. Members ot the new 
People's Assembly which was open:ed in November 1976, were elected 
in accordance with the programmes of one of the 'manaber' • 
. . However, the sallent step came with the change ot the 'manaber' 
into 'political parties'. Act 40 ot 1917 was promulgated to 
regulate the establishment of political parties in Egypt. 
Article 2 ot the above Act took as a political party 'every 
org~ed group based on common principles and goals, and 
which works through peaceful and democratic means, for the 
realization of specific programmes concerned with political, 
economic and social atfairs ot the state.,(34) Article 3 
recogniZes the mission ot a political party to be the 
'participation in achieving political, social and economic 
progress of the country on the bases of national unity and 
the alliance ot the people's working powers, social peact, 
socialist democracy, and the maintenance ot the gains of 
farmers and labourers as shown in the Constitution.' 
Since then, ~e country has embarked on the experiment of 
multi-political parties that had ceased tor over a quarter Of 
century. Four such parties are found at present: 
i. The National Democratic Party (al-hizb al-Watani al-Dimokrati) 
tormed since June 1978. 
I 
11. The Socialist Work Party (hizb al-Amal al-1shtiraki) 
formed in December 1978. 
i1i. The Independent Party (hizb al-Mostakellin) formed in 1977. 
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iv. The Liberal Party (hizb al-Ahrar) formed in 1977. 
Each of these parties, especially the first which 1s headed 
by President ot the Republic, is trying to form committees 
at various levels to guid~the members in the reali2ation of 
the goals included in its programme. But, it should be 
remembered that all being in their earlier infancy, the 
existing parties have not yet crystallized stable programmes 
for national action to distinguishtht~trom the programmes ot 
others. To the writer's way of thinking, at least five yearc 
must pass betore comparable programmes in the field ot education, 
tor example, will be possible. 
, 
iv. Permanent Committee for Education and Scientific Researcl,' 
of the People's Assembly 
The Permanent Constitution (1971) puts in the hands of 
the People's Assembly the authority ot the enactment of various 
legislations, the approval ot the state's general policy in 
various fields as demonstrated by ministers as well as the 
approval ot the general plan for economic and social development.(35) 
The People's Assembly is compoaed of a minimum 350 members 
ot whom 50 per cent must come out ot the farmers and workers.(36) 
Except of a number of nominated members which should not exee~d 
10 chosen by the President ot the Republic, al~ members are 
chosen by secret ballot.(37) 
Members ot the People's Assembly form, among themselves 
various committees. There are two types of committeee: 
• permanent· (daima) and 'special' (khasa). 
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There are 25 'Permanent Committees' of the People's Assembly, 
each concerned with a particular field. Such committees are 
groups of members elected by the members themselves. These are 
. 
'permanent! in that the~r members are elected since the start 
of the. parliamentary session and carryon their membership until 
1 its end. Such committees may meet during the pariamentary 
vacation. (38) 
To the 'Permanent Committee of Education and Scientific 
Research' is attached the responsibility of 'studying 
educational laws and making sure of their execution. ,(39) 
Members are, thus, involved in the investigation of various 
matters related with both formal and non-formal education. 
Besides, some members of the committee are chosen to represent 
the People's Assembly in such councils that deal with the 
national policy for adult education as the S.C.A.E.I.E. 
(40) and the N.C.E.S.R.T. 
As for 'Special Committees', they are formed whenever 
the need arises to investigate a certain topic and submit 
a report to the Assembly. Choice is made by members 
themselves and this depends on the 'member's interest in 
the topic to be investigated. The committee is dissolved 
after fulfilling the tasks designed for it.(4I) 
(B) Managerial 
.tlnistries in Egypt are headed by ministers who attend the 
meetings of the Cabinet of Ministers. The Cabinet meetings 
are normally headed by the Prime Minister though the President 
of the Republic has, constitutionally, the right to hold 
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meetings for the Cabinet.(42) Various aspects ot the general 
policy of the state are discussed in the Cabinet meetings, 
and decisions are taken to which the concerned ministers 
are committed. 
~ 
Each Ministry and public organ1~ation plans tor its parti~ar 
sector within the limits atforded by the budget allocated to: 
it, and in accordance with the general policy ot the state. 
This task ot planning is undertaken through bodies of each 
Ministry responsible for planning at various levels (national, 
regional). Through successive steps, each Ministry manages to 
make its own plan. Under the new system ot local administrAtion, 
to be applied starting trom,January I979, Ministries will 
only be concerned with planning at the national level leavins 
for various governorates to fit their own plans in accordanc~ 
with the broad lines adopted by ministries. In so tar as education 
is concerned, it is officially recogniLed that 'Educational 
plans are designed by Ministries of Education in collaboration 
with other bodies responsible for the comprebensive plans or 
development in the state.,(43) 
i. Ministerial Committee for Education 
Following the establishment ot the N.C.E.S.R.T. for the design 
ot 10n9-term policies, the Ministry of Education has tormed a 
'Ministerial Committee tor Education, Scientitic Research and 
Manpower~ by the Ministerial Issue No. 185 ot I974. The Committee 
is formed of officials, chosen by the .tlnister of Education 
and who work in the areas stated. 
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Among the responsibilities attached to the 'Ministerial 
Committee' is 'discussing the educational policies and plans l .(44) 
Besides, it has other tasls detined by ~ 1977 official 
report as: 
(I) Co-ordination between various policies designed tor educdtion, 
research and manpower. 
(2) Dealing with problems and suggesting solutions. 
(3) studying laws and legislations needed for the national 
plans for education and research as wel~ as the distribution 
o t manpower. 
(4) studying policies of educational and technical exchanGe 
and the co-operation with other countries.(45) 
ii. General Directorate ot Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication (Ministry ot Education) 
With the trans terence ot the responsibility tor illiteracy 
eradication at the national level by Act 128 ot 1946, from 
the Ministry of Social Aftairs to the Ministry ot Education, 
the latter established a central department tor illiteracy 
eradication. This had three main tasks: 
a. Drawing general plans tor combating illiteracy. 
b. Superintending and administering schemes ot illiteracy 
eradication. 
c. Co-ordinating the ettorts ot the Ministry and various 
committees that worked in the tield.(46) 
In 1955, the Department came to reali~e the drawbacks ot 
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the continement ot its objectives to the narrow circle ot 
verbal literacy. Meanwhile, the establishment ot the 'Arab 
states Fundamental Education Centre' (A.S.F.E.C.) by the 
in 1953, 
UNESCO~nd which included a modern unit tor combating 
illiteracy, made clea%er the need tor reconsidering the 
Department. It was renamed to be 'Department ot Fundamental 
Education and Illiteracy Eradication.' Its goals were 
broadened to encompass raising the cultural, social and 
economic standard ot the people.(47) 
The Department continued in the 1960 l s to be a 
central one supervising the work ot illiteracy eradication 
in the various governorates in matters ot planning curricula,and 
(48) 
the nomination ot teachers and inspectors although some 
eminent adult educationists have recorded a tendency to 
loosen the centralised tight grip tollowing the issue of 
Act 124 ot 1960 for 'Local Administration,.(49) The degree 
ot the Department's centralisation since the 1960 l s is 
a controversial issue. Galal tavours the view that 
since that time, the Department has become responsible 'only 
tor planning the policy ot tundamental education and literacy, 
and tor tollowing the practices: (50) Sait and Fayek, who are 
also eminent figures in the tield, and who have witnessed the 
developments since the 1960 1 s, assure the continuation ot 
the centralised trends until the 1970 I s.(51) However, it 
must be admitted that the condition varies trom one governorde 
to another in accordance with the availability ot hUman and 
other facilities, amd because most ot the governorates 
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have always sutfered trom the inability to take decisions 
of their own in matters of education without the consultation 
(52) 
and approval of the centralised authority, the writer ot this 
study accepts the view of Sal.t and Fayek in this concern. 
The Genral Directorate ot Adult Education is, at present 
formed of seven departments composed of off~cials appointed 
in accordance-with the Ministry's regulations. The seven 
departments are: 
I. Department of Planning and Projects. 
2. Statistics Department. 
3. Co-ordination Department. 
4. Evaluation and Follow-up Department. 
5. Curricula and Text-Book Department. 
6. Aids and Communication Media Department. 
7. Training Department.(53) 
Before the establishment of the S.C.A.E.I.E. (1971), the 
Planning Department of the Directorate undertook planning 
for illiteracy eradication at the national level. The Ten-Year 
Plan (1972/73 to 1982/83), to which detailed reterence ha~ 
already been made in chapter 9,(54) is admitted to be 
a contribution of the Planning Department.(55) However, 
with the establishment of the S.C.A.E.1.E.,the case is 
different from before. As has already been stated(56~ the 
Council is headed by the Minister of Education. The General-
Director.ot the above Directorate is the Council's Secretary 
General.(57) So, as the S.C.A.E.I.E. will take over all 
planning when the current plan ends in 1982/83, it is likely 
that the responsibilities of the Directorate ~1ll be contined 
to some executive and follow-up tasks. 
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iii. Ministerial Committee tor Local Government 
The Ministerial Committee tor Local Government (M.C.L.G.) 
has been established by the Presidential decree no.89I ot 
1973 at the highest level ot authority. It is headed by 
the Prime Minister, and includes among its members: 
i. Vice Prime Minister. 
·11. Ministers ot Planning, Treasury, Education, Health, 
Interior, Housing, Presidency Aftairs and state Minister for 
the Cabinet ot Ministers. 
The M.C.L.G. is helped by a 'General Secretary' (amana aama) 
attached to the otri~ ot the Prime .11n1ster including 
experts in various aspecta. It undertakes the pertormance 
ot studies associated with subjects to be discussed by the 
Ministerial Committee. Besides, it tollows-up the execution 
ot the resolutions taken by the !-1inisterial Committee. 
In so tar as we are concerned, the M.C.L.G. undertakes 
four major tasks: 
Firstly, to co-ordinate the planning projects which are 
undertaken by local councils and by the central 
Government. 
Secondly, to supervise the transter ot authority from various 
ministries to local councils, and between local councils 
themselves. 
Thirdly, drawing the planning policy for the application ot the 
local government system within the tramework of the State's 
general policy, and to supervise its execution. 
Fourthly, to approve the levy ot taxes by local administration 
units in case they exceed 5% of the original tax.(58) 
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2. At the Regional Level 
(A) Public Interest 
i. Provincial Councils for Adult Education and Illiteracy 
Eradication (P.C.A.E.I.E.) 
According to the Ministerial Issue No. 89 ot 1972 by the 
Minister ot Education, a (P.C.A.E.I.E.) is established in 
each ot the country's 25 governorates. Later, Ministerial Issue 
No. 148 at 1973 introduced ~ome changes in the formation of 
such councils. The present structure of the P.C.A.E.I.E. 
encompasses representatives at the 'Public Interest ' group 
drawn tram the A.S.U., Trade Unions, Teachers' Syndicate, 
and from the 'Popular Council' at each governorate, together 
with the '~ecutives' representing various ministries and 
organi~ationsworking in the governorate and whose work is 
associated with the field of adult education and illiteracy 
eradication. 
The P.C.A.E.I.E. is formed under the chairmanship of 
of the Governor. The director of adult education department 
of the governorate 1s the secretary-general of the Council.(59) 
Membership of the Council encompasses the following: 
I. Secretary-general of the A.S.U. of the governorate. 
2. Secetary-general ot the governorate. 
3. Responsible authorities at the A.S.U. in the governorate 
representing: 
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(a) Education 
(b) Women activity. 
(c) Youth 
4. A number that does not exceed five chosen by the governorate's 
'Popular Council' from among its members. 
5. A representative of Teachers' Syndicate governorate council. 
6. A representative of Trade Unions at the governorate level. 
7. A representative of each of the following ministries 
drawn from the governorate's 'Executive Council': 
- Ministry of Higher Education. 
- Ministry of Social Affairs. 
- Ministry of Labour. 
- Ministry of Culture. 
- Ministry of Information. 
- Ministry of Finance, Economy and Foreign Trade. 
- Ministry of Health. 
- Ministry of Industry. 
- Ministry of Oil and Mineral Wealth. 
- Ministry of InteRior. 
- Ministry of Wakfs. 
- Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reform. 
- Ministry of Land Reclamation. 
8. statistics director in the governorate. 
9. A number that does not exceed fi~ having experience in 
the field ot 'illiteracy eradication' to be chosen by the 
governor. 
IO. One chief of 'Adult Education Department' of the Educational Zone. 
In case of having more than one zone, all such dhiefs becomJrembers 
(60) 
of the P.C.A.E.I.E. 
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The Council has the right to form 'technical committees' 
from among its members, or others to study some subjects 
included among the responsibilities of the Council.(6I) 
According to article 2 of Ministerial Issue No. 89 of 
1972 mentioned above, it is the P.C.A.E.I.E. that undertakes 
'putting the p1an for illit'eracy eradication in the governorate 
in the light ot the recommendations and directives of the 
'" S.C.A.E.I.E. Such/plan" ha$ to be submitted to the 
Popular Council of the governorate to approve it and notify 
(62) the S.C.A.E.I.E. of it.' In this way, the P.C.A.E.I.E 
and the popular Councils have been brought to work together 
in drawing adult education plans at the governorate level. 
Further, it is laid upon the P.C.A.E.I.E. to keep both 
the Popular Council of the governorate, and the S.C.A.E.I.E informed 
of its work in the governorate, of the assesment of such work, 
as well as the problems encountered and the recommendationr. 
it sees fitting for their solution. These are all to be included 
in the two reports submitted annually by the P.C.A.E.I.E. 
(in January and June of each year) both to the Popular Council 
of the governorate and the S.C.A.E.I.E.(63) 
li. Popular Councils of Governorates 
In accordance with the changes in 'Local Administration' 
by the President1~1 decree No. 57 of 197I, each of the 
governorates has got two councils, a 'Popular' and an 'Executive' 
council. The formaition ot the first is made by a Presidential 
decree of the Secretary of the A.S.U. of the governorate 
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and the following as members: 
I. The A.S.U Governorate Committee members. 
2. Secretaries of the A.S.U. town and district committees. 
3. Two representatives of the youth in the governorate. 
4. Two ladies representing 'women activity' in the governorate.(64) 
It i8 to be noted that the A.S.U •• through its domination 
over the structure of 'Popular Councils' has got the chance 
to influence educational policies and practices at the 
governorate level • 
. 'Popular Councils' are concerned with suggesting various 
policies, as well as taking decisions and recommendations 
particularly in matters of ~ducation, health, social and 
cultural services.(65) 
These are also designed as sorts of 'regional parliamentc' 
with the right to sponsor all executive authorities within the 
governorate and the follow-up of their work includin~ the 
governor himself and the chiefs of various administrations in 
the governorate. 
Also the 'Popular Council' has got special heaviness 
drawn from its representation of the people. Besides, the head 
of the 'Popular Council' has to keep the 'People's Assembly' 
informed of the progress Of its work and the difficulties 
encountered through the report to be submitted by the 
head of the Popular Council to the chairman of People's 
Assembly annually. 
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~ii. A.S.U. Governorate Committees 
The structure of the A.S.n. is pyramidal~ It starts from 
the broad base at the bottom formed of the 'basic units' 
throughout the whole country. Each basic unit is made up of 
a 'conference' and a 'committee'. The conference encompasses 
the whole A.S.U. members or the basic unit who, in turn, 
elect the 'comm~ttee'. Above the 'basic unit' level, there 
are the c~ty, rural district, rural town and large public 
organi"Z.at~on units each composed of two (or more) basic units. 
Above this, there is the 'governorate committee'. In each 
of the 25 governorates, th~re is a 'governorate congress' 
(motamar al-mohafaza) made up of delegates from district 
congresses. The size of the 'district congress' decides the 
number of delegates represented in the 'governorate congreso' 
with 16 delegates as the maximum that can be taken from any 
one district. 
Further, the 'governorate congress' elects a 'committee' 
of not more than 50 members which, in turn, elects its own 
secretaries and assistant secretaries to supervise the A.S.U. 
activity and technical oftices. 
The A.S.U. at the governorate level,is likely to influence 
educational policy at two levels: direct and indirect. On 
the one hand, the elected governorate committee has 'direct' 
responsibility in matters related with 'public interest' 
whether those of the political, social or economic development 
of the regional community within the tramework of directives 
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made by the 'Higher Executive Committee' of the A.S.U. 
It is within the realm of its responsibility to discuss all 
issues related to politics or planning, besides the 
encouragement of cultural, soCial, spiritual and economic 
activities of the masses.(66) 
On the other hand, the 'governorate committee' works in 
collaboration with the A.S.U. 'central committee'. This 
latter, as has already been mentioned~has got a 
'General-Secretary for Social Development and Services' 
which, in turn has a committee for 'illiteracy eradication l .(67) 
Furthermore, the 'governorate committee' has got its 
influence on adult education policy indirectly through 
its members. attached to the Provincial Council for Adult 
Education and Illiteracy Eradication, and the 'Popular Council' 
of the governorate. However, Morsi(68) sees the role in the 
latter to be dominated by the protection of public interest 
rc\th~f" than b,y technical or poro fessional matt ers 0 f educa tiM. 
(B) Managerial 
i. Departments of Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication 
in Educational Zones 
Since 1939, the Ministry of Education, realiZing the 
drawbacks of centralising all the affairs ot education in 
its own hands meanwhile it .as undertaking increasing 
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responsibilities due to educational expansion, established 
the 'Educational Directorates' in governorates. To the six 
directorates that were established in I939, the Ministry 
delegated the task ot implementing the general policy and 
orienting it to the environmental conditions in the way that 
encourages independence and initiative in education. 
The number ot such directorates, which were later called 
'Educational Zones' grew to reach 28 in I974.(69) 
In each educational zone, there is a department tor 
'Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication'. Such department 
works as an otfice responsible tor the practice ot fundamental 
and literacy education. The,realm of the responsibilities 
undertaken by SUehl offices includes the opening ot schools, th~ 
provision ot learnars with text-books and other educational 
materials, setting examinations ot literacy and superintending 
them~(70) 
3. At the Local Level 
(A) Public Interest 
i. A.S.U. Executive Committees in Towns and Villages 
The A.S.U. 'executive committees' in towns and villages 
may be taken to express public interest. They are represented 
in the 'Town Councils' and 'Village Councils' in a way 
similar to what is allowed at the governorate level. 
Their role is indirect as they influence educational mattem 
through representation in such councils. 
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(B) Managerial 
i. Town and Village Councils 
Town Councils consist of: 
I. The town head representing the executive authority. He has 
defined supervision privileges over the offices within the town. 
2. Members appointed ex-otficio representing ministries whose 
services are extended to the town. 
3. Active members of the A.S.U. chosen tor their potential 
to contribute to the Council. 
4. Elected members by secret ballot among workers of A.S.U.(7[) 
Since the issue ot Law 124 ot 1960, such councils have 
powers within their area in educational and other fields. 
They pertorm the administration ot preparatory and primary 
SChoOls.(72 ) 
At the village level, a council is established for every 
village or a number ot villages by a decision of the 
competent minister stating the council's location. Each 
rural area that comprises a combined ~nit has to have such 
a council according to the above Law ot I960.(73) 
The chairman ot the village council shall be appointed 
by the competent minister by agreement with the A.S.U 
and on the advice of the governor. Members of the village 
councils are as follows: 
~. Members by virtue of their functions in the village 
in accordance with executive regulations. 
2. Elected members not exceeding twelve from among those 
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elected directly by ballot for the membership of committees 
of the A.S.U. in the village or villages composing the council. 
3. Two A.S.U. members in the Village.(?4) 
A wide range of activities in the field of education is 
delegated to village councils including the following: 
i. Selection of construction sites far all new school buildings. 
11. Distribution and the open ot new classrooms as the village 
demand requires. 
iii. Organi~ation and establishment of an adult education 
programme. 
iv. Establishing and equipping village school library 
as well as a youth sporting club for the vLllage.(75) 
Act 52 ot 1975 has introduced some changes in the structure 
and functions of village councils. On the one hand, the choice 
of village council members by election has been exp~nded. 
Besides, the 'Village Executive Committee' has been established 
trom the village head as chairman, the village secretary as 
treasurer, and the heads of executive bodies in the village 
as members which is given increasing responsibilities in 
the finance of various projects undert.Qken in the village, 
~s 
as well'the drawing of financial and other administrative 
Plans.(?6) 
11. Education Directorates in Towns 
In accordance with the decentralisation trends inspired by the 
I~60 Act mentioned above, the Ministry of Education has given 
governorates the right to establish education directorates in 
some towns. 
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These directorates are to be established by an order ot 
the 'Governorate Council' according to a recommendation trom 
the director of the educational zone. The Ministry gave the 
possibility of establishing 'assisting units' (wehdat moawina) 
affiliated to these directorates to undetake the responsibili~es 
of educational services in case human and material facilites 
are available. 
Each directorate is headed by a director who 1s directly 
responsible for work in his directorate before the Director-
General of the educational zone to which his directorate in 
affiliated.(77) There is an office for adult education and 
illiteracy eradication in these directorates, either 
independent or af!iliated to the 'Primary Education Office'. 
Pressure Groups with Influence on Adult Education Poliey 
i. Faculties ot Education 
In accordance with the report ot the 'Ministerial Committee 
for Labour Power' (1966)(78) and in line vdth the trends 
recommended by the reports presented by the 'Committee 
(79) 
for Human and Social Studies' (1963), the 'Committee ot 
Basic Sciences' (I964)~8~1d the report ot the Faculty ot 
Education, Ain Shams University (1964) on the 'Education 
of Teachers tor Preparatory and Secondary Stages' 
1~ was decided that a Faculty ot Education will be 
(81) 
established, starting trom the academic year 1966/67 
in the Universities ot Cairo, Alexandria and Assuit. 
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In the 1970's, the mevement of establishing Faculties of 
Education was further extended with the establishment of 
'Regional Universities' at Tanta, Zagazig, Manoura, Suez. 
Canal, and Minia, each with one Faculty for Education 
still_ in its early infancy. 
However, being the oldest, the largest and the one with 
the greatest material and human potentialities, the Faculty 
of Education, Ain Sbams University has got a better chance 
for involving in and the influence ot educational policies 
at the national level.(82) Such influence is undertaken 
through its role in: 
I. Training of teachers tor preparatory and secondary stages. 
2. Performance and supervision ot educational researcheR 
of which some scholars qualify tor the award ot higher 
degrees as the M.A. and the Ph. D. 
3. Dissemination ot educational views through the represertation 
of its staff in the 'Journal of Education,(83) as well 
as through the studies, and various publications of it~ 
stafr members. 
4. Participation ot its statt members in various conferences 
for adult education and otherwise.(84) 
5. The share provided by the statf members in committees 
for the development of curricula, teaching methods, text-book~~~d 
examina~ions. 
6. The role played by the Faculty in the elevation of the 
professional standard of workers in the field ot education, 
together with the educational qualifying programmes for 
university graduates to work as qualified teachers.(85) 
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ii. Arab Literacy and Adult Education Organization (A.R.L.O.) 
The A.R.L.O. has .been established since January I966 
in accordance with a resolution made by the 'Regional 
Conference for Planning and Organi~ing Illiteracy Eradication 
Programmes in the Arab World' (Alexandria, 10-IS October 1964).(86) 
Since 1970, it has been attached to the 'Arab League Educational, 
Cultural and Scientitic Organisation' (A.L.E.S.C.O.) 
Egypt as well as other Arab countries are represented 
in the A.R.L.O. which is composed ot: 
a) Supreme Council formed of one representative ot each of 
the Arab countr~es. 
b) The secretary-General of ~he Arab League or his representative. 
c) Supervisor aided by an administrative bOdy.(S7) 
, 
Besides, a Consultative Council' has been formed or experts 
drawn from various Arab countries at the highest level. These 
are chosen by the Director-Ge~ral of the A.L.E.S.C.O. after 
consulting the 'Executive Council'. The 'Consultative Council' 
meets, at least. once every year to discuss various matterc 
associated with the work of the Organ1~ation including 'its 
plans, programmes and methods, together with the tollow-ur 
of the activities ot the Organ1~ation. The Council submits 
an annual report to the Director-Gen.eral ot the A.L.E.S.C.o. 
including all these. 
According to article 4 of the 'Basic structure' ot the 
A.R.L.O., it undertakes nine tasks: 
Firstly, suggesting a strategy for illiteracy eradication 
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amd adult education at the level of the Arab World. From hence, 
its progressive calls for the re-organ~ation of adult educattn 
as an integrative sector of the national systems of education, 
and which are included in the studies published in the 'Education 
of the Masses.(88) and other publications acquire increasing 
importance. The A.R.L.O. also undertakes the execution of plans 
and programmes approved by the A.L.E.S.C.O. in this concern 
and holding study sessions and seminars in accordance with such 
plans and programmes. 
Secondly: Co-ordinating between plans for illiteracy eradication 
and adult education in the Arab countries helping them to put 
unified legislations in this concern. 
Thirdly: Suggesting to convene conferences every period for 
the authorities responsible for adult education and illiteracy 
eradication in the Arab,countries. Thus, partnership at the 
Arab level in matters of adult education is made possible. 
Fourthly: Organizing the award of scholarships in the field of 
illiteracy eradication and adult education. 
Fifthly: The provision wi th experts and technjCi11 requirements 
needed for the execution of plans and programmes ot adult education 
and illiteracy eradication. 
Sixthly: Publications and documentation activities.(89) 
In so far as the Egyptian policy tor illiteracy eradication 
and adult education in thB recent years is concerned, the 
. A.R.L.O. has practised some intI uence through the researches, confere1c E5 
and the issue of the 'Education of the Masses' which is published 
three times a year. Until December 1977, eleven issues were 
published inCluding some intensive stUdies in the field. 
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iv. Teachers' Syndicate 
Teachers' syndicate in Egypt has been established since 1955. 
Its present, organ1~ation is in accordance with Law 79 ot 1969 
which specifies its role in the Egyptian socialist society 
not as a 'pressure group' 'that strives for the safeguard ot 
the interests of its members, but rather as a tool for elevating 
the technical and protessional standard of its members. Its 
goals, as specit1ed by the 1969 Law,are three: 
Firstly: Helping the reali2ation ot the society's national 
goals through mobilizing tlie etforts of its members, dissemination 
of culture and education, participation in the development plans 
and various educational scheme~; and co-operation with other 
syndicates whether in the country or abroad. 
Secondly: Raising the position of the teaching protession through: 
i. Elevating the standard ot teachers and their professional 
efficiency. 
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~1. Participation in the planning of education amd the 
development of its system and curricula in the way that serves 
the needs of the society and its interests. 
iii. Fostering scientific development and research. 
Thirdly: Providing various economic, social, recreational 
(90) 
and cultural services for its members. 
(91) The Teachers' Syndicate which encompasses 250.000 members 
is organized - at three levels: 
I. The National Level which includes the 'General Syndicate' 
(a1-niqaba al-amma) with a 'General Assembly' (jameya omoumeya), 
a'Board of Directorst (majlis ldara), and tOffice t (hayat maktab). 
2. The Regional Level which includes the branches of the Syndicate 
in various governorates as well as the 'centres' in each 
educational zone. 
3. The Local Level in the form or a 'Syndicate Committee' 
(92) (lajna niqabeya) in each town or administrative unit. 
The possible influence of the tTeachers' Syndicate' on 
adult education policy is through the meetings, seminars 
and conferences that are held at the above levels to discuss 
various mattera associated with education. Besides, it issues 
'A1-Raed t (The Pioneer), a monthly magazine which is sent 
to all members of the Syndicate. This magazine publishes 
many studies and researches performed by university academics 
as well as those by teachers and administrators. Thgse are 
mostly centred round the problems of education in whatever 
form or stage and the suggested solutions. 
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v. A:1-Azhar arid other Religious Bodies 
Islam has not confined the function of mosques to prayers, but has 
given them broad functions extending from parliamentary or (shura) 
councils, to institutes of education, to courts of justice. 
Al-Azhar, founded in Cairo since A.D. 97I, is the oldest and most 
influential of all Egyptian mosques. It has gained the reputation 
of being the greatest intellectual Islamic centre throughout the 
Islamic world. Besides its great many primary, preparatory and 
secondary schools in all governorates of Upper and Lower Egypt, 
faA 
Al-Azhar University~greatly developed since the promulgation of 
Law 103 of I96I. Article 34 of the 1961 Law allowed the establishment 
of Faculties for Islamic studies, Arabic Language, Commerce and 
Management, Engineering and Industries, Agriculture;and Medicinu. 
Therefore, one clear influence of AI-Azhar is through its thousands 
of graduates who penetrate almost all aspects of Egyptian life. 
Besides, Al-Azhar looks after Islamic guidance through its 
wu'az (si~. wa'iz) who are appointed in every town and city to 
preach the tenets of Islam to the public. The number of such wu,az. 
has grown from 300 in 1952 to 426 in 1962 distributed over 150 
centres an~ zones. The number is increasing year after year until 
there is now one wa'iz or more in each small town5 93 ) It is officially 
estimated that such wu'az annually give about IOO.OOO lectures of 
which 40.000 are for women, I.700 for Police troops, IOOO to prisoners 
(94) 
and 800 in hospitals. 
According to one U.N.E.S.C.O. publication (1972), Al-Azhar undertakes 
the following functions besides guidance and defence of Islam: 
I. Publishing studies on Islamic doctrine in various langUages. 
2. supervision of religious periodicals. (95) 
3. Maintenace of close contact with other Islamic communities. 
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Anticipated Difficulties in the Way of Adopting the 
Adult Education Policy 
The adoption of the 'integration-partnership' policy 
for adult education in Egypt is not merely a matter of 
pronouncements of certain individuals, or statements in 
publications by' some bodies involved in educational policy-
making. This we see an 'over-simplification' of the whole 
issue which does not lead to sound prediction of future 
possibilities. 
So that predictions in this respect may be true to 
initial conditions, one has to state that, whatever might be 
the views raised by certain bodies as regards the integration 
of adult education within the national system, or partnership 
among the involved bodies, there are certain preliminary, yet 
basic,difficulties that have to be taken into consideration. 
Failure to deal with these difficulties adequately may lead to 
. failure to adopt the recommended policy. 
On the one hand, it will be difficult to adopt the recommended 
policy for adult education, ~hich is progressive in nature 
unless the legislations regulating the field are at the 
same, or similar degree of progressiveness. By 'progressiveness' 
of adult education legislations is meant their accordance with 
modern trends advocated in international conferences and other 
publications in the field. 
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This introduces what we call, in the case of Egypt, 'legislative 
di fficul ty' • 
On the other hand, the adoption of the recommended policy 
by various agencies and bodies involved in adult education 
is improbable unless adult education policy-makers together 
with a broad sector of the country's educationists and other 
intellectuals have got a fairly clear-cut comprehensive 
conception for the term 'adult education' as substitution ot 
the blurred and fragmental one in current use in the present 
time. 
When the above two difficulties are dealt with, it is 
possible to deal with the third, which is directly associated 
with the arena of debate in the present chapter, namely the 
reluctance of various bodies involved in adult education in 
Egypt to support the 'integration-partnership' policy. 
I. Legislative Difficulties 
The legislations that have so far regulated adult education 
in Egypt ~ndicate certain difficulties in the way of adoptin~ 
the recommended policy which the present study advocates. 
. (96) 
Act 110 of 1944', already elaborated in chapter 9 came 
out as a distorted legislation incapable of driving the adult 
education movement. In four respects, the Act showed its 
inadequacy: 
Firstly, that the Act failed to specify the objectives ot 
eradicating illiteracy among Citizens, the task to which it 
devoted itself. It made jOining literacy classes compulsory 
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for all males between 12 and 45 years who are not studying 
at any educational insitution. They were supposed to learn 
reading, writing, arith~etics, principles of religion, 'and 
(97) 
some general culture. Ignoring the statement ot the 
objectives sought turned the learning ot such subjects into 
an end in itself. Hence, the concentration on verbal literacy 
which otten led to the relapse back to illiteracy within tew 
years. From the point of view of one study by the N.C.E.S.R~. 
(July 1977)(98) such a detect made it impossible to draw 
(99) . 
a national comprehensive policy. 
Secondly, that State responsibility towards providing a chance 
of education for every illiterate individual was lett tluid. 
Thirdly, that the Act threw the, whole responsibility of 
execution on the Ministry ot Education. It, thus, failed 
to conceive tarms of· partnership between various bodies and 
agencies with role in illiteracy eradication. Further, it 
ignored the role of intellectuals and the self-efforts by 
groups in the eradication ot illiteracy. 
Fourthly, that the Act failed to envisage the relation 
between such efforts as illiteracy eradication and the formal 
system of education. Communicative channels between both 
were not envisaged. 
If we move to the current legislation (Act 67 ot 1970), 
that was enacted after a whole quarter of a century," some 
signs of progress may be pointed out. To a certain extent, 
the 1970 Act avoids many ot the slips of its predecessor 
from five angle s: 
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I. It clearly defines the responsibility for illiteracy 
eradication making it 'a political national responsibility'. 
2. It specit1es certain objectives for the education of 
illiterate citizens as raising their cultural, social and 
professional standard. 
3. It specifies the bodies involved in its execution to be 
all Government offic;s and political, popular and T.U. 
organizations all working through the A.S.U. to help the 
Ministry of Education which undertakes a leading role in 
execution; (tOO) 
4. It clearly defines the 'illiterate individual' meant by 
the Act along the three dime~sions already mentioned: 
the age dimension, the educational pOSition and the 
achievement level~IOI) 
• 5. It has introduced the Supreme Council for Adult Education 
t 
and Illiteracy Eradication, and the 'Provincial Councils 
for Adult Education and Illiteracy Eradication' which 
undertake certain tasks associated with planning and 
execution. (102) 
However, the 1970 Act is defected in many other issues. 
While it assumes to distinguish 'adult education' from 
'illiteracy eradication' as is indicated by its title which 
combines both as seperate entities, it falls short ot giving 
a definite concept of adult education other than the 
eradication of adult tll1teracy. Further, it has failed to 
envisage communicative channels between adult education 
and the formal system of education. No arrangements are 
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made by the Act tor those who gain literacy to carryon 
their studies at higher levels. 
The above defects are likely to cripple the adoption of 
the recommended policy tor adult education so long as such 
a legislation continues to regulate the field. On the one 
hand, it is antiCipated that the fragmental outlook at adult 
l 
education will be cons~dated. The bearing of fragmentation 
could be even pointed out in the work of the S.C.A.E.1.E. 
and the P.C.A.E.I.E. which confine themselves, mntil the 
present time~to one aspect of adult education, namely 
illiteracy eradication. Other aspects as Popular Culture, 
Adult Vocational Training" and Workers' Education are still 
outside the realm of their mission, as will be elaborated 
later. (103) 
On the other hand, such fragmentation is likely to impede 
future attempts to integrate adult education in the national 
system of education keeping it, as it has ever been, marginal 
and inadequately financed. 
But if the present act that regulates the field is so detected, 
is there a possibility for the enactment of a new one more 
favourable to the policy recommended by the present study? 
The answer to the question calls for the consideration of 
certain difficulties that arise from the country's initial 
conditions at present, and which make the required legislation 
not easy to come by. 
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Passing laws in Egypt is, in the first place, the concern 
of the 'People's Assembly' which, by Constitution undertakes 
(104) 
the authority of legislation. Within the Assembly, 
(105) 
as has already been mentioned, the 'Permanent Committee 
for Education' has its role both in the initiation and 
discussion of the drafts of various educational legislations. 
It is to be noted that the President of the Republic as well 
as every member of the Assembly has the right to propose laws.(l06) 
To be passed as law, a proposal has to get th~ approval of 
(107) 
at least the majority of the attending members. 
One anticipated difficulty in this concern is associated 
with the cultural standard of the Assembly members who are 
supposed to study the proposed act, discuss it in the Assembly 
and vote for, or against it. According to article 87 of the 
Permanent Constitution, at least half of the Assembly members 
have to be elected from among farmers and workers according 
to the definition given by law. This simply means that 
half the members of the People's Assembly are drawn fro= 
the tilling masses with the least educational standard. 
The high illiteracy ratio that prevails among these. two 
categories in particular must be accepted as indicator of 
the low cultural and educational level ot the members to 
be chosen from among them. This, raises the writer's .tears 
that the enActment of a progressive legislation that fills 
previous gaps and benefits by modern world trends in the 
field can hardly be expected. Similar tears to those ot the 
writer are raised by the N.C.E.S.R.T in the report ot its 
first session (June-September 1974): 
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"The legislative affairs or the country and the policy of 
public life are al~ decided with-at least- halt the votes 
and halt the orientation as an established right for the 
farmers and workers, the majority ot whom unluckily taIls 
within the two thirds who are deprived of the blessing ot 
reading, writing and the enlightened participation in the 
contemporary world trom which we cannot atford to live in 
isolation.' (108) 
However, it is possible to assume that the above detect 
is likely to be balanced by the influence practised by 
university academics trom Faculties ot Education and other 
influential educational institutions. By their high level 
ot theoretical information, and experience in th~ "educational 
problems, it is prospected that they carry to the proposed 
legislations the recent trends in the field. But the question 
is whether these academics will be given the chance to practise 
their influence in decision-making as regards adult education 
policies. 
As an answer to the above question, the prospect is likely 
to be crippled by the present trend to exclude Faculties of 
Education trom the positions with influence on the formul&io~ 
of adult education policies. By its present structure, the 
S.C.A.E.I.E. is keen to encompass among its members, represen-
tatives ot almost all ministries, public organiZations and 
pressure groups that may have a say in policies. But, in contrast 
with such clear comprehensiveness, Faculties'of Education 
are secluded. They are even denied the right of representation 
which is given to Ministry ot Health or Ministry Oil and 
(I09) 
Mineral Wealth. 
As tor the N.C.E.S.R.T., the case is better though not to 
a great extent. There is a clear trend until the present time 
to include retired educationists and former protessors of 
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Education rather than the young generation of educational 
academics. Present staff members from the Faculties of 
Education are not represented in the N.C.E.S.R.T committees 
particularly the 'Committee for Illiteracy Eradication and 
(IIO) 
Adult Education'. Dr. Ebeid, an education professor, 
bitterly recorded in the Year Book of Education and Psychology 
(1974) that it was not his intention to distinguish between 
the 'specialists' and the 'authorized' in the structure of 
the N.C.E.S.R.T. What be cared to do is drawing the attention 
that 'all Faculties of Education throughout Egypt have not 
been represented in the Council, no even by one member. 
This happens while such faculties encompass specialists of 
a standard not below that' of the finest world standards.' (III) 
2. Blurred Conception of Adult Education and its Functions 
Indirectly associated with the above difficulty is the 
way adult education and its functions are conceived by the 
adult education policy-makers and other intellectuals. 
Galal, a university staff member and A.S.F.E.C expert, points 
out in his study (1966)(112) to the incapability of many 
among the educated Egyptians and masses alike to comprehend 
the broad implicat~ons ot adult education. He admits that: 
"The term 'adult education' is still a new concept as far 
as the majority ot Egyptians are concerned. Even among 
the literates of that-country only a small number can 
comprehend the actual implication 'ot that term." (113) 
(114) 
In another study published in 1969 Gala! repeated 
his view linking the above detect with the narrow outlook 
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at education that has for a long time prevailed in Egypt, 
as 
and which tookkthe most important function of education, 
if not the only one, to provide the individual with information 
(115) 
that will help him in his future life. 
But, has such a defect d1~ppeared with time? 
Many indicators show that it still persists. Failure or the 
1970 Act to reach a specific conception ot the term is one 
example, which calls blame on the Education Committee of the 
People's Assembly, the Ministry ot Education experts as well 
as all intellectuals who, in some way or other, shared in the 
wording and discussion of the Act. 
Another example of the continuation of the blurred conce~tion 
of adult education is deduced from another study by Abdel Megid, 
(I973), a training expert in the General Directorate for 
Adult Education on a sample of candidates for upgrading to 
higher positions in the Ydnistry of Education.' 116) Through 
a questionnaire addressed to members of the sample, he wanted 
t~ get the degree to which adult education is comprehended 
among men of education in Egypt. 'If it is not a representative 
sample of all Egyptian intellectuals and men of education', 
states Abdel Megid, 'it gives, at least, an indicator of the 
dominant trend among the intellectuals of our country towards 
(117) 
adult education.' 
One striking result of Abdel Megid's study runs in line, 
with Galal's view (I966), cited above that, 
"The term 'adult education' does net mean to most of these 
concerned with education in Egypt more than learning ,the 
three Rls: reading, writing and arithmetics, by those 
adults who have failed to catch with the chance of education !5 tt~gnffii~g~!1i~stfg !f!l}hi!fS~~ltg ~~:m~nf~a€~ewffgt, 
information sources at a later- stage 0 f their llfe." (118) 
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Abdel Megid looks upon the above defect as foreborting for 
future policies and practices of adult education in Egypt. 
It simply means Egypt's seclusion from modern world trends 
in adult education. Besides. it represents an impediment tor 
the promotion ot'the intellectual, cultural and training 
(II9) 
standard of Egyptian adults. 
The muddle in the minds of many Egyptian policy-makers 
and intellectuals between 'adult education' and 'illiteracy 
eradication' requires a closer look. In a sense, the 
exaggerated focus on illiteracy eradication is not without 
justification. It is associated with the order of priorities 
that imposes itself on educational matters. It has already 
been shown by figures (I20) how the number of illiterate 
adults in Egypt has since 1927 been rising steadily 
meanwhile the progress in literacy ratio has been slow, forming 
thus a gloomy picture in contrast with the country's aspirations. 
This explains what Wahba, Under-Secretary of Ministry ot 
Culture has declared in one U.N.E.S.C.O. publications (I972)(I2I) 
that 'Periodically since 1925 ~lliteracy has been regarded 
(I22) 
with a mixture of despair and frantic actiVity.' 
Hence, it is not strange to find a scholar like El-Ghannam, 
former University staft memberjand Planning Expert in the 
Regional U.N.E.S.C.O. suggesting (December 1975)(I2}) 
'to give priority -if not the priority-to adult education, 
adult illiterates in particular.' (124) 
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Properly understood, EI-Ghannam supports the trend 
to give special attention to illiteracy eradication as he 
regards illiteracy the source of all social and economic 
maladies from which the country suffers. However, it is not 
likely that he approves the confinement to one activity of 
adult education and neglect all others. He is put in the 
same category with other enlightened Egyptian academics like 
(12.5) . (I26) (127) Professor Galal, . Professor Afifi ; Professor El Sayed 
and many others. 
The latter who is an education professor and former 
Director of the N.C.E.R. comes to divide the process of 
adult education 'vertical~y' and 'horizontally'. The vertical 
starts with illiteracy and develops with the individual to the 
level of functional reading then to general education with L~S 
graded standards from primary, through secondary up to univrrsity 
and Higher education. This is sometimes called the 'formal'or 
'traditional' adult education as it depends for its expansion 
on the educational stages of formal education and their cu~ula. 
On the other hand, the horizontal bases itself on the satisfaction 
of the needs and desires of adults through varied intellectual 
pursuits from 'Popular Culture', 'Vocational Training' to the 
choice of life partner, health and religious education. 
This is the non-formal adult education that does not rely on 
school education but expands with the individual so long as 
he lives. (128) In the light of El-Sayed's classification, 
illiteracy eradication, to which Egypt concentrates its efforts, 
1s but one fragment at the very start of the vertical category. 
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The adoption of the recommended policy for adult education 
is, to the writer's way of thinking, and in the light of 
the preceding argument, conditioned by the success to 
disseminate the modern conception of the term 'adult education' 
and its varied implications among the Egyptian intellectuals 
at large, particularly those who share in planning and 
decision making. They have to be adequately informed of the 
new trends in the field raised by the Second World Conference 
- (I29) 
on Adult Education (Montreal, 1geoJ, and consolidated later 
by the Third International Conference on Adult Education 
(130) 
(Tokyo, 1972)~ 
The possibilities of success in such a task is, however, 
uncertain. Most of those responsible for decision-making 
in matters of education in Egypt at present are not young 
enough to change their views at such an age and adopt ne',l' 
ones. This is associated with the system that has for a lon£ 
time been with Egypt, to trust men of experience with matters 
of importance rather than young men, however learned the 
latter may be. The difficulty, hence, persists, that most 
policy-makers have, throughout the greater part of their lives 
content themselves with the narrow and out-of-date conception 
of adult education. Their absorption in the narrow conceptimn 
makes itself clear in their scanty writings about the field. 
As a general rule , they avoid deep indulgence in matters 
aSSOCiated with the education of adults (in contrast with 
the writings about the education of young students at primary 
or secondary education), but when they do, it is illiteracy 
that is focused upon. The comprehensive outlook at the field 
is hardly thought of. 
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The resort to the younger generation ot educationists 
seems to be essential for the move to the comprehensive 
outlook at adult education in Egypt. But, this is 
conditioned by two things: 
In the first place, there is some doubt whether they will 
be easily given the positlon of leading the formulation of 
the adult education policy that has ever been occupied by 
the elder generation of educationists. It 1s possible to 
assume that the way is not paved for them to plan freely 
and boldly. 
In the second place, it is uncertain whether the young 
educationists have actually got the capability of leading 
a revolutionary change in the adult education policy. 
In this concern, hope must be laid on the Faculties of 
Education, especially the one at Ain Shams University, to 
establish departments for research in adult education, 
of 
and the preparation/a new generation of adult educationists. 
It is hard to think how a broad base of educationists 1s 
likely to adopt the modern policy trends in adult education 
unless such a step is taktn. 
3. Reluctance of Bodies Involved in Policy-Making to Adopt 
the Recommended Policy 
The gloomy picture drawn above about the difficulties 
that are anticipated to hinder the adoption of the 
'integration-partnership' policy for aduLt education; does 
not conceal the fact that certain bright aspects, however 
feeble, do exist. 
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The educational system, in its totality, is under severe 
criticism in the recent years both from the academics and 
policy-makers alike. In one study published by the Institute 
of National Planning (1964), Fahmi, a planning scholar 
drew a 'Tentative Plan for the Fu.ture Development of the 
Educational System'. He took it the main theme of his study 
to prove how 'our educational system has failed to provide 
the country· with its needs for skilled manpower at all levels 
to carry out the national development plans •••••• it is 
unable by its present structure and content, to meet the 
(131 ) 
challenges of the current rapid socio-economic forces." 
Such frustration with the educational system is echoed by Amin, 
a University Associate-Professor (1974) who came to a conclusion 
that: 
tI ••• the existing system of education discourages independent 
-thinking, obliterates the country's history in the name of 
revolution, ignores national characteristics in the name 
of progress and deprives the rural populatinn of their most 
promising members in favour of the city.II(I32 ) 
The internal efficiency of the educational system was also 
severely criticised by the.·N.C.E.S.R.T . in the report of its 
first session (June-September 1974) especially in so far a~ 
'primary education' is concerned. To have a wastage ratio 
that amounts to 64% after six years of compulsory education 
was taken by the Council as an example of inadeq~acy.(I33) 
Frustration drives many educationists to attempt the 
solution in 'revolutionary' rather than 'evolutionary' 
changes in the national system of education. Professor 
j 
Kotb, Professor of Education and former rector of Aln 
Shams University has investigated the problem ot 
(134) 
'Educational Retorm' in Egypt·(November 1972) and 
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called for a comprehensive reconsideration of its conditions, 
objectives, and content together with its means, methods, 
finance and administration. His investigation led him to a 
conclusion that 'the reform process requires the rejection of 
the traditional means when these become impediment for progress 
. (I35) 
and unfitting for the present age ••• • 
Such atmosphere of frustration of the present educational 
system has its possible bearing on the future adult education 
policy in Egypt. It makes easier the process ofldopting solutions 
other than the traditional ones that have, for a long time 
been attempted without encouraging results. 
The October Working Paper (1974) that the President of the 
Republic announced, and which gained unanimous consent on the 
part of the whole popular powers as to the plans and p.olicies 
it draws for the country until the year 2000 •• strongly advocates 
revolutionary change in various aspects of Egyptian life. In so 
far as education is concerned, the Paper calls for a revolution 
in the concepts of general education and culture of all sorts 
and standards 'from the eradication of illiteracy to general, 
technical and university education, to scientific and technological 
research.~I36) 
The way to the 'educational revolution' that the Paper 
pneaches is through the elimination of traditional models 
in which Egyptian education has confined itself, and replacin~ 
them by other models that are capable of bridging the gulf 
(I37) between ·thought'and 'action'. Hence, the Paper recommends 
that Egyptian education should become 'organically linked 
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( 138) 
to the action and requirements of the society.' Such 
organic link is envisaged by the Paper through four specific 
changes, namely: 
i. The avoidance of rigid forms of education through wider 
application of the principle of diversification. 
ii. Linking certain types and stages of education to the 
, environment ae the only way to avoid relapse to illiteracy. 
iii. Creating closer partnership between uniVersities and 
various institutes on the one hand, and the work positions 
connected to them, on the other. 
iv. Eliminating, or at least, lessening the social difference 
(139) 
between one form of education and another. 
While the above trends touch upon the maladies from which 
the educational system suffers and prescribe the medicine, 
the operational steps are left for educationists and other 
,experts to think of. 
What is more important, from the point of viell of the present 
study, is the adoption of 'Continuous Education' as a fittin~ 
form for Egyptian education in future. The rationale by which 
the Paper recommends the adoption of the new trend, builds on 
education 
an inherent feeling that EgyptianAin its present traditional 
form does not fit the quick changes imposed by the technologtal 
revolution: 
ItIn the age in 1hich scientific and technological progress 
proceedsat an astonsishing speed; in the world where often 
the machine becomes old and obsolete as soon as it has been 
manufact~red because something more modern has appeared-
in this age, it has become imperative for active and 
productive elements to be in a state of con~tant education 
and continued acquisition or kno~ledge. Otherwise l the fr educated erson Will find h1msel~ baCkward com ared to th ew 
whatever fhe degree of ex~erience and culture ~e has acqu red 
during his studies." (140) 
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The policy of 'continued
' 
or 'life-long' edu'cation that 
the Paper favours, is meant to cover education in whatever 
stage and individuals at whatever age for, in a society 
struggling for the realization of modernity, all citizens 
are supposed to be 'active' and ·productive'. 
The intended re-organization of Egyptian education in line 
with life-long education is not devoid of special relevance 
to 'adult education'. While life-long education is as much 
concerned with infants as with adults, it has, as the Russell 
(141 ) 
Report (England, 1973) has observed, its marked implications 
(142) 
for adult education. Dr. Saber, Director-General of the 
A.L.E.S.C.O. takes adult education as the most responsive 
(143) 
educational system to the lifelong philosophy. . He builds 
his view on the elasticity that characterizes adult education 
curricula, objectives and clientele. Therefore, on adult 
education is laid the hope for a new educational formula th~ 
springs from the patterned educational system to respond to 
the system of the technological revolution in human knowledgc.(14~) 
What Saber and others argue seems to run in line with the 
international trend stirred by the Faure Report (1972) (145) 
and which found every support from the Tokyo Conference (1972) 
which preaches the integration of adult education within the 
national system ot education within the framework of litelo~ 
, I 
philosophy. Its Final Report states that: 
ItLearning is lite longi the education of adults and ot 
children and youth are inseparable. But to be an effective 
agent of change, education must engage the active 
commitment and participation of adults •••• " (146) 
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Further, the Conference has,in more than one part of its 
'Final Report~associated lifelong education with the new 
interest in adult education reform. In its first recommendation 
it states that, 
"within the context of life-long education adult education 
be recognized as a specific and indispensable component 
of education, and that legislative or other measures be 
taken which support the develqP,ment of broadly based 
adult education services." (I4,) 
From the above argument, it is possible to see how the 
adoption of lifelong education at the 'public interest' level, 
and by some eminent academics in Egypt, expresses implicitly 
the readiness to re-organi~e the adult education sector 
accordingly. 
The N.C.E.R. (Cairo) adopts the lifelong policy in almost 
the same lines as the Oct~ber Working Paper. In its 'Revision 
(148) 
and Development of the Educational Process' (June 1974) 
the Centre has shown special interest in lifelong education. 
It promises to investigate the most suited styles of lifelon: 
education to Egypt's potentialities and conditions, taking 
the matter at two levels: 
(a) The Formal Edcation Level, in the way that eliminates 
barriers between various stages of education and facilitates 
progression from one stage to the next. 
(b) The Non-Formal Level, in the sense of extending educatinn 
(149) 
by correspondance, Pa+aces of Culture, Open School, ••. etc. 
Although the Centre's project for 'Lifelong Education' has 
not yet been made, it indicates a favourable trend tor making 
education in Egypt continuous throughout life. 
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In its third session (October 1975 to July 1976), the 
N.C.E.S.R.T. has also adopted a new outlook at the future 
educational ladder in Egypt. Among the 12 principles laid 
by the Council, one is concerned with the re-organization 
of the ladder in the way that facilitates the adoption of the 
lifelong trend, and that illiteracy eradication programmes have 
F~~th~~ 
to form one rung that leads the individual/to the highest 
grades of learning.(150) 
The A.S.F.E.C., one influential group .on adult education 
policy in Egypt, presses harder since the Tokyo Conference 
(1972) for the adoption of lifelong philosophy in the 
re-organization of education in the Arab states. The Centre's 
future plans as declared by Wali, one of its experts (1974) 
includes action research with the aim of 'integrating literacy, 
post literacy and other forms of adult education with life-long 
(15I) 
education.' 
As for the Ministry of Education, it has turned in recent 
years into an advocate of lifelong education. Before the 
(152) 
People's Assembly (February 1977) the Minister explained 
the value of adopting the new world trend in Egypt. The 
explosion of knowledge has made it necessary that education 
should not be confined to a certain age, nor should the school 
in its traditional sense be the only form of education. From 
this angle, he critici~ed the narrow concept of education that 
Egypt has had for a long time, and called for a modern 
comprehensive one in which the whole society turns into 
(153) 
a 'learning society'. It is to be noted that the same 
trend, and in almost the same words is ascertained in the general 
framework of the Five-Year Plan (I978-1982).{154) 
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Egyptian academies, on their part, push harder in the way 
of adopting the lifelong education policy. They are more 
than ever before, prepared to accept revolutionary changes 
in the structure of national education. 
Professor Afifi, Dean of the Faculty of Education, Ain 
(155) 
Shams University, preached (1975) a new outlook at the 
educational system that makes education a way of life rather 
than a mere educational stage defined by certain age. How 
this migh~ be achieved is, to him, through the continuation 
of an individual's education throughout the whole of his 11fe.(I56) 
In this way, Atifi expressed his rejection of the present 
organization that locks education in Egypt in the narrow 
circle of formal education institutions, after the end of 
which, an individual ceases to get more education than he had 
already got. Such a view has led to his call for a 'comprehensivG 
concept for adult educat10n in the context of lifelong educ~on.,(I57) 
He calls, not only for a change in the approach toward the 
education of adults, its means and methods, but for complete 
revision of the concepts, channels and methods of other forms 
of education whether primary, secondary or Higher Education~I58) 
The 'comprehensiveness' and 'continuity' that Afifi preached 
for adult education, build on three principles that have become 
commonly known in recent years: 
Firstly, that education is not complete with the end of one's 
education at an educational institution and joining a job, 
but rather a continuous process throughout his life. 
Secondly, that such a continuous educational process encompasses 
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all aspects of an individual's life, mental, physical, 
professional, •• etc. apart from the social, economic and 
political aspects. 
Thirdly, that the adults have both the desire and the capability 
to learn continually. It is possible that their ability for 
study may wane with the cease to use it, or the diminish 
.in training and practice. However, chances for the continuation 
of education have to be made available so that their learning 
(I59) 
skills may grow, and their capacity for interaction is promoted. 
The late Professor Samaan, former Professor and head ot 
Comparative Education Department, Faculty of Education, Ain 
Shams University, was no less advocate of lifelong education 
than Atifi and some other academics. Before the Symposium of 
the 'Role of Higher Education in Life~Long Education' 
. (I60) (Moscow, I8-20 June I974) he affirmed his belief in 
education as a 'developmental continuity' extending critically 
and chronologically along all horizontal and sequential levels 
(161) 
of learning trom cradle to grave. In line with such belief, 
Samaan could see adult education as the fifth level ot the 
educational system. or to quote his own words, 'the natural 
CUlmination ot pre-elementary, elementary, secondary and 
higher education , .(I62) This could be indicated in the simple 
diagram he drew: 
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Professor Motaweh, Professor of Education, and Dean of 
Faculty of Education, Tanta University is a third figure 
representing the growing trend in Egypt. He announced before 
the 'World Council for Curriculum and Instruction - I977 World 
Conference' (Istanbul, 13-25 August 1977) (I63) his new outlook 
at Egyptian educational system in the context of lifelong 
principles. ne saw this an essential step imposed by the 
social and economic changes that the Egyptian society has 
witnessed since the 1960's. (I64) 
But; however strong is the growing trend in Eeypt in favour 
of the re-organization of its education along lifelong lines, 
it is not adequate to assume that the new adult education 
policy recommended by the present study will be easily adopted 
by all parties concerned. It is true that the adoption of 
education as a lifelong process is an encouraging indicator 
in that it shows the readiness to re-organi~e adult education 
within an overall structure of the country\s national educatiOL. 
But such readiness hits with various difficulties. 
On the one hand, there is the inspecifity until the present 
time of the term 'lifelong education', and accordingly, with 
the organization to be suggested in line with it. Even in 
a more advanced country, like the U.K. the new trend is 
accepted reservedly by some eminent adult educationists. 
Until present it is looked upon as a sort of wishful thinking 
(I65) 
or, as Professor Kelly (1973) describes it, a 'fancy'. 
Reflection on what has already been stated about the 
adoption of lifelong trend in Egypt may, in a sense, be 
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critici~ed on the grounds of being not adequately founded 
on scientific basis. Such adoption is not built on intensive 
studies about the current educational system or careful 
consideration of the available alternatives nor of the 
envisaged structure. What is more important, the above views 
do not link between 'hope' and 'action' in the sense of 
taking various. cultural, economic and socials conditions 
of the Egyptian society into consideration. 
In so far as adult education is concerned, its place 
and organization within the lifelong education system 
has not yet been investigated. One big hindrance, until 
the present time, is the inavailability of comprehensive 
survey of the agencies involved in the field, an essential 
and preliminary step on which any sound plan is to be built. 
Besides, up-to-date statistics are not available, and studies 
are still very few. The outcome of all these, is that the 
policy trends for the future adult education are likely 
to remain fluid. 
Examination of the S.C.A.E.I.E. and the N.C.E.S.R.T., 
the two bodies that have special heaviness in the formulation 
and adoption of national policies for adult education in Egypt 
points out to several problems that have to be encountered 
before the 'integration-partnership' policy will be adopted. 
One difficulty associated with the S.C.A.E.I.F.. 
is organisational. The wide-range representation of various 
agencies and organi2ations at a high administrative level: 
under-Secretaries of state, Directors-Ueneral of Departments, 
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A.S.U. representatives and members of the People's Assembly, 
makes possible reaching a national policy expressive of 
diverse views. 
Apart from the, exclusion of academics of the University staff 
particularly those of Faculties of Education, which has 
already been pointed out, the Council does not include 
members representing other specific types of adult education 
than illiteracy eradication, such as 'Adult Vocational Training' 
'Workers' Education Association' and IPopular Culture l • 
Neglecting to include these,ascertains the fragmental look 
at adult education. It can hardly be imagined that the policy 
of 'Workers' Education', for example, is dealt with without 
having it represented in the CounCil. ~ven if some policies 
are decided in the absence of the concerned parties, it ic 
likely that such decisions will be taken as 'orders' rather 
than democratic resolutions. Such defect has been dealt with 
(I66) 
wi thin the envisaged solution (c hapter 10) VID ic h calls 
for tbe establishment of four Supereme Councils: for 
'Adult Vocational Training', 'Popular culture', 'Workers' 
Education' together with one for 'Illiteracy Eradication'. 
Representatives of these qualitative councils will be 
members of the suggested 'National ~ouncil for Adult Education'. 
On the other hand, the structure of the S.C.A.E.I.E. 
in accordance with the Presidential decree No. 311 of 1971 
does not run in line with the changes in the. structure of 
state after eight years ot its promulgation. The decree 
nominated thirty-two constituent members of whom are: 
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i. Five representatives of the A.S.U., one of whom to be 
a lady working in the field of politics. 
ii. Secretary of the Youth Organization, A.S.U. 
iii. One Under-Secretary from each of the following ministries: 
Ministry of Local Administration, of Higher Edacation, of 
Information, •• The first of these has been cancelled since 
the last change in Cabinet of Ministers (December 1978). 
Ministries of Education and Higher Education have been 
amalgamated into one since 1976. As for the Ministries of 
Information and Culture, both have been amalgamated in 
the Ministry of Education since December 1978. The leading 
role attached to the A.S.U. has to be considered. Since the 
adoption of the multi-party system in 1977, its position 
is shaken and its activities are diminishing. 
What is more important from the point of view of the present 
study is whether the S.C.A.E.I.E. with its mission specified 
by the 1970 Act is capable of adopting tne 'integration-
partnership' policy. 
"Ihe fragmental outlook tnat chal'acterized the 1970 Act 
was reflected on the mission it defined for th~ S.C.A.E.I.E. 
All the nine items of such a mission were confined to 
(167) illiteracy eradication. Such a defect has got its 
bearing both on present and anticipated poucies t~r 
adult education in Egypt. 
On the one hand, the Council regards that drawing policies 
for such aspects as 'Workers' Education', 'Popular Culture' 
ot 'Adult Vocational Training' outside the realm ot its 
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responsibilities. This occurs at a time the above aspects 
have not yet got a chance to draw national plans for their 
sectors except through the bodies to which they are affi_Iiated. 
One serious result of the neglect of planning for types other 
than illiteracy eradication is locking such a national council 
within a small circle apart from violating 'comprehensiveness' 
most urgently needed for the field. All that the Council cou)jd 
achieve since its establishment in I97I, in so far as planning 
is concerned, is the approval of the plan that had already 
been drawn by the Ministry of Education in 1970 and which is 
ti until 1982/83 •
(168) 
expected to con nue 
Such a defect has stirred the criticism of Abdel Megid, 
Planning Expert in the General D~rectorate of Adult Education, 
(169) Ministry of Education (1975). He throws the blame for the 
crippled mission assigned for the S.C.A.E.I.E. on the 
Presidential decree No. 311 of 1971 and Act 67 of 1970 
which fell short of getting a comprehensive look at the field. 
He asks a simple question of the position of the S.C.A.E.1.E. 
after 10 or 20 years when illiteracy in Egypt is likely to 
t (170) be wiped ou • 
If other types of adult education continue to be secluded 
from the realm of responsibilities of the S.C.A.E.I.E., this 
will deter the adoption of the 'integration-partnership' policy 
raised by the prsent study from three angles: 
Firstly, the consolidation of the traditional narrow view 
at adult education recently condemned by the 'International 
Expert Panel on Adult Education and Development'(Egypt, 1975) (I7I) 
for making the 'whole' equal to the 'part'. (I?2) 
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Secondly, weakening the possibilities of creating a spirit or 
partnership between various agencies involved in the provision 
of adult education such as the 'Popular Culture', 'Workers' 
Edu' ca tion', •• etc. 
Thirdly, reinforcing fragmentation in planning for adult 
education and the work or each of its sectors. Hence, 1t 1s 
anticipated that comprehensive planning for the field will 
be made more and more difficult. 
But, are there possibilities that the S.C.A.E.I.E. will 
be oriented so as to adopt the recommended policy for adult 
education? IJ To answer, one has to state that the above diffi~ties 
concerning its structure and mission are likely to be overcome 
(173) 
though, as will later be elaborated one great impedj.ment 
is associated with the reluctance of the Ministry of Education 
to push forward the cause of adult education integration in the 
national system or education. 
On the one band, it is possible that the Council will 
adopt the recommended policy witr.out a great need to cancel 
COI4" c..i 1. 
it and form anotherl The resort to the establishment of another 
Council with a 'comprehensive' mission meanwhile the S.C.A.El.E. 
is maintained is difficult for three reasons: 
I. It may lead to overlap in the undertaken tasks by the two 
councils. 
2. Even if another council is formed at the same level of 
responsibility, both will eventually work for one common goal; 
the drawing of a national policy for the education of Egyptian 
adults. 
3. Assuming the possibility of delegating responsibilities to 
some other council, it w1ll inevitably call for the 
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representation ot the same ministries and organizations 
already represented in the S.C.A.E.I.E. 
The solution raised by the prsent study tor solving the above 
dilemma calls for the formation of one 'National Council tor 
Adult Education' assisted by four 'Supreme Councils' for 
(I74) 
the four major types of adult education. 
On the other hand, it is uncertain that the 'integration-
partnership' policy will be adopted by whatever council 
unless the Ministry at Education adopts such a policy first. 
The Ministry of Education has got the greatest reservoir 
of human facilities including experts, consultants, administrators, 
t~achers, ••• etc. Besides, it has unequalled material facilities 
in the form at buildings, tools, equipment required for education 
at whatever age. Also, one must not ignore its clear influence, 
until the present time, over the educational zones in the 
25 governorates. 
What is of more importance is that the Ministry has got 
the position ot leadership in adult education policies. Th~ 
organized adult education efforts have, tor a long time since 
the issue of Act 110 of 1944, been trusted to the initiation 
of the Ministry and its directorate for adult education. 
The 1970 Act ascertains such a ~osition in so far as the ex~tive 
(175) 
responsibilities are concerned. As for the matters of 
poliCY, the Presidential decree No. 311 of 1971 has maintained 
for the Ministry its prestigious position. The Minister of 
Education is the head ot the S.C.A.E.I.E., while the 
Director-General of Adult Education Department of the 
Ministry 1s the Secretary-General of the Counc1l.(I76) 
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Under the Egyptian system of bureaucracy, it is most likely 
that the views of the Ministe~ be accepted by the members of 
the Council who represent various ministries and organizations. 
Such possibility runs in accordance with the current normative 
pattern of behavour that can be deduced from Ammar's analysis: 
"One of the important norms that govern the whole social 
structure is the weight and respect given to, and authority 
wieleded by, the person who plays the role of the senior, 
normally chosen on age basis as well as on capacity to speak 
and argue well, besides other factors such as economic status 
and social prestige. This pattern which, in the smallest unit, 
is the authority of the father is extended to oldest capable 
number of the extended family, to the head of the clan ~ to 
the village councils that ~~ngregate spontaneously, having 
no formal composition." Ci77) 
The above analysis is quite plausible, and urges a scholar like 
(I78) Morsi to suggest that 'the official and non-official 
relations inside the system of bureaucracy are greatly determined 
(I79) 
by the same pattern.' 
Hence, in so far as the adoption of the new adult education 
policy is concerned, the general atmosphere of the S.C.A.E.I.E. 
1.s likely to be favourable for the acceptance of the Hinister'~ 
views. Yet, the question .is whether the Minister of Education 
adopts, or is likely to adopt the 'integration-partnership' 
policy for adult education. 
The answer to the above question forms the greatest difficulty 
before the adoption of the recommended policy. Official documents 
as well as the pronouncements of the Minister are not encouraging 
in this concern. 
On the one hand, ~he Minister is haunted by the idea that 
the Ministry has already got a burden of formal education 
which is too heavy to be carried together with the burden 
of adult education.CI80) This is understandable in the light 
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or the Ministry's responsibility towards the education or 
about 7 million students studying at 13.000 educational 
institutions including primary, preparatory, secondary and 
(181) higher education. 
He has declared before the People's Assembly (1977) that 
the policy or education in Egypt is based on the principles 
(I82) 
or 'integrity' and 'comprehensiveness'. In a sense, this 
may be taken as an encouraging indicator for the Ministry's 
adoption or integration between all forms and sectors or 
education within a comprehensive national whole. Unluckily, 
the principle of 'integrity' as the Minister takes it, is 
only applied to formal education at various stages. Not a 
word was said about adult'education. In a word, it is 
integrity with the . eXclusion of adult education. 
Such passivity on the part of the Ministry of Education 
towards the integration of adult education within the national 
system of education is likely to improve in future when the 
f.finistry comes to realize that the individual whom she looks 
after is not necessarily the individual who pursues his education 
up to tha end of primary, secondary or even higher educatiOll. 
It is the individual at whatever age, or in other words the 
lifelong education policy that the October Working Paper 
(1974) preaches and which the Ministry of Education itselr 
adopts in the 'strategy of the Five-Years Plan (I978-I982):183) 
Professor EI-Koussy, a most eminent figure in educational 
planning in Egypt, adopts a trend which differs from that 
of the Minister. He argues (I976)(I84) that the education 
of adults is closely associated with the education nf the young. 
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As the former creates the atmosphere for the education of 
the young, it is, hence, a 'cause' and 'consequence' in the 
meantime. From this point, EI-Kousy preaches the inseparability 
of planning for 'formal' and 'adult' education. FTOm this, he 
proceeds to the conclusion that: 
"adult education must be taken into account when planning 
and organizing formal education. It should not be regarded 
as an independent entity or a sort of luxury, but d right 
for the citizen and an important factor far social and 
economic development, and an indivisible part of the 
whole educational process." (185) 
EI-Kousy's progressive call runs in line with the recent 
world trends in the field of adult education. It echoes 
what the Third International Conference on Adult Education 
(Tokyo, 1972) has recommended under the heading: 'Recognition 
of adult education as an essential sector of the educational 
(r86) 
system •••• ' Three of the items included in the Conference's 
recommendation are of special relevance to the present arena 
(187) 
of debate. Member states were recommended to: 
"Give. . due recognition to adult education as an essential 
sector of their educational systems l " 
"Integrate the planning and execution of adult education 
programmes with overall national education planning;" 
"Hake all ministries and government departments aware of the 
fact that they are all to some extent involved in adult 
education and that they should, therefor?, support the celltral 
body responsible for co-ordinating it;" 
The c~se with the N.C.E.S.R.T. is, generally, more promising 
for the adoption of the 'integration-partnership' policy for 
ad~lt education. The Council is not lacking in the belier in 
the urgency of putting a comprehensive policy for adult education. 
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However, a trace of such progressiveness could not be ,found 
in the report of its first session (June-September 1974), 
where the Council confined its conception of 'adult education' 
to mere illiterac'y eradication. What is more, the Council's 
'Committee for Illiteracy Eradication and Adult Education' 
-showed strong inclination to confine its work to illiteracy 
(188) 
eradication. . Other aspects, such as 'Workers' Education', 
. 'popular Culture' or 'Adult Vocational Training' were naturally 
exc1uded from the Committee~ realm of interest. 
In another sense, such confinement may be taken as an 
.,..~,,( 
inclination for the Council's withdrawal fromAits responsibilities 
as the highest body for educational policies at the national level. 
This may be deduced from the· justificatiCln given for the above 
confinement by the Committee: 
"Adult education in its broad concept is within the responsibility 
of other committees or of the 'National Council for Culture and 
Arts tl (I89)' 
Looking at such justification in the light of the Presidential 
decree No. 6I5 of I974 which specifies the functions of each ~ 
. 
the 'Specialized National Councils' makes the above justification 
rather an attempt to diffuse the task. Article 14 of the above 
Presidential decree entrusts the 'National Council for Culture and 
Arts' with 'studying and suggesting general policies for the 
development of national potentials in fields of culture, art~ 
(190) 
and information.' Culture is taken in the sense of music 
drama, cinema, folklore and other fine art~ which 1s clear from 
the article's interpretation of the Council's mission as 
'intensifying the awareness of national cultural and humanistic 
(191) 
values capable of elevating the level of human behaviour.' 
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On the other hand, article 13 of the same Presidential decree 
entrusts the N.C.E.S.R.T. with 'Studying and suggesting general 
policies for the development of national potentials in the fields 
of education, scientific research and technology.·(192) It is 
thus clear, that 'adult education' in its broad sense is meant 
to be within the realm of the Council's interests. This is also 
the sense taken by Radwan, '. ~secretary of Committee and head 
(193) 
of Teachers' Syndicate (1975) who believes that, with the 
establishment of the N.C.E.S.R.T.'it has become the highest 
body as regards the educational policies to be submitted to 
President of the Republic.' (194) 
The above attempt at withdrawal from the 'comprehensive' 
look at adult education on the part of the N.C.E.S.R.T.,~ ~~. 
~e...-t.(...._ 
may' be accounted for by two considerations: I 
Firstly, that the Council, with its 'Committee for Illiteracy 
Eradication and Adult Education' was in the first year of . 
establishment. Dimensions of its mission were still on the 
way of specifity in the minds of its members and experts. 
secondly, that the above Committee was aware ot the complications 
involved in the adoption of the comprehensive look at adult 
e'ducation. One preliminary task that must have haunted the 
minds ot its members, is concerned with the necessity of 
making a comprehensive survey of the agencies working in the 
field and the role to be attached to each. 
In later reports of the Council, inc1uding its second session 
(October I974-July 1975) and the third (October I975-July 1976) 
there are encouraging indicators of the Council's adoption ot 
the 'comprehensive' outlook in dealing with adult education. 
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From three angles the new trends or the N.C.E.S.R.T. are likely 
to support the adoption or the 'integration-partnership' policy 
ror adult education in Egypt. 
On the one hand, the Council has come to condemn the narrow 
concept for adult education that has, for a long time locked 
the efforts within the narrow circle of illiteracy eradication. 
A call is raised in its third session that it is no more fitting 
that adult education in Egypt will. remain a 'mere remedial service' 
for those who have not attended school or those who have partly 
(195) joined it. Such narrow concept is responsible for the 
separation between the exerted effcrts in the field and the 
national goals they are supposed to serve. In this respect, the 
Council made it clear that: 
"adult education should be looked at within the framework 
of national 'comrehensive goals that aim at the reali~ation 
of education's democracy and the creation of a society 
dominated by education ••• " (196) 
In the second place, the N.C.E.S.R.T. condemns the alienation 
of adult education rrom the national system of eduation. The 
comprehensive outlook at adult education is taken 
in the report of its third session, as a 'necessary feature of 
(I97) 
adult education'. More important still is that the report calls r~ 
~ 
jplace ror adult education on the map or national education: 
'It should not be looked at as a separate aspect b~t within 
the framework of a comprehensivetof education." tI9~) 
~t,,-
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In the third place, the inspecifity in matters of policy 
formulation and execution, in so far as adult education is 
(199) 
concerned, is under severe criticism by the Council. 
It has come to admit the incapability of the S.C.A.E.I.E. 
to shoulder the responsibilities assigned for it by the 
1970 Act. The Council's recommendation in this concern includes 
the establishment of an independent body with branches in 
all governorates. One minister will be specifically appointed 
as head of the intended body. The body must be given the 
authority to co-ordinate between the agencies involved as 
well as enough financial allocations and specialists. (200) 
The new policy trends raised" by the N.C.E.S.R.T. are presented 
in line with an attempt by the Council to give its conception 
of lifelong education to be applied in Egypt. The Council 
envisages a re-organized educational ladder. According to it 
the educational system is to be divided into educational stages 
each divided into cycles (halakat). The pre-primary stage until 
the age of six is divided into two cycles. Primary edu ca tion i: 
made into two cycles, the first of which continues until the 
age of ten, followed by another that focuses on the social, 
environmental, cultural and scientific content of the subjects 
taught. ",i'he secondary stage which comes next encompasses both 
l'~rorcl~Orj and secondary. l'he stage has also got two cycles 
the first of which is for observation, discovery and orientation, 
what the Council describes as 'general polytechnic stage,~20I) 
According to the child's cu~ulatlve record,he is directed by 
the end of it either to one training centre or continue his 
secondary education. The second sycle of the secondary stage 
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stands tor the 'old secondary stage'. It is a comprehensive school 
where students study two groups of subjects: 
a) basic subjects including religion, languages, mathematics, science 
and technology, arts, military training, and physical education. 
b) optional subjects which vary trom one school to another. 
Atter the end of secondary stage, students are oriented either to (202) 
university or to vOC"ational training centres according to their capacity. 
What directly concerns the present study of the N.C.E.S.R.T.'s 
project is the recommendation to establish a 'National Body tor 
Cultural Development' . which is supposed to run parallel to the 
above cited educational stages allowing recurrence and elasticity 
(203) 
between 'study' and 'work' throughout an individual's life.' 
The Body is shown in Figure II. I' 
Figure I.I. I 
... 
The proposed'National Body for Cultural Development amidst the 
s gested national educational structure (204) 
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The envisaged mission of such a body is to help all those 
who like to develop their culture without regard to their 
educational level. Hence, its clientele are likely to form 
a wide range of adults each pursuing his cultural concerns 
whether he is barely literate or holder of the highest 
university degree. Thus, the fragmental divisions of adult 
education types are likely to dissolve within one comprehens~ 
whole. Moreover, the suggested body is likely to serve the 
adoption of the 'integration-partnership' policy for adult 
education from three angles: 
Firstly, the integration of the adult education forms within 
the overall national educational structure. This is likely 
to help in giving adult ed~cation in Egypt the identity that 
it has for long strived to get. It will also solve problems 
of finance and other related problems that have always been 
aggravated by the marginality of the adult education sector. 
Secondly, it will create channels between formal education 
stages on the one hand, and adult education on the other. 
Thirdly, within the unified adult education service, 
partnership between various agencies involved will be easier. 
The way by which the N.e.E.g.R.T. has come to diagnose 
the drawbacks of the current policy for adult education 
is to the writ-er's way of thinking a sound one. It actually 
touches upon the 'marginality' of the adult education sector 
within the national system of education, its defected narrow 
conception, and the 'fragmentation' of the agencies working 
in the field and weak spirit of co-operation between them. 
By itself, the diagnosis must be taken as an encouraging indtator. 
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However, fears rise as to the Council's adopted policytte~ds. 
On the one hand, they are too briefly stated to answer all 
the questions related with the envisaged adult education 
sector.They are more of 'broad lines' than of an intensively 
studied policy that encourages comment on the part of various 
bodies concerned.For example, the submitted sketch gave no 
idea of how the varied agencies working in 'illiteracy eradication', 
'workers' education', 'popular culture' and 'adult vocational 
training' are to be brought to work together whether from 
the technical or administrative point of view. 
Another question is raised concerning the basis on which the 
Council came to adopt the given broad lines and recommend them 
as national policy. It is relevant to know whether they have 
C.\ 
come after intensive s~dies based on reliable calculations on 
the economic, cultural and social conditions of the country, 
and whether they have taken into account the response of the 
involved agencies and pressure groups. Unless these are taken 
in the Council's consideration, there is possibility that they 
will not succeed when they are implemented, the same defect 
that has always crippled educational reforms in Egypt. 
(205) 
EI-Koussy (I977) puts it from his very long experience 
as an educational planner, a university professor, consultant 
to the Ministry of Education, and a present member of the 
'Illiteracy Eradication and Adult Education Committee' of the 
N.C.E.S.R.T. that: 
It •• it appears that although the necessary poliCies, plans, 
goals and strategies are formulated on highly efficient 
levels, the execution and performance are not carried out 
with the same degree of efficiency, and in all cases an 
apparent gap between planning and performance is clear.(206) 
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One last question is concerned with the possible influence 
of the N.C.E.S.R.T.'s adult education policy trends on 
the other agencies involved as well in formulating national 
adult education policies, as the S.C.A.E.I.E. for example. 
The order of steps followed is that the N.C.E.S.R.T. submits 
its views and recommendations to President of the Republic. 
Through his consultants, President directs the executive 
or legislative authority or other bodies to take further action. 
The important thing is that a direct link between the N.C.E.SR.T. 
and the S.C.A.E.I.E. is still unfound unless it is through 
personal contact. This may lead to duplication and waste of 
effort if the latter is working on the same issue. . The 
adoption of contradicting policies, or at least different ones 
from those of the N.C.E.S.R.T. may occur without necessary 
co-ordination between both. 
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Chapter Twelve 
Workability of the Solution in Egypt's Initial Conditions 
2. Policy Implementation 
-684-
The achievement of adult education inteeration in the 
national system of education, and the creation of close 
partnership among various agencies involved in the provision 
of adult education service is the core of the solution raised 
by the present study,but it is not sought as an end in itself. 
It is rather a means for the effective penetration of the 
Egyptian masses by an adequate adult education service. Such 
penetration is assumed to be capable of narrowing the gap 
that has created the inconsistency (intellectualized in chapters 
2,3 and 4 of the study) between the modernity proposals on the 
one hand, and the inaptness of the adult masses, both in terms 
of their internalised attit~des and skill, on the other. 
If the difficulties in the way of adopting the recommended 
policy (elaborated in chapter II of the study) are likely to 
be overcome, there remains the need to investigate the 
possibilites of"'implementing"such a policy which raises three 
major questions: 
I. To what extent are the institutions involved in th~ 
implementation of the recommended policy capable of underb.ldng 
effectively the required tasks? 
The answer to such a question probes the 'institutional' difficultie~ 
that are likely to stand in the way of implementing the proposed 
policy for adult education. 
2. To what extent is the Egyptian adult clintele, for whose interests 
the policy is designed and implemented likely to respond to 
the efforts made to attract them to join the adult education classes? 
The answer to such a question probes the most influential'normative' 
aspect that is likely to afftect the implementation of the policy. 
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3. To what extent are the country's resources of whatever 
kind: demographic, agricultural, mineral, •••••. etc., likely 
to answer the financial requirements needed for the implementation 
of the expansionary service among Egyptian adults? 
The answer brings to focus the 'environmental' conditions of 
the country. 
In the light of the investigation of all three aspects: the 
'institutional', the 'normative' and the 'environmental', it is 
possible to level the ground for the judgement of probabilities 
of implementing the future adult education policy. 
I. Institutional 
Bodies Involved in Adult Education Policy Implementation 
(i) At the national level 
Ministry of Education: 
According to the regulations laid by Act 67 of 1970, thf 
executive responsibilities at the national level are mainly 
the concern of the Ministry of Education to undertake through 
the A.S.U.(I) All other ministries, associations, and public 
organizations are to help the Ministry of Education by allowing 
adequate educational chances for illiterate adults affiliated 
to them.(2) 
Almost a1l the executive tasks of implementation at the 
national level are thrown on the Ministry of Education. 
Article 5 of the above act specifies such tasks as follows: 
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1. Putting the executive plan for study and programmes of 
adult education and illiteracy eradication. 
2. The follow-up and execution of programmes and projects of 
adult education and illiteracy eradication. 
3. All tasks related with preparing, printing and distributing 
books and educational means. 
4. Supervising the training of inspectors and adult educators 
together with means and methods of adult teaching. 
5. Performing experiments and researches for the development of 
adult education and illiteracy eradication. 
6. Suggesting the distribution of the annual budget over 
governorates in the light of the needs of each. 
7. Co-ordinating the efforts between the concerned body for 
adult education and illiteracy eradication, on the one hand, 
and educational zones and directorates in various governorates, 
on the other. 
8. Issuing the directives, memoranda and orders that regulate 
the work in adult education and illiteracy eradication within 
the ranbe 0 f the }:inistryt s concern. 
9. Supervision of all centres for the teaching of illiterates. 
10. Supervision of the performance of tests for learners and 
the issue of certific,ates indicating their success. (3) 
Through the Ministry's inspectors attached to the General-
Directorate for Adult Education, it is possible for the Ministry 
to follow-up the technical standard by which ~e plans are 
executed in varicus governorates. 
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(ii) At the regional level 
a. Educational Zones 
The executive responsibilities at the regional level are 
largely left in the hands of the educational zones and 
directorates. The realm of their responsibilities, which are 
undertaken through the 'Adult Education Office' attached to 
the Director for Primary Education in most cases, is similq,r 
to what the Hinistry of Education undertakes at the national 
level. In the light of the executive plans drawn by the 
S.C.A.E.I.E. the 'Adult Education Office' is responsible for 
all matters associated with 'technical supervision' on adult 
education classes including the training, follow-up and 
examinations. The S.C.A.E.I.E. has defined the taSks of such 
offices as follows: 
i. Technical supervision on study in all illiteracy eradication 
centres. 
ii. Preparation of training programmes for inspectors and 
teachers on means and methods of adult teaching. 
iii. Appointment of personnel including heads of centreG, 
supervisors and teachers. 
iv. Follow-up of the reports sent to the zone or directorate 
as regards work in various centres. 
v. Preparation of periodical reports on the work throughout~he 
governorate to be submitted to the P.C.A.E.I.E. 
vi. Supervision of periodic and final examinations in the light 
of the regUlations put by the S.C.A.E.I.E. in this concern. 
vii. The issue of orders to regulate work in the light of resolutions 
(4) 
by the P.C.A.E.I.E. 
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b. P.C.A.E.I.E. 
Though its work is mostly one of 'policy adoption', as 
has already been referred to in chapter Il~5) the P.C.A.E.I.E. 
is involved as well in some executive tasks. Apart from its 
role in the propaganda and information, preparation of the 
budget and distributing it over all units of the governorata, 
and the co-ordination between various agencies involved in 
provision, all other tasks are the ones undertaken by the 
educational zones and directorates. The Ministerial order 
No. 89 of I972 has defined for the P.C.A.E.I.E. the following 
tasks: 
i. Supervision of the training of inspectors and teachers on 
means and methods of adult teaching. 
ii. Putting a system by which the supervision of the executtn 
by various agencies is made possible. 
iii. Supervision of the process of providing illiter~cJ cen~res 
with teaching aids and books together with tools and eQUipment.(6) 
This duplication between the realm or respon3ibilitieE 
attached to the educational zones and directorates, on the 
one hand, and the P.C.A.E.I.E. on the other, leads to rluidi~~ 
It is the right of the 'Adult Education Office' of the zone 
or directorate to supervise the training or teachers and 
inspectors involved in adult education. This is understandable 
in the light of the human potentialities of the zones or 
directorates. Stating it to be the task of the P.C.A.E.I.F.. 
sienifies unjustifiable duplication. Amidst such fluiditY,it 
becomes difficult to locate the responsibility for certain 
inadequacies. 
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(i11) At the local level 
The executive responsibilities for the levels below the 
regional is left unattempted by Act 67 of 1970. It is, however, 
made the responsibility of the P.C.A.E.I.E. in collaboration 
with town and village councils. 
The responsibility of execution is eventually entrusted to 
teachers recruited regionally or locally from among primary 
school teachers, 'Public Service' recruits(7) and retired 
men of education together with some volunteers from the 
A.S.U. members.(8) 
Anticipated Institutional Difficulties 
The above institutional structure raises some uncertainty 
in so far as the implementation of the recommended adult ed~tion 
policy is concerned. 
First among the difficulties is the growing incapability 
of the Hinistry of Education to undertake the wide range of 
executive responsibilities laid upon her by the 1970 Act. 
On behalf of the Ministry, Professor }~ustafa Helmy, the Minister, 
has declared since 1975(9) that such tasks are more than what 
the ~1inistry can afford at present. Looking after seven million 
students at various stages of formal education leaves no energy 
to be devoted by the Ministry to adult education. Before the 
People's Assembly (February 1977) he announced that'in both-
the 'Government' and 'Mass' sectors there are between 9-12mUlio~ 
illiterate individuals who have to be provided by an educatbnal 
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service.(IO) Quoting the Programme of National Action, presented 
by the President of the Republic (1971) the Minister declared 
that such a task is supposed to be undertaken by the A.S.U. 
and Trade Unions.(II) The conclusion that he wanted to ascertain 
hefore the Assembly members is that: 
"It is faulty to imagine that the bodies of the Hinistry of 
Education can by themselves shoulder the responsibility 
seriously and objectively meanwhile they have to attend to 
the education of seven million individuals." (12) 
The S.C.A.E.I.E., of which the Minister of Education is 
the chairman, and the Director-General of Adult Education 
Department is the Secretary-General,will face serious difficulties 
in case the Ministry of Education withdraws from the executiv~ 
tasks. The Council has so far not commented on such withdrawal, 
but it seems that it is convinced of the Hinistryts incapabili1:;y 
to shoulder the executive tasks of adult education together 
with its own heavy burden of formal education. 
The N.C.E.S.R.T., on its part, has assured its conviction of 
the justifications that the Ninistry has given for withdrawal. 
It discussed such a matter in the presence of the Hinister 
himself and approved of the jus~ifications given.(I3) One outlet 
that the N.C.E.S.R.T. thought of was through the establishment 
of a national.body with branches in et .. ch governorate. Meanwhile, 
the }linistry's role wil~ be confined to three tasks: 
Firstly, blocking 
through attending 
the sources of illiteracy at the earlier age 
t~c. ~ to,accomplish~,~~the full absorption capacl~ 
of all children within the compulsory age in primary schools. 
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Secondly, eradicating the illiteracy of the Ministry's employees. 
Thirdly, providing advice for various providing agencies through 
the Ministry's technical bOdy.(14) 
In specifically two matters the withdrawal of the Ministry 
is likely to affect future adult education policy implementation: 
technical personnel namely teachers, and the availability of 
buildings. On these two the etfectiveness of the implementation 
of future adult education policies wil~ depend. They call for 
detailed attention in the present chapter. 
Teachers for Adult Edncatlon Classes 
Act 67 of 1970 has lett the matter of the choice of teachers 
tar- adult education and illiteracy eradication classes to be 
regulated by the S.C.A.E.I.E.(15) Studies in the field(I6) 
show that such teachers are drawn from three main sources: 
I. Primary school teachers normally trained in 'Teacher Training 
Schools' for five years after getting the Preparatory Certit1cate. 
2. 'Public Service Recruits' (moganadi al-khidma al-imma) who, 
in accordance with Act 76 of 1973 and Act 98 of 1975(17) are 
the gradu~tes of secondar~and higher education who have to spend 
one year as 'public service'. The 1973 Act defined twelve fields 
ot work tor such graduates. first ot which is teaching in 
~ll1teracy eradication classes.(I8) 
3. The retired teachers and other Ministry of Education officials 
whose health and ab1~ty a~ow them to involve in the teaching 
of adults. (19) 
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However, it is the first category (primary teacher&) that 
has been the dominating source for adult classes in Egypt. 
The N.C.E.S.R.T. has recogni~ed this to be attributable to 
five considerations: 
I. The short period of preparation and the compar a tively lower 
effort required for the training of such teachers. 
2. The buildings used for adult education purposes have always 
been the primary school buildings. 
3. The adult education and illiteracy eradication offices in 
the educational zones and directorates have, in most cases, 
been attached to 'Primary Education Administration.' 
4. The low adult teaching rewards have always been too little 
to attract t eachers from other categories. 
5. The responsibility of illiteracy eradication ha s, until 1970, 
been wholly thro~~ on the Ministry of Education. (20) 
But this heavy reliance on the primary school t eachers is likely 
to r a ise. unc ertainty for the iILplementa tion of a dult edu ca tion 
policy both in terms of 'qua ntity' and 'quality'. 
Quantita tively, there are indica t ors of the Hinis try of Edu ca t ion 's 
i nability to spare the numbers of prima ry t each ers who will be 
r equired by the adult educa ti on cla sses. 
Since the 1960's, the Min j s try has been comrl! itted to accomplis h 
the full absorption of children within the c ompul sory s chool age 
(6-12) in Sta te prima ry schools. This was to have been a ccompl ished 
by 1970 before it was put off until 1981.(21) Such c ommi t ment 
r epresents a true challenge to the Ministry in the light o f the 
slow progress in the recent years. Throughout the p eriod from 
Year 
1963/4 
I964/5 
196.5/6 
1966/7 
1967/8 
1968/9 
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1964 to 1974, the absorption rate has only risen from 63.1% to 
65.9%. As f':Jr the admission rate, it has risen from 68.8% 
to 7I.61o; an ev1dently slow rate of progress as shown 1n Table 12.1. 
Table I2.1 (22) 
Abs.orption ana Admission Ratios at the Primary Stage 19-b3/4 - 1973/4 
Estimated Pop Total Prim. Absorp. Total Pop. Total No. Admission 
aged 6-11 Pupils Ratio aged 6 Accepted Ratlio 
% at 6 Yrs. % 
4793100 2983929 63.1 836300 579166 68.8 
4812.900 3120556 64.4 8.57300 61002.5 70.3 
5035600 3247230 64.0 893IOO 646.509 72..0 
5065600 3235223 63.4 909100 606027 66.2 
.5193800 3278323 62.7 92.5000 613684 66 
.5328300 3364120 62..7 948800 6.54152 68 
1969/70 .5465600 3420616 62.1 973400 693887 70.5 
1970/1 
1971/2 
1972./3 
1973/4 
5620800 367681C 64.9 994000 697163 70.2 
56.34000 ~"0680'" - ( ( 65.3 1006000 7I2763 70.5 
5750000 3801000 65.6 102.8000 733500 71.1 
5878000 3904000 65.9 1C5ICC,::, 105100': 7I.6 
Even with this s~ow absorJt1on rat10, a great number of primary 
classes has been established. From 68335 classes in 1963/4, th" 
number rose to 90800 in 1973/4. In the meantime, the number of 
primary teachers has risen from 77506 to 100020~2.3) The riss 
in the number of primary classes and teachers during the period 
is shown in Table 12.2 
Table 12.2 
Primary Classes and Teachers 1963/4 to 1973/4(24) 
Year No. of Classes No. or Teachers 
1963/4 68335 77506 
1964/5 71750 80699 
1965/6 7.5245 82977 
1966/7 75703 82895 
1967/8 76752 84926 I~~?~10 ~89.54 83627 
. 0443 9I909 
I 11 u/ I ~ 'H 11 11' l~ Inll z.. 1S'1 00 ",5 0 ;0 
1'11&.1 " ,&It-ol ,,.,..Co 
":Zt/,~ q 0 Ii 00 IIJrO.!. 0 
, 
, 
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The striking conclusion to which the above study performed 
, 
by the Research and Statistics Drpartment of the Supreme Council 
• for Youth and Sports (July, 1974) is that the shortage of 
primary teachers as well as the lack of material facilities will 
continue to cripple the efforts to accomplish complete absporption 
of. all children in compulsory age in primary schools until the 
year 2000. It is expected that the absorption capacity will only 
reach 69.3% in January 1985 provided that the number of teachers 
recruited will rise from 100020 in 1974 to 134120 and the number 
(25) 
of primary classes from 90800 to 121640 during the same period 
as is shown in Table I2.3 
Table I2.3 
Comparison of the past ten years (I964-1974) with the coming ten 
years (1975-1985) in terms of population aged 6-11 years and 
primary school pupils, teachers and classes(26) 
(1964-1974) (1975-1985) 
Jan. 1964 Jan. I974 Jan. 1975 Jan. 1985 
Total Pop. 
(6 to II) 4.693.100 5.878.000 6.0II .000 7.498.0.00 
Total Prim. 
Pupils 2.983.929 3.801.000 4.010.000 5.230.&00 
No. of 111\.; ... 
Teachers 77.502. 100.02.0 102.820 134.120 
No. of 
Classes 68.335 90.800 93.950 121.640 
Absorp. 
Ratio 63.1% 65.7% 66.3% 69.3% 
Stressing the effect of the present and anticipated shortage of 
primary teachers, the study could give the prospect for full 
absorption in the year 2000 if Egypt could raise such ratio by 
1~~ from 1985 to 1995, and a further 1~~ from 1995 to 2000. (27) 
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The numbers of teachers as assumed by the above study, 
seems to underestimate the capacity of the l-rinistry of Education 
to train and recru~t teachers for its primary schools. The total 
n~ber of public and private primary teachers has amounted to 
124.366 in 1977/78.(28) This means the capability of the Ministry 
to provide about 22.000 teachers for its primary schools in less 
than three years (counted from January I975). However, one 
should also take into consideration that wi thin these 22.000 ' 
are counted the teachers for the newly established 'One-Class 
Schools that the Y.inistry is actively erecting in villages, 
h~~lets, kofour and other small rural units hardly covered by 
any educational service and whose teachers are mostly from the 
residents themselves ~ostly a waliz (preacher) or an A.S.U. 
(29) 
member. In 1976/77 there were 1650 such schools and their 
number is growing rapidly. This introduces the problem of 
fe~ergency teachers' in E8yptian primary schools. 
The inability of the r·!inistry of Education to train the 
required nu~bers of qualified teachers for its primary schools 
has led to its resort to unqualified teachers as an emergency 
measure complemented by so~e training courses provided for 
those teachers. The number or unqualified teachers has been 
decreasing since the early I960's. Still they represent I5.2% 
of all primary teachers in 1972/73.(30) This is shown in 
Table 12.4. 
Year 
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Table I2.4 
Qualified and Unqualified Teachers in Primary Schools in Egypt 
1963/64 to 1972/73(31) 
Qualified Unqualified Total 
number 
Number % j Number % Teachers 
1.963/1964 63.255 78.1 17.694 21.9 80.949 
1964/1965 67.038 79.7 17.115 20.3 84.153 
1965/1966 70.133 81.3 16.158 18.7 86.291 
1966/1967 70.701 82.1 15.400 17.9 86.101 
1967/1968 72.516 . 82..5 15.358 17.5 87.874 
1968/1969 71.952 83.2. 14.500 16.8 86.452 
1970/1971 83.503 84.6 15.233 15.4 
.:/ 
98.736 
1972/1973 82.569 84.8 14.806 15.2 97.375 
Shortage in primary teachers has also been aggravated in recent 
years by the reduction, since 1975, of the primary teacher's load 
from 28 periods weekly to 24.(32) Counted in terms of teachers, 
the reduction of teaching load simply means the Ninistry's.need 
for extra 19.000 teachers in its primary schools to cover the 
resulting shortage. 
about 
The above argument .: primary teachers, the main category 
from which teachers for adult education classes are drawn, 
gives indication of anticipated difficulties. Unless adult 
education planners study the available alternatives to cover the 
antiCipated shortage in primary teachers, which is reflected on 
the chances of getting an adequate number of such category 
to teach in the adult education classes, the implementation· of 
future expansionary policies for adult education will be 
severely crippled. 
of 
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If the matter is looked at from the 'qualitative' perspective, 
it raises ~.question whether the primary school teacher in F.gypt 
at present is capable of undertaking the tasks required of an 
adult educator. 
The answer to such a question can be reached by comparing 
what may be called the 'model adult educator' that international 
and regional conferences envisage, with the present primary 
teacher in Egypt. 
On the one hand, in the light of the tasks assigned for an 
adult educator, the Third International Conference on Adult 
Education (Tokyo, I972)(33) takes him as a quite different ruan 
from the traditional teacher in illiteracy eradication classes. 
His task is hardly thought of as the transmission of knowledge, 
nor is he likely to be a mediator between the educational 
institution and adult learners. In the community where h~ 
works, he is a positive rather than an indifferent agent. I~ 
other words, he is not envisaged as one spectator among many 
who watch development projects being carried out, but rather 
a 'catalyst' in the true sense of the word. Hence, the Tokyo 
Conference was firm in stressing the special quality of 
adult educators required by societies working far lifelonc 
education for their individuals: 
I~t is no longer a question of teaching or 
educating from the front of the class but of helping to 
learn, of providing motivation, of stimulating the 
acquisition of knowledge and creativeness, of knowing 
how to fade into the background at the right moment, of 
encouraging self-directed. learning, which is now perhaps 
more important than the specific knowledge they impart." (34) 
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The above trend expressed in one 'Basic working paper' 
of the Tokyo Conference(35) was once more ascertained by 
the Conference's Final Report' P6) The choice 0 f adult 
educators and.' the training they get are matters of ut'!'lost 
relev~ce~ Among the qualities and skills required of adult 
educators that 'Commission II' of the Conference rec.ommended were: 
II(a) a broad. social. experience and a broad cultural 
background. Social skills, an acquaintance with group 
work and the dynamics of group interaction, and an 
understanding of social and political processes were 
essential. Above all, an ability to feel empathy with 
people was often more important than the mere ability 
to plan courses and to use up-to-date aids and equipment; 
(b) enthusiasm sustained by a strong sense of socinl 
commitment was an invaluable asset; 
(c) the ability to analyse the particular social 
circumstances in v~ch they were working in order to create 
the right learning environment for participant was important. 
Since adults were not always conscious of their learninG 
needs, adult educators must be first and foremost anima~ur8 
stimulating people to become aware of their potential for 
development and inspiring them with the confidence to 
undertake some form of study or to engage in purposeful 
group activities." (37) 
In the session organized by the A.R.L.O. (Cairo, Nove~der­
December 1973)(38) for the directors of Teacher Training Inditutcn 
,,$ 
it was raisedAa problem how to get, in the Arab countries, th~ 
adult educators of the required quality and the session could 
think of a solution through institutions to train such educa tor? 
especially for their tasks.(39) 
Various • general' and 'qualitative' measures were put by 
the N.C.E.S.R.T. as a model for the required adult educators. 
The general measures include: 
- adequate knowledge or the environment and the desire to 
participate in it. 
I 
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- the ability to link educational practices with goals at 
co~unity development; 
- a minimum standard of general knowledge enough to satisfy the 
learners' need for information in various fields; and 
- awareness of the human, national and patriotic rrdssion. 
As for the qualitative measures, they include: 
- the extent to which he is aware of the educational goals 
arui methods of teaching adults; 
- his knowledge about the national plan and his role in it; 
-.the level of his initiative and innovativeness; 
- his ability to comr.unicate with others ; 
- his knowlege of the needs of adult illiterates and their drives, 
aptitudes and interests; 
- his ability to solve problems that arise at work; 
- his emotional maturity and stability; 
- his belongingness to a religion, a society and a homeland; ad 
- the morals and principles to vlhich he sticks. (40) 
Looking at the picture from the angle of the present primary 
school teacher in Egypt, a wide gap is recorded between what 
an adult educator is supposed to be, and what such a teacher 
actually is in terms of matUrity, training and experience. 
The available primary school teacher in Egypt is prepared 
in any of the 'Teacher Training Schools' (Dour al-~oalimln) 
which accept him after getting the Preparatory School Certific te 
i.e. at the age of 14 or 15. The open chances before 
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IGenral Secondary' students are much higher than those of 
the 'Teacher Training Schools' in terms of continuing their 
. (4I) higher studies, and hence rlsing up in the social ladder. 
This, makes it a losing battle for 'Teacher Training Schools' 
to attract distinguished students to train as teachers whether 
in matters of academic standard or otherwise.(42) 
What is more important, is that the tr~ining obtained 
throughout the five years that a student spends at a 'Teacher 
Training School' is confined to his preparation as a primary 
Q.S 
school teacher not~an adult educator. He ie taueht. principles 
or education, psychology, teaching practice together with oth~ 
subjects .of academic and general nature. He chooses one 
section of two: scientific Ot literary. The latter is divided 
into four branches: arts, music, physical education and 
nursery. (43) 
With adult educators drawn mainly from the above category, 
it is easy to accept what the evaluation made of the 'Tersa 
Pilot Experiment' (44) (I975-I976) bitterly rfrcorded .as_the . 
'qualitative and quantitative poverty' of adult educators.(45) 
The above 'poverty' referred to in the report was affirmed 
by the 'Study Session' arranged by the General Directorate 
(46) 
of Adult Education and the Directorate of Training (February 1976) 
and which was attended by the beads and inspectors of adult 
education in educational zones, as well as university professors, 
A.S.F.E.C. experts and Secretaries of the P.C.A.~.1.E. and 
I~Jw..~ 
other experts. Ey their present training,;:' .' are both incapable 
to teach the adults and un~illing to involve unless with some 
pressure practised on them by headrn~sters, inspectors and A.S.U. 
authorities. (47) 
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The above discouraging indicators for future reliance on 
primary school teachers in the implementation of future 
policies o~ adult education have to be seen against the 
rollowing considerations to which the evaluation of the 
. , 
Tersa Pilot Experiment draws attention: 
I. The exhausting work of primary teachers by day with over-
crowded classes and lack or facilities. The work of many of 
them extends over two shifts in the same school. These leave 
very little intellectual or physical effort to be exerted 
in the adult education classes in the evening. 
2. Many primary teachers are good in terms of their efficiency, 
qualification and experience but are short of enthusias~ for 
public work, a defect seen by the Tersa Report as 'outweighing 
all such meri ts~ 
3. The low economic status of primary teachers. They are never 
content with the monthly reward obtained from teaching in 
adult classes as they can easily get much more t~ough th0 
private lessons they give. (48) 
It is plausible to aSiJu.me that both in ma.tters 0 r quanti t~, 
and quality the heavy reliance on primary school teachers 
as adult educators in Egypt is not likely to fit with the 
quick expansionary policy of adult education unless two measlI'eS 
are taken: 
Firstly, ,the reorganiZation or the 'Teacher Training School' 
curricula in the way that includes adequate theoretical ground 
on the psychology of adults, ways of motivating adult learners 
to learn, and illiteracy curricula and methods.(49) 
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Secondly, that newly graduated primary teachers are not to be 
resorted to for teaching adults unless they pass through an 
adequate training course. Such a course is suggested by the 
'Evaluation Session' (I976),mentioned above,as one-month course 
during vmich concentration is made on adult education and 
illiteracy eradication.(50 ) The Session raised a clear 
warning that: 
"The resort to teachers without adequate previous experience 
enough to help them comprehend the goal and the ways to 
reach it,diminishes their effectiveness for, adult education 
has got its special means and methods that differ from those 
of educating young learners. 1t (5I) 
'Public Service' recruits may be thought of as an alternative 
source for teaching in adult classes. However, the N.C.E.S.R.T. 
is not optimist that they will offer solutions to above problems 
especially in so far as 'quality' is concerned.(52) Recruits ot 
Public Service who are graduates of secondary or higher education 
have been resorted to in recent years to teach in adult illit~racy 
eradication classes. Before they teach, they are given a condensed 
training course for two to three weeks on the education of adults. 
From two ru'1gles this hurried training was severely criticised 
by the N.C.E.S.R.T. (April 1976)~53) On the one hand, the 
training programmes given to them are confined to the theoretical 
aspects and so, the practice of teaching, ,,;hich is of utmost 
importance in such cases, is totally excluded. On the other 
hand, such a very short and condensed course can hardly be 
imagined to train a good teacher.(54) 
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Besides, the practical experience of the last few years 
has ascertained the fears raised by the N.C.E.S.R.T. In three 
aspects,the 'Evaluation Session' (1976) mentioned above has 
recorded the hazards of reliance on such recruits: 
Firstly, the 'Public Service' recruits who \'fJ rk as teachers 
are reluctant to involve in various activities associated vdth 
the organization of adult education classes such as enumeration, 
propaganda, registration, etc. taking the task to be entirely 
direct teaching in classes. This, as the Evaluation Session 
has recorded 'imposes limits on their understanding of the 
adult teaching process •• (55) 
Secondly, their young age and little experience in work is 
reflected on their orientation with the atmosphere of an 
educational institution with other COlleagues from other 
categories.(56) Besides, sharing work in the same class with 
other teachers from the primary stage creates what the 
'Evaluation Session' has recogni~ed as 'an atmosphere of 
confusion among the learners themselves,.(57) 
Thirdly, that the 'Public Service' recruits join the work in 
adult teaching classes a period after the regular study 1n such 
classes has started. This urges the learners to take their~d? i~ 
the teaching process as subsidiary.(58) 
Retired teachers have proved to be the best category of adult 
educators in Egypt.(59) In terms ~f their emotional maturity, 
long experience in teaching and willingness to participate in 
the service of the community they excel over other categories. CGO ) 
However, the problem is 'quantitative' rather than 'qualitative' 
for their numbers are too little to satisfy present and futur~ 
needs for adult educators in Egypt. 
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Availability of Buildings and Equipment 
Lack of buildings especially designed for- the purposes 
o~ adult education is one problem felt in Egypt. It accounts for 
the heavy reliance,at present,on school buidings of the primary, 
preparatory and secondary stages. It is, however, normal that 
the adult education centre makes use of the primary school 
as has already been mentioned.(6I) Such a trend is not likely 
to change in future. In the building projects throughout the 
Five-Year Plan (I978-I982) there are I3.947 new classrooms, 
314 subsituted schools, and over 607 new school bu~ngs. 
or these all, not even one classroom will be built especially 
for adult education.(62) 
The Tersa Pilot Experiment (1975-I976) draws the attention 
to the drawbacks of ruch a trend. (63) Future adult education 
expansion is likely to be impeded by lack of buildings even 
the ones already in use in the morning as primary or secondary 
schools. 
Recent official reports admit that the growth in the 
number of pupils in formal education institutions from 
2.400.000 in 1952, to about 7.000.0)0 at present (I977) has 
not been met by proportionate rise in school buildings. (64) 
Hence, the upheaval rise in educational chances since the 
Revolution is one aspect of the problem of shortage in buildings 
from which the Ministry of Education suffers. 
For the adult education schools, the problem. has been 
aggravating with the present shortage in bundlngs for formal 
(65) 
schools themselves. This is attributed by the ~linistry of Planning 
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to lack of adequate investments in bUildinatogether with 
the incapacity of the contraction bodies.(66) Such Ghortage 
is reflected on the ut1114at10n of formal school buildings 
for the purpose of adult education. Many school buildings, 
especially in Cairo, are used for more than one Shift. It means 
that they accomodate twice the capacity of learners in two 
shifts on the same day. According to the same 
the percentage or schools used in more than one 
is as follows: 
At the ;primary school level 
The percentage for the whole country is 30.1% 
The percentage for Cairo only is 46.2;:; 
At the prepararory school level 
The percentage for the whole country is 19.7% 
The percentage for Cairo only is 41.9% 
At the secondary school level 
report, 
shift 
The percentage for the ~..n ole country 1s 4.9% at the general 
secondary school, 31.9 at the Secondary industrial school, 
and 39.5 at the secondary commercial sChool: 67 ) 
As for the percentage for Cairo only (genral" industrial and 
commercial schools together) is 53.8%. (68) 
Even if the problem of buildings for adult education purposes 
is solved, tn'ere remains the dif:f1.cul ties associated with the 
lack of equipment. One of the causes given for the failure of 
(69) 
the Tersa Pilot Experiment, mentioned above, was equipment. 
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The use or primary schools with inadequate equipment was 
condemned in the Final Report of the Tersa Experiment trom 
four a.ne;~e.s: 
I. Lack ot fitting tables on which the T.V. set, used for 
adult teaching, together with inava1lability of tools anQ 
other facilities. 
2.. The bad condition o~ blackboards. 
3. The classroom lighting which was f"yo inadequate for adul.t 
learners. 
4. Some adult learners had to sit on the floor because the 
available desks were ~ar from fitting their bodies.(70) 
It is thus that the successful implementation of adult 
education policies in future will. be conditioned by the abillty 
to provide buildings and equipment, if not especially designed 
for the education o~ adults!~rirust at least satisfy the minimum 
requirements tor a successtul teaching situation. 
Effectiveness of the P.C.A.E.I.E.~ 
Apart from the tAdul.t Education Otfice' attached to educational 
zones and direc.torates, the beaviness in the implementation 
of the adult education policies drawn by the S.C.A.E.I.E. 
(71) is thrown on the P.C.A.E.I.E. The evaluation of the efforts 
so far exerted by the P.C.A.E.1.E. (until 1976) is not 
encouraging.(72) Uncertainty as regards the implementation 
of future policies is associated with the drawbacks that 
have been shown by the experience of the recent years. Four 
points have to be taken into consideration: 
.' 
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Firstly, that the country has for a long time in its modern 
history since the reign of Mohammed Ali (1805-1349) been 
following a centralised system of administration. Hence, the 
move to a decentralised system through the 'Local Administration 
System' laid by Law I24 of I960 must be regarded as one step 
on a long road. Granting provincial coupcils unlimited authority 
to manage their own affairs was not without slips in implementation 
mostly as a result of the deep rooted centralisation. The authorities 
granted to such councils did not stop the continuous consultation 
of the Central Government in Cairo in small as well as grave 
matters.(73) With time, it is expected that such councils will 
shoulder their responsibilities independently especially in the 
light of giving each governor the authorities of the President 
of the Republic in his own governorate starting from January I979.(74) 
Secondly, that eventhough generalization of the success of tb~ 
P.C.A.E.I.E.sin their tasks may be faulty~75) it was recorde~ 
with sorrow that many such councils have not got enough zeal 
for the provision of adult education in their governorates. 
Contrary to the expectations that the P.C.A.E.I.E. would fig~t 
for more financial allocations for the spread of literacy among 
their adult masses, many of them returned the budset or part of 
it stating that they could not get enough adult learners t~ 
(76) join the opened Classes. In one aspect of the problem it is 
normative, as will be elaborated later(77) but these P.C.A.E.I~; 
could not be entirely cleared of lack of enthusiasm. 
One more example 1s recorded in one official report by 
the A.S.U. (February 1976)(78) th4t condemned the indifference 
by which the P.C.A.E.I.E.; in many governorat~~sponiiiligg the 
required forms for enumeration which cripples national efforts 
in the field. (?9) 
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Thirdly, that the work of many of the P.C.A.E.I.E.;is dominated 
by formalities rather than heart-devotion to the mission of 
spreading adult education. Their first and foremost attention 
is with filling the gaps so that their effort may be without blame. 
Rather than a matter of high relevance to the r~alization of 
the national goals, the expansion of adult education service 
was taken by many P.C.A.E.I.E.sas an opportunity for distributing 
the allowed compensations and over-time.(80)The main concern 
is that the purely educational aspect is looked after. 
'Other aspec~s', states Saif and Fayek (1976)(81) 'were not put 
into practice at any level.' (82) 
Fourthly, that governorates ~ave shown incapability to plan and 
execute inteGrated adult education projects. Two examples are 
the Cairo Project for People's Schools (1961-1964)(83) an~ 
the Alexandria Experimental Project (I964-1966)(84~ Both ended with 
'unsatisfactory and un-encouraging results' (85)although th~y 
were given regular financial support. 
The outcome of the whole argument about the possible 
contribution of the P.C.A.E.1.E. in the f~ture adult educntion 
policies in the light of the experience of recent years calls 
the attention to the ne~essity of providing such councils with 
. efficient and enthusiastie elements who are keen on the task 
of providing an adequate adult education service thro~ehout 
the governorates. 
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Effectiveness of Local Councils 
One anticipated difficulty in the way of implementing 
wide-scale adult education expansionary policy in Egypt is 
related with the effectiveness of the councils in charge of 
execution in local areas. This does not deny that the 
educational zones and directorates, in collaboration with 
the P.C.A.E.I.E.;undertake several tasks of leading, supervising 
and solving problems related with the execution of adult 
education schemes in their governorates. But, to the writer's 
way of thinking, the success of the whole effort is, first aml 
foremost , dependent on the localities themselves. Such a vie~ 
is imposed by t~country's. demographic distribution ~lich will 
be elaborated in detail later in this chapter(86) that the 
rural population in Egypt represents in the latest census 
(November 1976) 56.1% of the total population. Most of thes~ 
a~e inhabitants of the 4000 villages, hamlets and kofour 
, 
dispersed throughout 'Upper Egypt', Lower Egypt' and 
'Frontier' governorates. Diificulty of communicating vdth 
the capital and bigger towns necessitates th~t a good deal 
of the burden of execution be undertaken by local councils 
themselves. But the question to be raised is \'ihether these 
councils have got the required degree of self-reliance, 
initiativeness and enthusiasm. 
One bright prospect is the growing trend to give localities 
almost all authority to execute their schemes within the 
regulations specified by Local Administration Laws.(87) 
'Village or Rural Councils' b d have, since 1960, een entruste with 
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the execution of various schemes of whatever kind. Each such 
council ~within its jurisdiction the educational, sanitary, 
cultural, social, labour, agricultural and other services 
to be entrusted to it by this law (124 of I960) and executive 
regulations. The Rural Council also manages the combined unit 
if there is one.,(88) 
Uncertainty, however, rises from two points. The first is 
concerned with the slow development that these modern councils 
have witnessed since 1960 as substitute of the old traditional 
system of administration in Egyptian villages. The second is 
related with the capability of these modern councils themselves 
to undertake the authorities granted to them by law. 
On the one hand, it is exaggeration to assume that all 
Egyptian villages have got,ten years after the promulgation 
of the 1960 Law, functioning local village councils. (89) 
Out of 4012 villages, Hayfield (1971)(90) could find only 
997 having such councils. Host of the others, as he states, 
'are still largely under the traditional umdah* system •• (91) 
Judging the implementation of future adult education policies 
in villages still under the traditional administrative system 
calls for some investigation into such a system. Villages of 
the traditional type are run mostly by two most influential 
figures: the umdah (the headman) and Shaykh al-Ghafar (head of 
th~ 
al-ghafar or. police guards). These are assisted by u~dmaster, 
the imam of the village mosque, the village doctor and social 
worker if there are any. 
The way by which the umdah and Shaykh al-Ghafar are elected 
has undergone some change since the issue of Law 124 of 1960 
• italicised in the original 
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and Law 59 of I964. The latter puts the following requirements 
that an umdah or Shaykh must fulfil: 
i. Citizenship of the U.A.R. 
ii. Good reputation. 
iii. His name registered on the village electoral list. 
iv. Twenty-five years of age or older. 
v. Able to read and write. 
vi. Active member of the A.S.U. 
vii. Resident of the village and must have a monthly salary 
a minimum LE 20 for the umdah, and LE 5 for Shaykh al-Ghafar.(92 ) 
One comment on these requi~ents is that the intellectual 
standard of the umdah is not seen as an important indicator 
for the election of the man who leads the village. It is enoueh 
that be is able to read and write to be fit to differentiate 
between various schemes of adult education expansion in his 
village and recomffiend for his assistants the adoption of one 
rather than another. What is more than the low intellectual 
standard required for candidacy to the position of umdah, is 
the influence of strong cl&n relationships in the village 
which makes the family the basic social unit around v:hich 
individual life is centred. (93) Althoueh it is allowed that 
a candidate may be one of the village young intellectuals 
it is highly improbable, as the urnda~ 1s normally elected from 
among the strongest family in the village in terms of \':eal th 
and number of members. MaYfield refers to three assumptions 
behind aJlowing such a system to continue by the Gover~~ent 
of Egypt: 
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I. The possibility of having some intellieent and upright 
young men among the richer and more influential families 
in the village who may be animated by genuine desire to 
promote the welfare of the village inhabitants; 
2. that the ordinary peasant will riehtly elect the fitting 
elements, and has the right to complain about the leaders 
in his village; and 
3. the ready intention of higher government officials to 
chec~ and punish any abuses among village authorities.(94) 
Under these assumptions it is possible that the management 
of the village affairs is likely to go better. However, 
Hayfield seems to be pessimist about the future for he 
comments that 'Unfortunately none of these assumptions is 
justified by experience. ,(95) ~ 
The writer of the present study ShareS~i~ v~ews~ 
In so far as the traditionally administered villages are 
concerned, it is hard to expect revolutionary efforts 
underta~en in the provision of adult education. This io 
based on two considerations: 
Firstly, that the system itself is not likely to encourage 
the enlightenment of the village population as it is likely 
to stir troubles in their way and may lead to complaints of 
whatever defects they may find in undertaking the village affairs. 
Secondly, that even if the will to undertake wide-scale adult 
· ... 1~d 
education scheme~, there are doubts as~the capability of such 
village leaders with their low educational standard to undertake 
the task efficiently unless given training. 
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Undertaking educational affairs in villages with 'Rural or 
Village Councils' is likely to be better than the traditionally 
administered ones. Each Council bas, at least four permanent 
committees, one of which is the 'Education, Culture and Youth 
Committee'. Such committees are normally formed of the edQcation 
inspector and his assistant, the headmasters of all village 
schools in the area, some chosen teachers and citizens of 
interest.(9G) Besides, these committees have the right to invite 
some experienced individuals to share in their meetings and give 
their views in various matters that are discussed.(97) 
However, it is to be noted that the head of the Council 
has got a wide range of administrative, co-ordinative and technical 
tasks besides his right to attend the meetings of various 
committees as chairman.(98) 
With the structure of the Village Councils in mind, and 
growing defects of application in the recent years referred to 
in some studies(99) there are uncertainties as to the capability 
of such councils to undertake the implementation of wide-sco.1B 
adult education expansion in rural areas. Such a view is formec. 
in the light of three considerations: 
I. The low educational level of the council members. To assume 
that they will involve effectively in the campaign to attract 
the village adults to the adult education classes and evoke in 
them the enthusiasm for learning, requires that the members 
themselves be the good, eX9mple before the people. But, with 
the present 10\'1 educational standard of the majority ot them, 
the efforts are likely to be crippled. According to a statistical 
study conducted by Ministry of Local Administration on the 
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council members of 563 out of 997 Village Councils, the 
educational standard was shown to be below what is expected 
of leaders of an adult education revolution in Egypt. 55% 
of the members had only the Primary Certificate or less. 
The classification of qualifications of the members included 
is shown in Table 12.5 
Table 12.5 
Classification of the educational qualifications of the members y. c.~ 
of 563~included in the study by Hinistry of 
Local Administration(IOO) 
Qualification Numbers Percentage 
College degree 2213 18.5 
Secondary certificate 3134 26.5 
Primary certificate or Ie s6625 55.3 
It is, however, possible that such a condition may be improved 
by encouraging members with low educational standard to join 
non-formal courses with the use of various incentives. 
2. Hany members in Village Councils are not keen enough on 
public service. This lack of interest is reflected on their 
effectiveness. This has been especially noted in the case of 
ex-officio members who, as Nayfield (I97I) states: 
"are often absent from council meetings, and too often they 
attend village council meetings when they are totally 
unfamiliar h~th the problems and projects being discussed 
in the council." (IOI) 
Such a difficulty is likely to be overcome by the spread of 
awareness as well as by firm follow-up on the part of higher 
level authorities. Incentives in the form of accomodation, 
additional salary, •• etc. may encourage some of them to reside 
in the village and hence, increase their feeling of belongingness. 
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3. The establishment of adult education classes in villages 
(as well as in some small towns) may hit with difficulties 
stemming from geographical and economic conditions of villages. 
Lack of quick and regular means of transport (trains, buses, •• etc.) 
makes the establishment of an adult education centre to serve 
the whole area covered by the village council unpractical. 
Besides, it may not be easy, after the exhausting field work 
by day that many villagers will be ready to cover the distance 
on foot. Even when means of trans~rt is available, it is 
improbable that villagers, living on sUbsistence level, to 
afford the fare every time they go to the adult education 
class. 
(2) Normative 
The latest census (November 1976) shows that the vast majority 
of the Egyptian population (93.67~O are Huslims. Christians 
represent 6.32% of the total population, and other religions 
form only 0.01%.(102) Hence, it is essential that the examination 
of the normative pattern a~ong Egyptian adults takes into 
consideration the impact of Islam on Esyptian culture and life. 
Asruming that the concept of knowledge in a certain religion 
serves as an indicator against which educational prospects in a 
given c o::l:nuni ty may be viewed, it is worth\\hile to focus some. -
• light on Islam's perception of knowledge' and 'man'. Both are, 
however, interconnected as knowledge is concerned with the 
perfection of the powers of ~an, his reason. i~~ination and taste. 
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(103) 
Islam, like other religions, is itself a system of education. 
It exhorts MUslims to aspire to certain prescribed ideals. 
However, it differs from other religions in two main points: 
Firstly, it regulates the life of its believers to the minuted 
details, thus dealing not only with moral or spiritual life of 
the believer, but with all other aspects of his life as well. 
Such nature has stirred Macdonald to state that: 
"There is no inner side to Muslim life. All the sides of 
life, for the unreconstructured .1uslim are equally 
discussible, may be talked out. There are no forbidden 
subjects for conve~sation.n (104) 
This all-embracing nature of Islam has led to far reaching 
effect on the history of Islamic countries, with Egypt as one. 
Such effect relates to the organic combination between reli~ous 
and political affairs or between 'religion' and 'State'. The 
insep~ability of both, though could successfully be made in 
the Christian West since the Reformation, has resluted in an 
ever-widening gap between West and East in so far as the role 
assigned for religion is concerned. The law governing Islaw, 
says Tibawi(I05) 'is the divine law, one and indivisible. ,(106) 
Secondly, it gives a sizeable care to this world side by side 
with the next. The Holy Quran and the Traditions of the Prophd 
indicate how life hereafter should be given greater importance 
meanwhile the Muslim's share in this world should not be 
fOrgotten. CIO?) The Prophet, in his prayers, used to repeat 
the following verse: 
"Our Lord ! grant us thy bounty in this world and the next, 
and save us from the chastisement 0 f the fire." (108) 
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Hence, the Muslim believer is urged to enjoy his life and 
happiness in so far as this enjoyment does not lead him to 
cling graspingly to this world. 
Islam admits the existence of 'loVi desires' which must be 
quelled and subdued by reason and will power. From this 
argument, the training of reason and character gets its ut~ost 
importance in the l{uslim's victory over such desires. His 
success in the fight against low desires is called the 
'greatest struggle' (aI-jihad al-akbar) and is assured by 
religion if the l-1uslim observes the ., five pillars of Islam' 
(arkan aI-Islam al-khams). 'fhese require that the Muslim must 
testify that 'there is no God but Allah and Hohammad is His 
Messenger.' Besides, he must pray according to the prescribed 
forms five times a day, fast from dawn to sunset a whole specified 
month every year (the month of Ramadan), give alms to the poor 
and visit Mecca at least once in· his lifetime if his 
circumstances and health permit. 
Knowledge acquisition is related with the 'five pillars' fa-, 
the observation of such pillars leads to victory only if such 
observation is accompanied by other means: 
(a) The study of 'J.:uslim Science' containing the Quran and the 
Traditions of the Prophet. 
(b) The practice of religious morality even to minute details 
of everyday life, and the developme.nt of moral goodness 
responsibility by contacting learned pious people, and the 
continual fight against low desires. 
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(c) The contemp~ation of the world creation which will lead 
him to ever convic.tion of the existence one omnipotent God. 
From the above argument stems the necessity of knowledge 
acquisitio~ in order that a Muslim becomes a good be~iever. 
The Holy Qura~ and the Traditions are the major sources of 
'}mslim Science' and accordingly, or Muslim education. Both 
give knowledge and its acquisition a high esteem. Quoting 
some verses from the Quran: 
-"The Prophet recites into people God'crevelation, causes 
them to grow and imports them knowledge and \'{isdom." 
-"And hasten not with the Quran ere its revelation. is 
accomplished into thee; and say,'O my Lord, increase me 
in knowledge". (Quran 20:II4) 
-"Say, shall those who know be deemed equa~ with those ,'!ho 
do not." (Quran 2:269) 
-"God bears witness that men embued with knowledge maintain 
His creation in justice." (Quran 3:I8) 
In addition, the Prophet's Traditions give learning and the 
contact of learned people a high esteem: 
-"Pride yourself on being learned or learning, listenine or 
lover, but do not be the fifth lest you should be d'3.mned." (I09) 
The fifth, which leads to damnation is, according to Muslim 
ancestors, antagonism or hostility to learned men. (IIO) 
Continuation of knowledge acquisition throughout the 
t'1t> 
Mus~m's life is/highly valued by Islam that Dr. Abboud, 
Associate Professor of Education announces before the , 
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'International Conference for Developmerrt and Adult Education' 
(Tanzania 21-26 June 1976)(111) that Islam has introduced 
one of the earliest forms of lifelong education.(II2) This 
is shown in the Holy Quran and the Traditions. Whatever 
knowledge one may acquire, still what he is ignorant of, 
exceeds what he actually knows. A Quranic verse states: 
"You have got but little knowledge'. 
Also one Tradition states: 
"Seek knowledge ~om cradle to grave and acquire it even 
though it be in China." (113) 
It is for this that Professor Ebeid, Head of Comparative Educatio~1 
Department, Ain Shams University agrees to Abboud's view, and 
sees that the princ~ples of Islam have urged the Huslims to be 
keen on cont:tnued growth and participation in knowledge as well 
(114) 
as its spread. 
Recurrence between 'work' and 'learning' is appreciated in 
Islamic principles. The HURlim is urged to acquire knowledge 
and behave according to knowledge, values and principles, 
(115) 
and iL this way, knowledge, behaviour and practice are integrated.1 
The alternation between knowledge acquisition, that is 'learning~ 
and the practice, 'that is 'work' is apprecb ted in Islamic 
princiPles.(II6) Quoting Professor Ebeid: 
"Within the framework of these principles adults alternated. 
between work and learning in life. This took various forms 
and arrangements. Some of them alternated between working 
and learning during the hours of the day vb i1e others did 
that from one season to the other. Some devoted their time 
to learning part of the year and then worked for several 
year40 return to learning once more and so on." (117) 
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The above argument is likely to be taken as an encouraging 
indicator for the success of future expansionary adult education 
in Egypt. If the Egyptian adults respond favourably to what they 
are requested by religion to do, they will appreciate the attarnpts 
made to provide them with learning experiences throughout ther 
lives. 
However, one expected difficulty to the proposed adult education 
policy is related with the degree to which the Egyptian adults, 
especially in the rural areas, may adhere to what the bigher 
valuations of Islam preach. Studies so far made (118) give 
indicators of possible future impediments to adult education 
expansion on the part of the adult learners themselves. 
(119) In one study (October 1971), Noah recognizes as one 
big impediment the weak desire among Egyptian adults and their 
(I20) 
hesitation to join adult education classes. Noah's fears 
are ascertained by the 'Final Report' of the Tersa Pilot 
(121) ~ 
Experiment. It bitterly refers - tc the reluctance on the part 
of adults, especially females, to attend the adult education p 
classes. The report records that none of the 2IOtadult learner[ 
who had been registered on the lists attended the classes on tr· e 
first day of stUdy.(I22) Reluctance was even recorded on the 
regional level. In 1972/73, some governorates, among which were 
Cairo and Alexandria, failed to recruit the assigned numbers of 
adult learners to the classes enlisted in the plan, and for Which 
actUal financial allocations had already been sent. The inevitable 
result was that such allocations were returned for failure to 
attract the adequate number of adult learners.( I23) To the writer's 
way of thinking, continuation of such reluctance may cripple the 
future efforts unless the attitudes 
of adults are modified. 
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Reluctance is also shown by the high rate of drop-out 
in adult education classes. It is so high that the follow-up ~ 
the Tersa Pilot Experiment raises a warning that such a problem 
is 'the most serious problem in the way of illiteracy eradicatiDn~124) 
At~endance throughout the period from February 1976 to December 
1976 was disappointing to the supervisors of the e~e~nt. 
The size of such a problem and its impact on the experiment 
could be deduced from the figures included in Table I2.6. 
Table 12.6 
statistical table of the follow-up of the Tresa Experiment 
learners from February to Dec. 1976(I26) 
C1asses Feb. Harch April May June July Oc-t. Nov. Dec. 
T.V.(1) 
T.V (2) 
Girls 
Class 
50} 30 (Both classes were combined then it was closed) 
50 
40 32 20 8 (Class was closed on 29 Hay.) 
Co-education 
Class 39 39 
Hale (I) 43 40 
Male (2) 44 40 
Male (3) 44 44 
Male (4) 46 46 
Ordinary 
T.V. Class 
Total 356 271 
39 39 
36 30 
36 36 
30 24 
32 30 
30 
193 197 
47 41 
28 25 
30 29 
20} 29 
15 
26 23 
166 I47 
36 
25 
29 
29 
20 
I39 
36 
33 
30 
20 
20 
35 
33 
30 
20 
24 
139 142 
(125) 
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The drop-out rate during the above period has grown from 5.9% 
in March 1976 to 50.7% in December 1976 as is shown in Table 1Z.7. 
';'able 12.7 
(121) 
Percentage ot drop-out among learners from March to December 1976 
Month Drop-out percentage 
March 5.~/o 
April 33% 
May 36.5% 
June 42.5% 
July 48.2% 
October 55.2% 
November 55.2% 
December 50.7% 
With such a high drop-out rate, it was not strange that thE 
final assesment of the Experiment has taken the efforts exerted 
to be fruitless. Out of the 356 adults enrolled at the beginnin~ 
of the Experiment (February I976), only I3I attended the 
examination, of whom only 25 passed. The percentage of those who 
completed the course successfully to the total number of the 
enrolled at the be~nning of the Experiment did not exceed 7/~ 
which is too low a percentage as is shown in Table 1~.8. 
Table 12.8 
Numbers of enrolled, applicants for examination, sit tine fm~ 
examination and successful in examination 
in the Tersa Pilot Experiment (128) 
Sex Enrolees Applicants Attending Successful % of success 
to exam. exam. in exam. rto enrolled 
l!ale 294 183 III 25 8.5% 
Female 62 24 20 None Zero 
Total 356 207 I3I 25 7;~ 
Year 
1972/73 
1975/76 
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At the national level, the problem is no less acute. The 
total number of drop-outs among adults for whom literacy classses 
were provided by the Ministry of Education and other mini~tries 
in I975-I976 amounted to 88.873 out of 240.859 or about- 3~~ of 
the total chances provided. This was counted 1n a study by 
the N.C.E.S.R.T. (December I976) (I29) to represent a financial 
wastage of LE. 266.6I9 as indicated by Table I2.9. 
Table I2.9 
Wastage due to drop-out in ill1teracy classes at the national 
level in I972/73 ~d I975/76(I30) 
No. of chances no. of chane Total No. of Wasta!:,€' 
-er Tota ... 
by H. of Ed. by all othe Expens Attendi~ in Ll:_ 
Bodies Exam. 
I47.240 I8.000 I65.240 495.720 II1.962 I59.834 
200.524 40.335 240.859 722.577 15I.986 266.6I9 
Behind such phenomenon, the normative pattern looms large. 
However, scientific thinking imposes that it should be attributed 
to a great many factors including the teacher, the educ~tion~l 
setting, eqUipment, aids and other facilities,.. etc si. de by 
side with the norms of the adult clientele. 
On the one hand, Noah's study (October I97I) (I31) refers to 
the weak desire among ~gyptian adults to learn and their 
hesitation to join such classes Jut of the belief that the 
learning age has gone. Hence, the feeling of despair among 
impedes 
learners whichAchances of progress in learning. (132) However, 
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the study did not neglect the impact of various economic, 
educational and social conditions on the weak desire for 
learning among Egyptian adults.(I33) Melaika's study 
(1958 and 1963)(134) has focused on the passivity and 
indifference of adult villagers in Egypt towards learning. 
It showed that they have only very little thought for 
spending their leisure time in education. When Helaika's 
investigees were asked what they did after the end of work, 
or in their leisure time during the day, their answers showed 
the exclusion of any intellectual pursuits as is shown in 
'l'able I2. 10. 
Table 12.10 
Responses of villagers in Meliaka's studt~as to how they 
spent their leisure time(I35) 
Response 
Doing nothing or taking rest 
Worship 
Sit with family 
Sit with friends, relations 
or people 
Number of Responses 
1958 
66 
44 
40 
44 
1963 
87 
42 
42 
Participate in public activit~ I 
49 
4 
Practiso activities to rasie 
the living standard 3 
The attitude of Egyptian adults to join adult education 
classes may, in a sense, be attributed to lack of ambition. 
This, imposes . limits on the attempts to promote one's 
abilities or knowledge. 'The utmost happiness for an Egyptian 
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farmer has ever been in his fertile land,' says Professor 
Abo-Zaid, former Minist~r of Social Affairs, '~ith strange 
feeling of content with whatever little his land provides. ,036) 
Professor Eisa(I37)has also reported the same by stating that: 
"The Egyptian villager lacks ambition. He lives with no 
drives for specialization in a certain work or to climb 
up a higher rung in the social ladder." (138) 
The N.C.A.E.I.E. considered the reluctance 
of Egyptian adults to join adult education classes and 
their dropput before the completion of the course a subject 
worth of study. The Committee for Illiteracy Eradication 
and Adult Education undertook s~ch a study in 1976. (I39) 
Some assumptions were raised. of which the follo?'ing' five 
are significant: _ 
I. The majority of illiterate adults in Egypt have no time 
left for study.(140) Yet, one should take such an assumption 
rather cautiously if it diffuses the problem into a matter ot 
B.1.ortness of time. The results of Helaika's empirical study. 
mentioned ~bovetPut it as a matter of low awareness of sound 
ways of spending leisure time. This was shown by the classification 
made to the answers about the time they finL:.ned work and became 
tree. The majority finished their work in the afternoon or before 
as in Table I2.1I. 
Table I2.I1 
Times when Egyptian villagers finish work(14I ) 
liu~ber of re~onses 
195B I9.§.3 
At noon 59 47 
Afternoon 85 47 
Evening or after 57 88 
After o'clock 9 II 
No regular work-time 7 4 
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2. The majority of illiterate adults are engaged, by day, in physically 
exhausting jobs and hence, prefer to rest rather than to join an adult 
education class in the evening. 
3. The low income of some illiterate adults drives them to invest 
their time doing some work with economic return rather than learning. 
4. Content of some illiterates to remain so,as the jobs they practise 
by day do not even require an ability to read or write. 
5. Belief of some adults in their inability to study at an old age.(142) 
It was also reported by a study performed by Saif and Fayek (I976)(I43) 
that incentives to encourage adults to join classes are not strong 
enough to overeome their reluctance. Bence, the S.C.A.E.L~has suggested 
certain positive incentives ranging from material rewards for regular 
attendance, study leave with paid salary to free trips for adult 
learners. (I44) 
On the other hand, negative incentives suggested by the 1970 Act~145) 
stopping at mere cutting of the annual salary rise for illiterate 
adults who refuse to respond, has proved too lenient to urge th~ 
adults to join classes and attend regularly. Therefore, the 
National Plan approved by the S.C.A.E.I.E. (1972) raised a severe 
warning that: 
"It is now high time that the individual believes that there is 
no place for the illiterate in a state based on Science and Faith. 
Leniency which has so far characterized the edUcation of adults 
must give its place to stricter regulations." (I46) 
In the light of the above argument, it is possible to assume that 
the implementation of an expansionary adult education policy in Egypt 
is likely to be crippled by reluctance of the adult'masses to join 
classes. Side by side with the 'positive' and 'negative' incentives, 
the attitudes of the adults toward involvement in educational 
experiences provided for them have, by all means, to be modified. 
Until this occurs, it is doubtful that adult education poliCies 
will meet with the required success. 
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(3) EnvironmentaL 
Anticipating the possibilities of impleffienting an adUlt 
education policy capable of covering the majority of Egyptian 
adult masses requires consideration of the 'natural enviro~ent' 
~~ich Holmes (I965)(I47) takes to signify 'Aspects of man's 
physical enviro~ent beyond his immediate control, e.g. climate, 
geology, desography, location, natural resources.,(I48) 
Consider~tion of the relevant aspects among the above ones 
may illuminate the argument about future irnplemerrtation through 
the impact these may have on the ability of the state to finance 
the adult education expansionarj schemes, on the one hand, 
and the economic capacity of the individual adult to engage 
in education without his family's living standard being affected, 
on the other. If Egypt is to embark on such schemes, "it is not, 
in the first place, a matter ot progressive legislation 
reinforced by some administrative orders addressed to the agencies 
and bodies involved in execution. The ma~ter turns, in the first 
place, to be a financial one; whether various environmental 
conditions are likely to be favourable for the implementation 
ot such a policy. This requires an investigation into three 
broad aspects: the demographic conditions, the resources, acd 
the financial situation. All three are dealt with in some detail. 
Demogranhic Conditions 
Egypt's demographic conditions are likely to affect the 
implementation ot the required adult education policy from 
tho angles: 
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Firstly, that the population is still dominantly rural despite 
the steady rise in the urban population since the outset of 
the present century. 
Secondly, that the population growth ratio has, since the late 
1930's been steadily rising (except for a slight tendency to 
decline in the recent years). 
An analysis of the two and their possible impact on the 
implementation of expansionary adult education policy in Egypt 
is dealt with in some detail. 
I. Rural Dominance in Eeypt's Demographic structure and its Impact 
on Adult Education Schem~~ 
Reflection on the major structural changes that have occured 
in the Egyptian society since the beginning of the 20th century, 
reveals that the percentage of the rural population in the 
total population has been declining rather rapidly. This is 
sh-o· .... n by Table 12.12. 
Table 12.12 
. Rural and urban population in Egypt since the outset of 
present century(149) 
Year Urban Percent Rural Percent Total 
19Cf1 2.125.000 19 9.058.000 81 11.183 .O'J () 
1917 2.640.600 21 10.029.700 79 12.670.300 
1927 3.715.840 26 10.367.436 74 14.083.276 
1937 4.382.083 28 11.429.001 72 15.811.084 
1974 6.202.316 33 12.603.510 67 18.805.826 
1960 9.651.097 37 16.120.368 63 25.771.49'5 
1966 12.042.030 40 17.689.630 I 60 29.731.660 1976 16.095.613 44 20.560.567 56 36.656.180 
This, however, should not conceal the fact that Egyptian 
population has for a long time, and Vlill continue for some 
future period to be dominated by rural population. 
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Cairo, Alexandria , Port-Said and Suez a r e clas s i f ied in th e 
1976 census as 'urbani governora t e£. with a tota l population 
of 7.859.739.(150) Other g overnora t es in Low er Egypt: Damie tta , 
Dakahlia, Sharkia, Kalyubia , Ka fr- El-Sheilt.h, Gha rbia , Henoufia , 
Behera and 1smail1~ have still. 73~~ of their tota l popula tion 
rural. Rence, it can be said tha t a bout three quart er s of th e 
population of the Lower Egypt governora tes, with the exception 
of the four urban ~nes mentioned a bove, i s . rural in the sense 
of living in geographically rural communities, i. e . villages 
and the like.(151) Such governora te s domina t e the Delta a r ea 
as is shown in Figure I2.1. 
Figure 12 .1 
Lower Egypt Governorates(152) 
IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
/j O-
In the governora tes of -'Upper Egypt I which extend from 
Giza to Asswan including Giza, Beni-Sue!, Fayoum, Minya, Assyiut, 
Souhag, Quena and Asswan, and which are shown in Figure 12.2, 
rural population represents 69% of their t ot al population. (153) 
Figure 12.2 
Upper Egypt Governorates(I54) 
IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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As for the 'Frontier Governorates' which include Red-Sea, 
El-Wadi El-Gedid, Matrouh and Sinai, the rural population -
represents 51.7% of their total population.(155) 
Hence, out of the total population of 36.656.180,Egypt has got 
20.560.567 classified as 'rural population'. These a re distributed 
over various governorates as in Tabl~ 12~I3. 
Table 12.13 
Rural and urban population in Egypt (November 1976)(156) 
o· 
S EX .. 
Governorate 
Malo Foma.lo T()t rJ 
Cc.iro 2606999 2/t 77461 508446) 
Alexandria 1190729 1127926 2318655 
Port-Sn1d 136186 126434 2G2620 
~uc z 102464 91531 I 194001 _ ..... , 
.. - ..-. 
Total of UrbUl Governo-
rates 4() ) 6378 JlJ23 361 78597 ~; ._-: 
. - _ ... _-_._-
I Urban 72419 70396 1. ,~ (~ [ ~l ~:. Dar:: -I etta Rural 211007 2032 9) I !~ll .)t;() Total 283426 213GSS 5 5 71 :'. ~i 
i Urban 333447 321825 Gr:, ,,:,'7 '~ J ,,.il • • " • ~:::;~cl11iH Ru J:a1 1051945 1025539 2C1i7 f .fl. ~ 
\ ~ot!ll 138539 ? 1347)64 27 327 '5 t~ 
I Urbs.n I ~: 7164 5 250'{0 9 I 5 .." r .-.- , J ~ ' ... " ~~t l a:.~}':iQ Rur['~ I 10(,5372 1025 . 'j~; :2 .... - ... . <" ,. I r. '_' : .. .. ' _ ..-,' Total 
I 
1)3'701'{ 12041.91 I 
2C;?] ' L#.~ C : . 
, U)'cun - - 6 ') ' 1." ) 28041 ft'!: ~ r.{.'. ~, : ~ . 4 . .1 
;61 yu i d 0. ~ l-rural ~;;13 J34 ~76()8S 9A94:""0 T-:>tul 869879 80412 ''- IG7 ~f'l "'" · l","J LJ ~" 
~afr-El-Sheikh! Urban 149974 141885 '291C: 0 Rural 558090 553519 1111 E/) ~ 
Total 708064- 695404 140Ji~C;-
! Urban 391025 375312 766337 (~ hu:,biu Ru:'al 774~ 67 753 ,1 99 1527966 Total 1165492 1128811 229·l JOJ 
! U~ban 172385 H;4306 336691 .h'h lJ 0Ufia Rural 69.0.458 674833 1374291 Total 8[10/1 3 839139 1710~b2 
! Urban 34-9156 332256 631412 8 ,:;hera Rural 934892 920942 18633 34 1'otal 12H4048 1261198 
1 
2545246 
0 
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Table 12.13 (continued) 
, 
SEX 
Governorate 
llnl e Perr.nle 11'0 tal 
I Urban . 0586'8 79B)0 .. 1656'98 Ismailia Rural 94006 92185 186191 Total 179874 172015 -~889 
Total of LOWerrlIrlmn 2182464 2072560 4255024 
Egypt Gover.DO- Rural 5902571 57)3378 116J59~ S 
rat es Total 8085035 7805938 1589097J 
-
! Orban 708947 670330 . - X.'379277 Giza Rural 537645 502325 1039970 Total 1246592 I 1172655 2419?.~ '7 
I Urban 140256 135937 270193 Beni-Sue! Ru:r-al 419817 1)12605 BJ2422 'rot::1l . 560073 5~85~·2 110a61~) I I Urban 1 41748 1)4680 27642B Pe..yoUfl Rural 44J.404 422413 86) 8J. '"( Total 583152 557093 1140245 
! Urban 22406(~ ! 206762 430830 l.linsa Rural ! 835510 I 788399 IG2490S Tota l I 1060578 
I 
995161 ? (. ,. c· ~ _ <: 
I 
~ .... , :::::: /y) I I ! 
I 
2<.6795 22)236 UrbB!l. 47003? 
ABSyiut Rul.-ul 624303 601043 122') .14b , 
Total BTI099 824279 16~1"53~.8 
~ Urban 2{;9442 195849 405291 :5ouhag Rural 75748J 762186 .1519669 { Total 966925 9580)5 J. 924960 
! Urban 201<)18 189760 351?7B G:~na Rural 65 5~;OJ 658413 . 1314}l6 Total 85'1 421 848173 1705594 
I Urban 11"(490 112167 229657 A~'8\l'an Rural 189408 200[;67 390275 Total 306898 3130)01- 619932 
"Tot a l of Upper~ Urban 19:30265 1868121 3858986 
Et'''ypt GovernOf Rural 4462473 4348251 8810724 
rates Total 6452738 6216972 12669710 
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Table 12~I3 (Continued) 
SEX 
Governorate 
l.lal.e ~Q ':total 
I Urban 25861 21861 47722 Red-Sa8 Rum1 5660 2809 8469 Total 31521- 24670 56191 
I Urban 6858 6144 1)002 EI-Wadi EJ..- Rural 21907 21782 4)689 Gedld Total 28765 21926 56691 
I Urbllll 26933 2410) 510)6 Matrouh Rural )1026 )0710 61736 I Total 57959 5481) 112112 I Urban 6508 -3596 lOlO~~ I 
Sina i (Liber- I Rural - - - I 
ntod Zona) Total 6508 359 1010t! j 
Total of Fro- t Urban 66160 5570.1- 121864 1 
ntler Governo Rural 58593 55301 11389~ I r a tes Total 1-24153 lll0CS 2)515a 
Total Popu-
rrban 8275267 1820346 16095613 l ation Present Rural 10423631 lOl)6930 205605 G'1 at the Census 
Date Total 18698904 17957276 )665 61SC I \ 
-
Looking at the ma tter from the 'human' per spective, i t i s 
possible to see how the dominance of rura l J o pulatio~ in ESy_ t 
until present is likely to stand against t be execution of 
expansionary adult education service. 
The prevalent social system among the Eg yptia n rura l popula tio~ 
imposes several barriers. Leadership is, according to tradi t i n , 
a right of the elders of the nura l c cmmunity. Their views have 
to be respected and accepted by all the younger gener a tion 
however better enlightened the latter may be.(I57) From this 
angle, expansionary adult educ a tion policies may be impeded 
in so far as two aspects are concerned: 
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On the one hand, the atmosphere for the spread of adult 
education is not encouraging. For these eld er s , educ a tion is 
to be Sought only at younger age,until the age of 20 or so. 
) 
Seeking education at one's older age , is an odd behaviour 
that shakes the image of the adu.lt in the community. One current 
saying in Egypt, especially in rural communities, mocks at such 
adult learners: 'amma shab wadouh el-kuttab' Wich literally 
means (when he became over-aged, he was sent back to the 
'kuttab', that is the small village primary school} 
Such attitude . ' toward adult education, it must be rem embered, 
has to do with their belief in the futility of ge tting educa tion 
at an old age . Another of their s ayiLgs sta t es that: 
'al-iIm fi al-sighar kalnaksh a I-hagar' which literally me R~ ~ 
tha t (le arning a t the young a ge is like carvi ng in stone ). 
It is understood that, when 'completed, th e s aying liken ~ 
education at an old a ge by drawing on \va t er. 
On the other hand, the spread of educa ti on among f emal es i s 
not desira ble. It hits with the belief in. th e s uperiority of 
to 
male which is likely (be shaken by t he edu ca tion th a t 
females get. All that is expected of her is to look a f t er her 
children and obey th e directions of her husband, th e head of t he 
f amily. Thus, Professor Fahmy (I97~)(I58) puts the ar gume nt i n th e 
fallowing words: 
"The attitude of men toward women is built around th e i dea 
tha t woman is inferior in every aspect. Therefor e , wome n 
have to submit to the will of the 'superior sex' who are 
entifoled to plan and direct their lives and be t heir 
guardians." (I59) 
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Amidst the prevalence of these thoughts, equality of educ3tional 
chances between the two sexes has not been regarded in rural areas. 
In 1971, for example, female pupils as proportion of all enrolled 
pupils in the first stage of education at the national level 
did not exceed 38%. In. the sec::lnd stage of ecm cation it was only 
33%, and in the tertiary stage it was as down as 27%.(160) 
It 1s hence, that the educational standard of females in. Egypt 
is evidenly lower than that of males as is Ehown from the results 
of the 1966 and 1976 censuses, displayed in Table 12.14. 
Table I2.14 
Percentage distribution of the population by sex and educational 
status in 1960 and 1976 censuses(I61) 
Educational 1960 Census 1976 Censur-
status Males Females Total Males Females 
Illiterates 56.9 84.0 70.5 43.2 71.0 
Able to read 
and Vlrite 32.6 12.4 22.5 33.2 16.2 
Qualifications 
below high degree 9.0 3.4 6.2 20.4 11.6 
High qualification 1.5 0.2 0.8 3.2 1.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100·°1 100.0 100.0 ; 
Apart from the difference in illiteracy rates between both sexeR 
at the national level and in all governorates, it is in the 
below-high-degree category and high-qualification category that 
we find striking differences. The percentage of females wi.th 
qualifications below high degree in the total urban governorates 
is, according to the latest census (November 1976) 42% of the 
total holders in these governorates. As for 'high qualifications, 
the percentage in these governorates is found to be 28.3%.(162) 
Tot.:l.l 
56.5 
25.1 
16.2 
2.2 
1OO.C 
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Comparing the above perc.entage in the two categories with the 
percentage of 'Lower Egypt Governorates' of which the rural 
population forms 73% of the total population, as has already 
been mentioned, the percentage is 29.9";b and 23r respectively. 
As for 'Upper Egypt Governorates', the precentage is 29% and 
24.6% respectively. In the 'Frontier Governora tes', the percentage 
is 30% and I2% respectively. (164) 
With the above attitudes toward the edication of females in 
rural communities of Egypt in mind, it is easy to see how the 
expans ionary adult educ ation policies in them will not meet~~ 
favourable climate. On the degree to which the s ocial structure 
and traditions in Egypt will changer depends the anticipat ed 
success in the· efforts to provide an .adequate adult education 
. (165) 
service to the adult mas ses in rural are~~ . 
(163) 
On the other hand, it is uncertain whether th e material faciliti c~ 
available to these rural areas will encourage the implementa tion 
of adult education expansion~ry policies. Egyptian rural comrnun iti e~ 
(al-tagamoat al-sokkaney fi aI-reef al-Misri) amount to 28 . co~ 
including oi-g and small villages, ezab (sing. ezba) or estates, an.] 
kofour (sing. kafr) or hamlets. These are all gathered adrn inistatively 
under a little more than 4.000 villages. (166) 
The disperse of rural po pulation in Egypt over all these 
communities raises a possible problem for the spr~ad of adult 
education services. To penetrate the adults in these communitie s 
requires the establishffient of adult erucation centres gathered from 
among several adjoining communities. This is, however, faced by 
difficulties of transporta tion and communication (trains, ca rs, buses,etc.) 
which are not available for the move from one district to another. 
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This imposes severe limits on the move of adults, especially 
at evening times and in areas where the electric current has 
not been provided. It is for this that we recom~end to provide 
self-contained simple adult education centres in as many of 
the 28.000 rural communities as possible. But, this will require, 
in the first place positive self-efforts from the people ther.lselves 
b~ 
which are not lllcely tOlobtain~unless wide-scale schemes for the 
spread of a~qreness among rural population are implemented side 
by side with the establishment of such centres. 
2. Population Growth and its Impact on Adult Education Scher.les 
The average annual rate of population growth in Egypt has leapt 
from I. I2~~ for the period from 1927 and 1937, to 1.77 for th£ 
period from 1937 to 1947, then to 2.34/~ for the period from 
1947 to 1960, and further up to 2.5~~ for the period from 1960 
to 1966,(~67) before sho~~ng slieht decline to 2.31 for the 
period from 1966 to 1976.(168) 
Accompanying this has been the 'natural increase', which is 
the difference between 'birth or natality rate' and 'mortnlity 
rate'. Except for slight depression in the recent years 
since the mid-1960's, the natural increase rate has, generally, 
been rising. This was more felt since the early 1950's, when 
a quick world progress in medicine and methods of treatment 
has started to affect the mortality rate. This is shown by 
figures of Table 12.15. 
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Table 12.15 
(169) 
Birth, l10rtality and Natural Increase Rates I952-I975 
Year 
I952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
I959 
I960 
I961 
I962 
I963 
1964 
I965 
I966 
I967 
I968 
I969 
1970 
197I 
I972 
!974 
I975 
Birth 
Rate 
45.2 
42.6 
42.6 
40.3 
40.7 
38.0 
4I.I 
42.8 
42.1 
44-.I 
4I.5 
43.0 
42.3 
41.7 
41.2 
39.2 
38.2 
37.6 
35.I 
35.1 
34.I 
35.7 
36.0 
, 
, 
l 
Death Natural inc. 
Rate Rate 
17.8 
19.6 
17.9 
17.6 
I6.4 
I7.8 
I6.6 
16.3 
I6.9 
15.8 
17.9 
I5.5 
I5.7 I I4.1 
I5.9 
I4.2 j 
I6.I ,I 14.5 
I5.1 
13.2 I 
Jh.4 I 
I2.7 I 
12.2 i 
27.4-
23.0 
24.7 
22.7 
24-.3 
20.2 
24-.5 
26.5 
25.2 
28.3 
23.6 
27.5 
26.6 
27.6 
25.3 
2.5.0 
22.I 
22.5 
20.0 
2I.9 
19.7 
23.0 
..,... 0 
c:...~.,..J 
At the regional level, some difference is recorded between 
'urban' and 'rural' governorates. Since the mid-1930's, 
urban governorates have recorded a generally higher 
intercensal growth rates than has been the case with rural 
ones. Suez and Ismailia governorates have been the striking 
examples of hieh growth rate while, on the other side, 
Beni-Suef and Qena have the least, as may be illustrated 
by Figure I2.3. 
260 , 
220 
160 
140 
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Figure I2.3 
Intercensal Growth Rates by Governorate (I70) (Indexed to 1927) 
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With these growth rates, the total population ha s increa s ed fr OLI in 
19.022.00Q~947 to 26.085.326 in 1960, to 30.075.858 in I966 th en t o 
38.228.180 in November 1976. (17I) If the present gro~ th r a t e of 
2.3I is maintained, as the C.A.P.N.S. e)..rpects, then the tot Cl. l 
population will amount to 4I.769.000 in 1980, and to 48.290.000 
in I987. In almost one decade, the increase is expected to r each 
10.062.000 or 26% over the 1976 figures. (I72) 
Looking at the actual impact of such a high growth rate, the 
proportion of the young people to the total population is 
a most significant feature for educational and other schemes. 
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People under 15 years of age represented 38-3~~ of the 
(1?3) 
population in I947. ~y I960, it had risen to 43%. Out 
at the total population rise of 7.100.000 between I947 and 
• 
1960, 3.900.000 (55%) were persons under 15, 2.800.000 
(39%) were between the ages of 15-5I , and less than 400.000 
(less than 6%) were persons 60 years of age and over. (174) 
By I970, the age-group of less than I5 years formed 43.6% 
of the total population, while for the 15-64 group it was 
(175) 25.5%, and for the over 65 group was 3.9";6. The preliminary 
results of the November 1976 census show that the population 
less than 12 years of age farm 31.6% of the total population, 
the 12-64 group form 65 • .5%, and the over 65-years-group 
f 2 90/ (176) arm • /0. 
Projections for 1980 and 1985 favour the continuation of 
the trend as illustrated by the figures in Table 12.I6. 
Table 12.I6 
population of Egypt by age as projected in 1980 
and 1985 (177) 
Age Group 1980 I 1985 
16.8 
j 
16.7 0 
-
4 I I 
5 
-
14 25.8 I 25.9 
15 
-
64 I 54.0 , 54.0 
65 + I 3.4 I 3.4 
Such population structure puts Egypt in a different position 
from other countries. It carries a burden of young children 
(1-14 years of age) 1.9 times as that of England according 
to the 1969 figures as shown in Table 12.17-. 
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Table 12.I7 
Distribution of the population of Egypt, England and India 
by age-groupsin 1969 (I78) 
I(J 
15!44 45!'64 6.5+ 1-14 Total 
Egypt; 42.76 40.47 13.29 3.48 100 % 
England 22.63 42.66 23.88 10.83 100 % 
India 40.72 44.93 11.94 2.41 100 % 
Such a feature characterLzes the underdeveloped societies 
which are flooded by children of young age. UNESCO's Statistical 
Yearbook, 1972 has even shown by figures how the problem in the 
Arab States is, on the whole, more acute than the underdeveloped 
countries as is shown in Table I2.I8. 
'I'able I2.I8 
Distribution of population over age-groups in Arab, DevelopinG 
and Developed countries(I79) 
/' 
('I (,I % C' ,J /,J I" 
o - 4 5 -24 15 -24 25+ 
Arab Countrie s 18.27 26.58 18.84 36.29 
Developing 
Countries 16.15 25.12 18.99 39.74 
Advanced 
Countries 8.89 18.04 16.75 56.32 
Taking the matter from an educational perspective, the high 
percentage of young age-groups in Egyptian population is likely 
to affect the implementation of adult education expansionary 
policies from two angles: that of the individual adult and 
that of the State provision. Both are dealt with in some detail. 
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a. The Impact on Adult Learners 
The high percentage of of young people vdthin Eg7ptian population 
functions as a dissuading factor for ~gyptian adults to join adult 
education classes. Such impact is indirect through the economic 
status of such adults. The high percentage of children under 15 
affects the 'dependency ratio' vmich is taken as a measure to 
compare the population v!hich is dependent (under I5 years and 
over 60 years) to the productive age_groups.(I80) 
Dependency ratios in Egypt have been on the rise sin¢e 1927 
in so far as the under 15 years-old group is concerned. This is 
shown ic Table I2.I9. 
Table. I2.I9 
Egyptian dependency ratios 
(Dependents per 100 popUlation 15-60 years of age)(I8I) 
Dependency Ratios 
Year youth 10~d age Total (under 15 (over 60) 
I I 1927 70.7 12.0 82.7 
I 937 72.0 11.7 83.7 
1947 68.1 10.8 78.9 
1960 83.6 11.9 95.5 
1970 83.4 11.6 95.0 
This makes the Egyptian dependency ratio, one of the high~ct 
throughout the whole world as 1s indicated by Figure 12.4. 
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Figure 12.4 
Est~mated dependency rat~~s ~n s~me_~ou~tries, 1960(182) 
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Omran's view (I973)(I~3JIs', lienee, plaiisl.ble that 'Egypt's 
dependency ratio, although generally sim~lar to other developing 
areas, is far higher than those for the deve1o~ed areas of the 
world. ,(184) In 1970, there Vlere 8.34 children (under I5) to' 
every ten adults.(185) When th~s is com!,ared with that of 
developed countries in Europe, North America and Oceania, \'.h ere: 
the figure is only about 4.5 children to every IO active adults, 
~t ~s clear how the burden on Egyptian adult ~s almost double that 
, (186) 
of adults in some other countries. 
The economic conditions of the adults have their bearinr; on 
educational ~nvolvement. With the above high dependency ratio, 
the Egyptian adults heartily encourage any chance for betterinb 
the economic standard of their families espeCially in rural are~c. 
It has to be remembered that the per-capita man/land ratio in 
Egypt is as low as 0.207 feddans ~n I972.(I87) On the other 
hand, the per-capita income in I970 was as low as 2IO dollars 
which is lower than all the Arab countries with the except~on of 
the Sudan and the two Yemeni Republics as is shown in Table I2.20. 
'. , 
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Table I2.20 
Average GNP per capita in the Arab countries in I970(I88) 
(in U.S. dollars) 
qountry Average ~ Country Average GNP 
Per Capita Per Capita 
Egypt 2IO Union of Arab Emirates 2390 
Katar I730 Libya I770 
Kuwait 3760 Syria 290 
Lebanon 590 Algeria 300 
Tunisia 250 Saudi Arabia 440 
Iraq 320 Horocco 230 
I Jordan 250 Sudan I20 
Bahrain 550 Yemen (Arab Republic) 80 
Oman 350 Yemen (People's D. R.) 120 
Average Total for all Arab Countries 438 
Hence, to think of the involvement of Egyptian adults in 
adult education classes has to take into consideration their 
heavy economic burden. Children and youth side by side with 
adults, particularly in so far as rural areas are concerned, 
are engaged in work either on their own field or on others'. 
The onlJ exception from this rule is a small category whor.l 
Abde.iRehim (I975) (I89) calls 'al-mertahi.n' (the well-to-do). (I90) 
Possibili ties be.fore adults to involve in adu 1 t education 
courses are to be in part-time after they finish their work. 
If we· consider how the adult masses intended by future adult 
education expansionary policies work in agriculture in which 
work times are unlimited, we can assume safely that it is 
about 6 or 7 o'clock in the evening that they are likely to 
join such classes •. But, the hours that an adult may spend in 
one adult education class may be " more economically 
profitable if spent in some other task of immediate economic 
avail. In this way, the elevation of the educational standard 
for a great many of the Egyptian adult aasses, who live at 
the ~~bsistence level, is likely to form a conflict with 
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urgent needs for bettering the living standard of their f~milies. 
It is most likely that educational chances, whatever may be 
their fruits in the long-run, may be sacrificed for the more 
pressing immediate .needs. 
The llbove confiict may turn out to be one between the individual 
adult learners, and the state, each having his own way which is 
in contrast with the other. On his part, the individual adult 
suffers the economic outcomes of failing to respond to state 
efforts for birth control. On her part, the state, seeing the odd 
composition of Egyptian population with only a small sector of 
.; 
actively economic adults as shown in (Figure 12 .. 5') is likely to 
press harder and harder to get the utmost economic and social 
benefit of members of such a small sector. This is assumed to 
occur through the spread of functional literacy schemes amon~ 
the illiterate adult masses as well as the upgrading, by all 
means,of their vocational training. Thus, the conflict turns 
out to be one between the urgent needs of the Egyptian individu~l 
adults which drive them away from education, and the Stat8 
modernization plans that require enlightened and skilful adults 
vd.th .favourable attitudes toward the reali%ation of modernity 
proposals. 
Figure 12.5 (Ion 
Population Pyramids in Egypt (1927-1970) and in Sweden (1958-1962) --, 
,.lDr" 
.. 10 1110 1,,.·tNl 
'i~~A ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ M 0 ~ 
,raCllfT 
-
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b. The Impact on Educational Provision 
Having a high proportion of young people within the total 
Egyptian population, and which is expected to continue 
according the forecasts mentioned 
before~I92) has its clear bearing on the state policy 
especially in so far as the first and second stages of education 
are concerned. 
Constant flow of great numbers from the young age-groups 
practises irrisistible pressures on the state to provide 
more educational opportunities for them, giving such task 
a first priority as was the case since the middle of the 
present. century. The total number of the first stage pupils 
(excluding Al-Azhar) has risen from I.030.468 in I950/5I(I93) 
t~ 3.47I.334 in I967/68,(I94) then to 4.300.000 in I977.(I95) 
As for the second stage (g8neral), the total number of stude~ 
has risen from 93.767 * in 1950/5I to I72.406 in 1967/68(I9G) 
then to 1.685.000 in I977.(I97) It was thus that in 1950/5I~the 
percentage of pupils enrolled in the first stage of education 
from among the age-group 6-1I was 41.0%, v,hile it r.as 17.0);.. 
for the second stage of educatio!l from'among the age-group 
12-I7 years. In the 18 years that followed, the state wa.s 
seriously committ~d to give the priority to the education of 
the young generation. Under such a policy, the correspondent 
enrolment ratio for the two educational stages has risen in 
1968 to 78.q~ and 30.~& respectively. (198)ln 1977, the ratio 
has risen further up to 83.fr~ for the first stage, and 50.~~ 
for the age-group I2-I4 years, and 33.~~ for the age group 
I5-I7 years. (199) 
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Projected figures until 1985 for the total school-age 
children (6-I2 years of age) show the trend to be persistent. 
Hence, an increasing demand on primary school places, that 
has been with Egypt since the mid-twentieth century, is 
likely to continue, and even aggravate in the years to come. 
Such aggravation may be deduced from the figures of Table 12.21-. 
The total male children at the age of 6 years in the whole 
population will rise to 699.000 in 1980, and 796 in 1985. 
This means a rise of 83 per cent over the figures of 1960 
which did not exceed 435.000. 
~ ~~ 
TABLEIZ. 21 
( '200) 
Projected PopuLation at School Age (6-12) 
Age 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 
::a les by age (in thousands) 
6 435 447 518 612 699 796 
7 374 398 500 589 682 771 
8 436 354 483 568 666 748 
9 324 377 466 547 650 725 
10 402 405 448 531 630 710 
11 246 430 442 514 607 694 
12 451 370 395 496 585 678 
Total 
males 2,668 2,781 3,252 3,857 4,519 5,122 
Females by age (in thousands) 
6 398 354 435 511 581 660 
7 340 352 421 493 568 641 
8 419 312 407 476 555 622 
9 300 335 394 459 542 603 
10 380 372 380 446 526 591 
11 220 394 349 432 508 578 
12 411 338 350 419 491 566 
Total 
- females 2,468 2,457 2,736 3,236 3,771 4,261 
Total 5,136 5,238 5,988 7,093 8,290 9,383 
-_.,- --
-
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Accompanying the rise in the enrolment ratio,is 
another in the budget allocated for the education of the 
younger generation, especially the primary stage. By Constitution, 
the state is committed to provide primary education for all 
Egyptian children within the compulsory-school age (6-12) 
Hence, the budget of primary education has risen from L.E. 
11.812.000 in 1953/54 to 20.264.000 in 1959 which formed 
48.0% of the total budget of the Ministry of Education in 1959. 
In 1964/65, the budget of primary education had leapt by almost 
50';6 overthe 1959 figures, r~aching' L.E. 30.250.000 out of the 
total budget of the ~linistry of Education of 68.095.306, al~ost 
(201) 49%. With ye~s, the trend has continued, and is not even 
showing signs of decline in future'. Out of the total investment::: 
, 
devoted in the Five-Year Plan (I978-I982) for General and 
Technical Education\ ~d \mich amounts to L.E. 152.295.000, 
primary education alone is given 52.850.000. Next to it come~ 
(202) 
preparatory education to which is devoted 33.400.000. 
The whole distribution over all sectors is shown in Table 1~2. 
Table T2~22 
Distribution of investments for general and technical education 
in the Five-Year Plan I978-I982(20}) 
1978 
Primary Ed.Projects 8500 
Prep. Ed. Projects 
Gen. Sec. Projects 
Tec. Sec. Projects 
Teacher Train. Proj. 
Abnormal Ed. Proj. 
Adult EdUcation Pro~ 
One Class Proj. 
Military and others 
Instit. of Azhar 
Grand Total 
5.000 
650 
4.500 
300 
300 
62 
64 
2.124 
I.920 
23.420 
1979 
9500 
5.700 
700 
5.074 
300 
300 
62 
64 
2.300 
I.920 
25.920 
1980 
11.000 
7.000 
IOOO 
7.000 
I 
1,.00 
300 
I 100 100 I 3.100 
I.9cO 
31.985 
, 1981 
, 
! 11.500 
7.500 
1000 
7.500 
4-00 
300 
100 
100 
, 3.600 
1.985 
33.985 
(L.~. 000) 
1982 
12.350 
8.200 
I.200 
8.000 
5",)0 
400 
100 
100 
4.150 
1.985 
36.985 
Total 
.52.8.50 
33.400 
4.550 
32.074 I 1.900 
! 1.600 
, 424 
I 428 
t 
I 15.274 
9.790 
152.295 
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It i$ clear from the above financial alloca tions 
how adult education projects are thrown to the shade in the 
Ministry of Education's projects. It might be the rush of 
thousands of young children to join primary educa tion every year 
an excuse for the imbalance shown above by fi gures of Table I2~22, 
However, it is essential to put before the eyes of planners and 
policy-makers in Egypt what the Tokyo Conference (1972) calls 
for; the recognition of expenditure on adult education as one 
(204) 
service with social and economic return. If thes e planners 
look at adult education from this perspective, its future 
projects are likely to be more adequately financed. Planners 
are also reminded that if they are planning for a future mod er n 
state in Egypt, they have to reflect seriously on what is r a i sed 
by Rogers and Groombridge (1976) (205) that 'Tomorrow's world i s 
made or mutilated by today's adults not by' today's schoolchildr en .1. 
Such a call involves an invitation for Egypt to reconsider 
the present order of priorities. Two alternatives have t o bE:! 
r e fleeted up on: 
The first supports the continuation of the pr esent a l~c ational 
policy \'lhich focuses, in the first plac e , on t b.:.. ;~chieve i i~ ,.o !1 :: O..l 
the full absorption capacity of ali children of th e na tion 
(6-12 years of age) i.n primary schools, then proce ed with 
compulsory 'e1ucation upward to encompass the prepara t ory stage 
children (12-14). This is the policy th .9. t th~ Ministry of 
(207) 
Edlcation at present highly favours. . Such a policy embodies 
. the ideals of the new Egyptian society as expressed in various 
(208) 
documents. However, the good effects or such a policy are 
not likely to be felt immediately. Another genera tion or so 
(206) 
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might be needed before the buds bloss om. In thi o sens e , 
we may c all the policy succ e s s ful or f ailure only a ft er 
some years have passed. It represents a 'long-run s olution' 
to the problem of staggering mod ernity in Egypt. 
The second alternative is to reconsid er the educ a t i onal poli cy 
of the country radically by giving the priority to th e 
education of the present adult population who have hardly 
got any chance of education. In our minds must be r emember ed 
that these adults undertake the formula tion of the society 
which the younger genera tion will find a ft er a number of 
years. Whethe r in legislation, in s haping th e SO Cie ty' s 
ideology, in the execution of mod ernization s ch er. e!;; , c:u~ ci 
in directing the 'Public opini on', the pr esent adult 
gen er a tion will have its stamps on t he futur e pi c tur e of 
Egyptian soci e ty whether or not the educa tional pol icy-make r s 
are aware of such fact s . To give th e priority to the educ a t i on 
of present Egyptian adults forms vThat may be ca l l ed t he 
' immedia te solution' to the sta ggering mod er ni t y . 
However, it mus t be admitted tha t t aking ma tt er s in thi ;-; 
way, and in such a brief argument, ma y be an over si mplifi cation 
of the whole issue. Besides, it is very har d to r each consensu s 
as to the sacrifice of eith er the present a dult gen er a ti on, 
or the younger one. A third, and more pla us ible a lterna tiv e , 
to the writer's way of thinking,must be the mid-'.'!ay bet wee n 
extremes. It is after 'balance' in th e educa ti ona l budge t 
in accordance with a priority ord er more true to th e co~ntry' s 
pre s ent and future conditions. 
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It may be argued that the provision of fre e highe r and 
universi ty education in a country with Egypt's s ocio-economic 
condi tions sLnce 1961 '. is not a happy s olution. 
On th e one han~ ch~nce~not based on adequa t e disc overy of 
the aptitudes and abilities of the 'Seconda ry School Certifi c a t e ' 
holders. Such students are distributed over vari ous higher 
institutes in accordance with the grades they obta in in various 
subjects, and in accordance with th e lists th ey f i ll of t heir 
preferences. 
On the other hand, in the absence of adequat e planning , 
the exparusion of higher education ha s given ris e to a number 
of problems that the N.C.E.S.R.T. has recogniz ed in its fir s t 
session (June-September I974) (209) and which ar e expect ed t o 
aggrava te in the futur e . Relevant among these a r e the fol l owi ng 
three : 
I. Overcrowdedness of higher educ a tion ins tituti ons with 
students due to ~he steady increase in the acc epted numb2 r ~ . 
It has become too heavy a burden f or th ese ins t i tut i on s t o 
carry. 
2. The acute shortage in the teaching sta ff, to th e ext ent 
that the r a tio of staff/student in Egyptia n universities 
t has become far below the world r a tios and cannot allo';i 
fruitful contact betwe en staff and s tUdents. t (2IO) 
3. Inadequacy of university libraries in t erms o f r e fer enc es 
and periodicals together with labor atori es, scientific 
apparatuses, and sport activities. Thus, comments th e r eport 
of the N.C.E.S.R.T., 'students are not allowed cha nc es of 
integr~tive development in such a cruci al period of th eir 
(2II) prepara tion. ' 
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It is possible to ask whether the revolutionary expanoion 
in university education in Egypt is imposed by actual needs 
of the Egyptian society. On his part, the Minister of Education 
announced before the People's Assembly (February 1977)(212) 
his severe condemnation of such expansion which takes, in the 
recent years, the form of establishing regional universities: 
"The sentimental rush to respond to local popular dem.lnds 
by the establishment of colleges and universitie9,·.1. thout 
potentialities is condemned. This may lead to a relapse 
-not only dthe regional colleges but of the whole university 
education in Egypt." (213) 
The }1inister' s analysis is plausible in the light of the 
figures for the period from 1965/66 to 1975/76 ",hich show 
that the ratio of the higher education enrolees to the re~v~~ 
a.&e. -: group has more than doubled in ten years, meanv:hil~ 
the ratio of primary education enrolees 
has declined during the same period from 71.8% in 1965/66 to 
70.2 in 1975/76. (214) This is shown in Table I2.23. 
Table 12.23 
Enrolled students in each stage as proportion of relev~nt 
-e.gt.- g"OCAl' in 1965/66 and 1975/76(215) 
I965/66 1975/76 
stage 
Enrolees P'r~portion Enrolees Proportion 
Primary 3458467 71.8% 4120936 70.2% 
General 
Preparatory 586420} 27.9% 1339063 50.1% 
Technical 
Preparatory 26658 
Gen. Second 
lory 2I6043j 24.45~ e583I9 42'" 10 Technical 101204 377495 
T.eacher Tra 49448 33014 
',.'", Higher Ed. 172426' 7.2% 441090 15.3% 
'" 
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With this rise in enrolees, the budget of universities in 
Egypt has risen accordingly from £E 3.I4I.400 in 1952/53 to 
7.740.000 in 1959/60, then to 13.977.000 in I962/63(2I6) 
" 
By 1972/73, the budget had risen to 30.667.000, then further up 
in I973/74 to 37.966.100, a rise of about 24% in one year.(2I7) 
The rise is expected to continue. The total investments devoted 
to university and higher educ a tion in the Five-Year Plan (1978-I982 ) 
amounts to £E I94.205.000 distributed over tho five years as follows: 
32.880.000 in 1978, 36.280.000 in 1979, 40.0I5.000 in 1980, 
42.0I5.000 in 1981, and 44.015.000 in 1982.(218) 
Such expenses devoted to university and hi~her education are 
in contrast with the marginality of the adult educa tion expens es 
within the overall budget for 'Education' in the Plan and i'!h ic:, 
is as low as 424.000 for the five years.(219) Such contras t 
leads us to argue that there iS50me imbalance tha t has to be mcn d e ~ . 
The condemnation of the 'sentimenta l rush' to expand higher 
and university education in Egypt, v.Lh ich the Hinist er of Educa ti ol 
announced before the People's Assembly (quoted earlier) (220 ) ca r r i -
wi thin it an implici C I.!omplaint that such expansion is mor e t h ::. 
the country's needs at such stage of socio-economic tleve loplIl ent. 
Reflection of the above ratios of enrolment (Table 12.23) give s 
evid ence in the light of ratios of other countrie s. Enrolment 
in higher education as percentage of relevant age-group in EGYPt 
has reached 10% in 1973, which is higher than many other developing 
countries. It is only 3.0% in Iran, 2.3% in Saudi Arabia, 3.0% ~ 
Algeria and 6.~~ in Ecuador.(221) 
In so far as the executive e l ites are concerned, Egypt is 
ahead a country like India and ha s. a higher proportion of college 
graduates, but strangely enough it is even higher tha n the U.S.A. 
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95% of the Egyptian executives ar e co11ege gr adua t es , while 
in a far more advanced country like t he United s t a t es i t is 
only 74% as is shown in Table I2. 2~. 
Table I2. 24-
Percentage of College graduates: Egyp t ian , Indian a nd America n 
executives (222 ) 
Executive Elite Percentage of Co1lege gr a dua t e s 
Egyptian 95 
Indian 92 
Am erican 74 
To the prese nt study, it is un j us ti fiable t o c ar r yon the poli-c" 
of higher educa tion expans ion in Egyp t mean',vhile t he i l li t r a t ?:, 
(IO years a nd over) in terms of the inabili ty to r ead or wri t 
amounts to 56.5% of the who1e population. (223 ) It i s possibl G 
that the implementa tion of the expa nsi onary adul t edu cnt i o 
pol icy in Egypt wi11 call for a r econs i der a t i on of t h whol 
higher education policy. This is not t o under estimat e the r ol 
pl ayed by universities and higher e duca t i on ins t i tu t ions i n 
th e pres en t and future stage50f th e country' s development 
and its need for specialists in a l l. field s ami ds t wor l d 
technclogical revolution. It repea ts th e Minis t e r of Educa t i on' s 
call be fore the People's Assembly that th e higher edu ca ti ,JL 
expansion in Egypt has to be r a tionalized in acco rda nc e wi t h 
the country's future needs. What the present study r ai s es as 
a possib1e solution for the financ e of future adult e duca t ion 
schemes in Egypt is rather to 'divide the cake f airly' be t ween 
'higher education' and 'adult education'. , 
However, the study or the country' s agricultural, min er al 
and other resources will enrich th e a r gum en t ,being invloved 
in the overall financia l positi on. 
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The Arab Republic of Egypt i s loc a ted i n the Northeas t ern 
extrimity of Africa, in the desert belt tha t stretch e s a cross 
the Northern Hemisphere from the Atla ntic Ocean through Ara bia 
and Iran into China. It covers about 386.200 squa r e miles( 224) 
of which about 97 per cent is des ert. The Western a nd th e Eas t ern 
deserts are the two ma jor topogr aphica l division s of th e country. 
The former covers over 240.000 square mi l es and i s three tim es 
the size of the Eastern Desert. At the extrem e Southwestern 
corner of the country are mountainous outcroppings with 
eleva tions to 6.000 f eet above sea level. 
Apart from the t wo deserts, the country is, ge ogr aphi cal ly 
divided into three other parts namely, th e Delta , t h e I,il €" 
Valley and the Sinai Peninsula. 
Agricultural Resourc es 
Access to water for irrigation imposes limit s on pr esent a nd 
future agricultural expansion. Th ere ar e three a spect s of wa t er 
supply to cultivated l and: 
i. Spatial distribution of the Nile wa ter through the ne t':.'or lr 
of. regulators and cana l s . 
ii. Seasonal redistribution of flood wa t er through th e s torage 
of Nile water in a reservoir. 
iii. Long-term redistribution from years of high flood to on e s 
of low flood~hrOUgh the High Dam.(225) 
The Nile has 1.000 miles of 'it flowing through Egypt. Th e 
fertility of the land adjacent to the Nile is l a rgely 
attributable to silt deposits laid by til e floo ding wa t er s . 
The deposit of beneficial silt in the Valley is es timate d to 
be over 10.000 years. The average rise in the level of the 
river is 25 fee t at Aswan and 15 at Cairo. I t s seas ona l flood 
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starts in July until December vdth an average rise of 24.6 feet 
at Aswan, and 14.8 at Cairo.(226) 
On the other hand, rainfall in Egypt is very little. On the 
Northeastern coast it does nofexceed 150 mm. and so,it is only 
used for pasture and for the cultivation of such crops as fies, 
olives and barley that hardly require water. Only 20.000 acres 
of crop production on the northern coast are dependent on rain. (227) 
Betr.een Cairo and the southern borders, dependence is almost 
wholly on Nile water as rainfall is 'just a trace,.(223) 
It is, hence, that the cultivable area in Egypt is largely 
confined to the Delta an d the narrow strip alongsi de the Nile. 
As for the Delta, it is fertile land 155 miles wide at its 
base and 100 miles from north 'to sauth.(229) As for the 
Valley, its strip of cultivated land widens below Aswan to an 
average of 12 miles. OVer the 200 miles south of Cairo, th~ 
Nile changes to the eastern bluffs as is seen in Figure 12.6 
tIthe deserts are not cultivated due to difficulties 0 f getting 
access to Nile water although there are few wells at 1arg~ 
distances. However, at a hundred miles or so to the west of 
the Nile there is a number of large depressions and oase~ 
including Bahar'lya, Farafra, Dakh1a, Kharga and Siwa, no~\' 
called the 'New Va11ey'. Water in these is easily obtained 
near the surface which helps, to an extent, the cultivation 
of some crops. The cultivated areas in Egypt are shown in 
Figure "12.6. 
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Figure 12.6 
Cultivated areas in Egypt(230) 
Land reclamation in Egypt has been a costly task and this 
explains thE concentra tion, until present, time on the cultivatibn 
of lands that have for a long time been cultivated. Between 
1960 and 1970, 805.000 feddans were recla imed. But land 
reclamation movement has reached zenith in the peiod 1961 to 
1966. Since then, there has been steady deteriora tion as is 
shown in Table 12.24. Wh t d a causes eeper conc ern is that the area 
now under cultiva ti on in Egypt (about 6 million fed dans) is expected 
to decline by the year 2000 to 4 millions only, as the Gener a l ( 231 ) 
Manager of Food and Agricultural Organi~a ti on of the Ara b states D ffrr~ s . 
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Table I2.25' 
Land reclamation in Egypt 1952-I975(232) 
(000 feddans) 
Year Total Land Reclaimed 
1952 to I965/66 73I.6 
1966/67 55.8 
1967/68 34.0 
1968/69 45.I 
1969/70 2I.O 
1970/71 21.0 
I97I/72 to I975 Nill 
Agricultural technology in Egypt is still traditional with 
heavy reliance on man's physica.l power with the help of domestic 
animals. Such a condition is imposed by th ree factors nawcl:i, 
the tradi tion-bound nature of EgTptian farmer , .. hich m:tkes him 
of a rriculturl..', (23~) refrain from change in techniques and methods D 
the low per-capita share of cultivable land, and the abund~nce 
in labour power. 
Agricultural crops in Egypt are classified according to their 
time of j;rowing into summer crops (sefi), autumn or Hile crops 
(nili) and winter crops (shetwi). Under the first catesor~ comc~ 
the most valuable crops to the country's economy includinG cott~, 
rice, maize, sugar-cane, millet, groundnuts, and sesame. The second 
includes maize (grown on unflooded land). The third. category whic!1 
occupies the. land between November and Hay and are generally the 
crops previously associated with the basin irrigation system. They 
comprise wheat, barley, onions, lentils and clover. 
" 
The main areas where each of the country's major crops is grown 
are shown in Figure I2. 7." 
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Figure 12.7 
Areas where the major agricultura l crops ar e grown in EgYPt( 234) 
It may be assumed in the light of the whole ar gument tha t 
Egypt's prospects for future wide-scale agricultura l expa nsion 
ar e limi ted. This we judge from the extensive deserts whic h 
dominate its area and covering about 97% of its t ot a l land, 
from the rarity of rainfall, fro m the di fficul ty to get aCC bS6 
to water irrigation except for a certain area, and fro m t he 
high expenses of land reclamation which th e country's economy 
cannot afford. 
These difficult initial conditions require that Egyptian 
farmer has by all means;be enlightened. The enlight enmen t 
IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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we mean includes the promotion of the primitive Skills by 
which he performs the agricultural work as well as the 
modification of his attitudes toward technological innovati ons. 
Only thus, it is possible tha t the limited agricultural 
resources in Egypt are maximized. Success or failur e to 
achieve such a goal will depend, in the first place, on th e 
ability to provide wide-scale adult education programmes to 
Egyptian adult masses. 
Mineral Resources 
+ -
Although oil and iron ore are th e most important of Egypt' s 
mineral res ources, there are., as well, about 280 mineral 
sediments and formations which include as well manganese , 
phosphatei limestone, coal, gold, t alc, basalt, lea d a nd zinc. 
The areas where these res ourc es are found a r e shorln i n Fi r:ur c I2.. p, 
Fig. 12.Br'1ineral and other extractive r esourc es in ~gY:r> t ( 235) 
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With the military defeat of 1967, Egyp t lo s t mos t of it s 
oil fields in Sinai. However, such loss was compenso. t ed by 
the development of a large oil field at AI-Morgan, a nd by other 
discoveries in the Western Desert including Abu AI-Gharadig (1970) 
and AI-Razzak (1972). So, the output of crude oil has increa sed 
from 8 million tons in 1966 to 20 million tons in 1971, a ri se 
. (236) 
of 150% in five years. 
Recent explorations have also proven the existence of three 
gas fields with a total recoverable reserve of 3.500 billion 
cubic feet of gas. Abu AI-Gharadig is expected to reach 100 
million cubic feet a day (starting from l.ate 1975). The 
Abu Madi gas field, inaugurated in February 1975, will supply 
IOOm~~~~ of gas over the next thirty years. Th e one at 
Abu Kir, near Alexandria, is a ssumed to supply- 3 mi l lion 
cubic metres a day. It is estimated tha t the tota l of t~es~ 
three gas fields will amount to 375 million cubic f eet a d.- ? 
by 1978. (237) 
Iron-ore ha s been found in grea t amount s in Asrran \"/i t h t he 
volume of proven reserves amoP'lting to a:9pr oxima t el y 20 milli ol1 
tons whil e prospecti ve reserves are estima t ed a t j20 nillion t ons ~ 23 8 ) 
Since the I95U's, new deposit s have been discovered includinL: 
i. Iron ore reserves in the Baharia Oasis promising r e serv ~s 
tha t amount to 200 million tons. It is now r egar ded as on e o f 
the main minera~ resources in the country. 
2. Iron ore reserves in Al-Kosseir region tha t amounts to 56 mi llion 
tons found at a comparatively small depth under the surface 
where the, ore is found in the rocks. 
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3. The Eastern Desert has deposits of IO million tons of 
prospect~ve ore. However, th~s ~s now und er eva1uat~on. 
4. Among the' ··sources of iron ore ~n Egypt is the 'black sand' 
depos~ts which~.e found ~n the northern coast with magnetic 
~ron ore content. (239) 
Manganese ~s found in several regions in Egypt but mostly in 
Om Bogma in Western Sinai. Usually the ore is found in a thickness 
that does not exceed 2 metres. Manganese and iron ore contain 
22% to 24% manganese, 34%-36% ~ron, 5% . s~lica. Reserves of 
Manganese are also found in Sharm e1-Skeikh ~n a layer of 4 metr e. 
~n th~ckness. Reserves are est~mated at 30 thousand tons . Reserv es 
(240) 
of Wadi Araba are estimated at about 4 thousand tons . ' 
Phosphate is found in three areas namely, the Red Sea Coa s t 
in A1-Kosse~r and Safaga areas, Al-Sebaeya Eas t and A1-Sebaeya 
West. However, the f~rst two are to stop production by I980. 
The product~on of phosphate has thus been in the declin e in 
recent years. From 478.000 tons in 1952, it rose to I.44I.OOO 
in 1968, down to 700.000 ~n 1969, the n up to 716.000 1970 
and 713.000 i~ 1971 be for~ ~t sharply declin ed to 564.000 i~ 
1972 and further down to 316.000 in 1973. (24I) 
Coal is found in 32 locations in Egyp t but is mainly fou nd 
in three locations in Sinai namely, Makara, Oyun Hussa and 
Wadi Thora. The reserves in Nakara r egion do not exce e d 51.8 
million tons, and in Wadi Thora 1.5 million tons. (242) 
It can be seen from the figures of the mineral resources in 
Egypt that their amounts are not strlldLng as to put the coun try 
among the producing coun trie s 0 f any 0 f these) which affirms the 
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evaluation made by Z,1abro and Radwan (1976) (243) that the 
'mineral resources are either limited or yet unproven.' (244) 
This makes the country's future conditioned by success to 
turn the 'human element', that is available in abundance, 
into a highly efficient and productive condition. Thus only 
can the meagre material resources eive their optimum far the 
welfare of a fastly growing population. 
A new look at 'adult education' is necessary for E~ypt's 
future. If Egypt succeeds to integrate adult education in 
the national system of education, and evoke the providing 
agencies to work in partnership, it is possible that chances 
of adult education will be available for a great many e.mong the 
adult masses. \'lith the expected effect .. thest will have on their 
unmodified attitudes and inadequate skills, adults 'apt' for 
the re~l1~ation of modernity proposals will be found. The 
inconsistency between 'proposal' and 'reality' is likely to 
be solved. 
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